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INTRODUCTORY NOTE
In this volume appears the text of examination prob
lems and questions in accounting, commercial law, and
auditing set by the board of examiners of the American
Institute of Accountants beginning with the papers of
May, 1936, and including those of November, 1938. This
is the fourth volume of its kind. The three prior ones con
tain all problems since 1917.
While no official answers are ever published by the
Institute, students and candidates may derive benefit
from a review of the unofficial answers by Messrs. H. P.
Baumann and Spencer Gordon, published from time to
time in The Journal of Accountancy. Consequently, fol
lowing the precedent established in 1931, the American
Institute Publishing Co., Inc., now brings forth a new
book containing the answers which have appeared in The
Journal of Accountancy to the questions included in this
volume.
JOHN L. CAREY, Secretary.
Septem ber, 1939.
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EXAMINATION QUESTIONS
May, 1936, to November, 1938
Inclusive

A merican I nstitute of A ccountants

Examinations of May, 1936
Auditing
MAY 14, 1936, 9 A. M. TO 12:30 P. M.
The candidate must answer all questions.
No. 1
(a)
(b)
(c)

(9 points):
Define contingent assets and contingent liabilities.
Give two examples of each definition.
How should each of your examples be shown on
the balance-sheet?

No. 2 (5 points):
The balance-sheet of the A Corporation shows as a
fixed liability “First mortgage bonds, $100,000.” On in
quiry you learn that these bonds mature within the next
six months, and you inform the treasurer that you pro
pose to show the item as a current liability. He explains
that steps are being taken to refund the liability by a new
issue of bonds at a lower rate of interest. From a survey
of the finances of the corporation you are convinced that
it will have no other means of meeting the debt.
It so happens that another client of yours owns 90%
of the bonds, and has boasted to you that he will soon
obtain full possession of the A Corporation which is a
business rival.
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(a) What use will you make of this knowledge?
(b) How will you treat this item on the A Corporation
balance-sheet? Give your reasons.
No. 3 (8 points):
The Retail Hardware Corporation purchased on De
cember 31, 1930, a cash register for $1,500, paying $500
down and giving a series of notes of $100 each, payable
on December 31st of the ten following years. In your
audit for the year 1935 you find this item stated in the
“cash register” account and on the balance-sheet at $900.
The bookkeeper explains that the corporation does not
consider the register as its property until all the instal
ment notes have been paid, although the bill of sales
passes the title unconditionally.
(a) State what entries should be made to show the
facts. (Assume depreciation at 6%.)
(b) How will they be shown on the balance-sheet?
(c) What explanation will you give the bookkeeper in
support of your instructions?
No. 4 (5 points):
Why should depreciation be deducted on the operating
statement as an item of cost and before rather than after
showing net operating profit?
No. 5 (5 points):
Your client, a manufacturer in a small way, occupies
rented land and has signed a lease for twenty-five years
which does not contain a renewal clause. On the land he
has erected a building having an estimated life of fifty
years. On his books you find he has charged depreciation
at the rate of 2% per annum.
8
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(a) Will you approve this rate?
(b) Would you approve it if the lease had contained an
option to renew for twenty-five years longer?
Give your reasons for both answers.
No. 6 (12 points):
Your client, a physician, married and living with wife,
hands you a memorandum of his income and expenses for
the calendar year 1935 from which to prepare his incometax return, viz.:
(1) Income from his profession as physician . .
$10,000
(2) N et loss from operations of farm w here he
m aintains a country h o m e .................
1,000
(3) N et loss from rental of sea-shore hom e for
sum m er, viz.:
R ents received ........................................... $ 300
Repairs and depreciation ......................
600
300
(4) G ain from securities sold—bought in 1920
5,000
(5) Gain from securities sold—bought in 1931
1,000
(6) Loss from securities sold—bought in 1926
8,000
(7) G ain from real estate sold—bought in
1924, viz.:
Cost of land ............................................
1,000
Cost of brick office building, n e w -----7,000
T otal cost ...........................................
8,000
Sold f o r ........................................................
10,000
2,000
(8) Interest paid .....................................................
2,000
(9) S tate and m unicipal taxes paid ...................
500
(10) Federal income tax for 1934 p a i d .............
700

State how each of the above items should appear in
correct amounts on the return, and what will be the
client’s net income subject to normal tax.
No. 7 (12 points):
What is the auditor’s duty with regard to each of the
9
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following accounts before certifying to the balance-sheet
on which they appear? Where should they be shown on
the balance-sheet?
(a) Reserve for depreciation.
(b) Reserve for restoration of leased property.
(c) Reserve for contingencies.
(d) Reserve for bond sinking fund.
(e) Reserve for income taxes:
1. In the case of an interim balance-sheet.
2. In the case of a final annual balance-sheet.
No. 8 (14 points):
State your reasoned objections to the form and the
substance
(a) of the various numbered parts of the following
certificate and
(b) of the certificate as a whole:
Auditors’ Certificate

(1) We have audited the books, accounts, and records
of Adam & Smith, Inc., as at December 31, 1935, and
(2) certify that, (3) subject to the realization of the
accounts receivable and the inventories, (4) the attached
balance-sheet is a true and correct statement of the com
pany’s financial position for the year. (5) We further
certify that the accompanying profit-and-loss account as
at December 31, 1935, is (6) true and correct according
to the books.
J ones, B rown & Co.

No. 9 (8 points):
How should an auditor verify the book record of:
10
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Directors’ fees.
Officers’ salaries.
Commission paid to officers.
Officers’ traveling expenses.
No. 10 (12 points):
(a) State briefly what information you would expect
to obtain from the following ratios, viz.:
(1) Operating profits to Operating capital employed,
(2) Net sales
to Operating capital employed,
to Operating capital employed,
(3) Working capital
(4) Net sales
to Gross fixed assets,
(5) Net sales
to Receivables,
(6) Cost of goods sold to Inventories,
(7) Net worth
to Total assets,
to Current liabilities,
(8) Current assets
(9) Cash
to Current liabilities,
to Net worth.
(10) Net income
(b) When does the information become really useful?
No. 11 (10 points):
(a) On what basis of valuation should the general fixed
properties of a municipality be carried on the
books? Give reasons for your answer.
(b) Should any different treatment be applied to sim
ilar property of utilities operated by the muni
cipality? Give reasons for your answer in this
case also.
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Accounting Theory and Practice—Part I
MAY 14, 1936, 1:30 P. M. TO 6:30 P. M.
Solve problem 1 or 2 and all other problems.
No. 1 (20 points):
You are engaged to audit the accounts of a city for
the year 1933. The books as you find them show the fol
lowing information as to the general fund:
Surplus a t beginning of year ..............................
Taxes assessed ..........................................................
O ther revenues collected .........................................
Expense, per vouchers a p p r o v e d ..........................
Surplus a t end of y e a r ...........................................

$332,011
184,400
56,841
227,642
345,610

On investigation, you discover the following additional
facts:
(a) The assets of the fund include the inventory of
general stores—$23,812. A continuous inventory
of about this amount is maintained, the council
having authorized such an inventory up to
$25,000.
(b) The assets of the fund also include book value of
permanent property, which on January 1st
totaled $269,362 and on December 31st, $286,
962. The difference represents capital expendi
tures for the year charged direct to fixed-asset
accounts.
(c) On December 31st, orders and contracts were out
standing estimated to cost $4,350, payable out
of the appropriations of the year 1933.
12
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(d) Taxes for the year were due May 1st, but only
82% had been collected at December 31st. Esti
mates indicate further collections of not over
8%.
(e) Amounts due the sinking fund from the general
fund for the year totaled $9,212, of which $6,
000 was paid and included in expense.
(f) On January 2, 1934, a public benefit instalment of
$3,178 is due the assessment fund. A similar
instalment, due January 2, 1933, was paid in
1933 and entered as an expenditure of that year.
(g) Included in the expense of the year under audit
are the following sums paid for departments
entirely supported by special funds: library,
$1,687; parks, $2,143.

1. Does the surplus as stated at the beginning and the
end of the year correctly indicate the amount
available for appropriation and expenditure on
those dates? If not, prepare working statements to
indicate the adjustments you would consider
necessary in each amount.
2. Present also a correct statement of general-fund
revenue, expenditure, and available surplus for the
year.
No. 2 (20 points):
The operations of K. Inc. for the fiscal year ended June
30, 1935, are expressed in the following table of per
centages:
13
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Sales .................................................................................
Cost of sales ..................................................................
Gross profit

..............................................................

Expenses:
Selling and delivery ..................................
A dm inistration and general ...................

10.00
7.50

N et profit ..................................................................

Per cent
100.00
66.67
33.33

17.50
15.83

There was no inventory at the beginning of the fiscal
year and during that year the company, operating at full
capacity, produced 10,000 units, of which 8,000 were sold.
The materials, labor, and overhead were, respectively,
35%, 45%, and 20% of the cost of production.
The current year’s costs are expected to show increases
as follows: materials, 15%; labor, 10%; overhead, 20%.
On the other hand, it is expected that, because of more
efficient methods, the production will be increased 10%,
and you are to assume that this is accomplished without
additional increases in the cost of production.
Negotiations are pending with S & R who are prepared
to purchase K. Inc.’s entire output for the current year,
together with the stock on hand at the beginning of the
current year, if the parties can agree on a price. In that
event the amount of the selling and delivery expense
would be reduced 75%, and there would be no change in
the amount of the administration and general expense.
Accepting the indicated changes in costs and produc
tion, what percentage of increase or decrease in the 1935
selling price per unit would enable K. Inc. to realize,
under the contemplated arrangement, a net profit of 20%
on the sales?
14
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No. 3 (25 points):
The plant of the Tamarack Manufacturing Company,
engaged in the manufacture of hunting and camping
articles, was partly destroyed by fire on the night of Sep
tember 1, 1935. Practically all books of account were
burned, but the data given below were obtained from
various sources.
Balance-sheet Ja n u a ry 1, 1935
Assets
M achinery and fixtures .................................... $ 47,000.00
Automobiles ..........................................................
3,494.40
L iberty bonds
.....................................................
10,000.00
Custom ers’ accounts ................................................
35,524.00
In ventory ...................................................................
50,000.00
Cash .............................................................................
28,923.10
$174,941.50
Liabilities
N otes payable ......................................................
Accounts payable ...............................................
Reserve for depreciation ..................................
C apital stock ........................................................
S u r p l u s .....................................................................

$

4,729.50
2,553.60
8,437.50
100,000.00
59,220.90

$174,941.50

An analysis of the checkbook and canceled vouchers
revealed the following receipts and payments:
Receipts
F rom c u s to m e rs ...................................................
N otes payable .....................................................
Interest on bonds ...............................................

$ 98,746.70
34,376.00
237.50
$133,360.20
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P aym ents
N otes payable .....................................................
Accounts payable ........................................
M achinery ..............................................................
L abor .......................................................................
A dm inistrative salaries ....................................
Selling expenses ...................................................
Sundry m anufacturing e x p e n s e s.....................
R ent .........................................................................
Office expenses ..............
General expenses .................................................

$

917.50
42,584.20
3,750.00
77,366.40
9,675.28
11,900.00
646.62
4,000.00
2,418.50
2,381.40

$155,639.90

A report rendered to the president on September 1,
1935, showed that $172,952.10 was receivable from cus
tomers and $24,457.50 was due to creditors (accounts
payable).
There should be a charge of $1,012.50 for depreciation
to September 1, 1935, and the automobiles should be
written down to $3,000.
An inventory of the merchandise not burned was
valued at $20,000. The insurance company agreed to ac
cept the inventory of the company as before the fire if
calculated on a basis of average gross profits at 35% of
the sales. The company’s inventory was insured for $30,
000 on an 80% coinsurance policy. There was a $5,000
loss on machinery and fixtures which the insurance com
pany also agreed to pay.
From the foregoing data:
(a) Reconstruct the accounts of the company, and
show the method followed.
(b) Prepare (1) a balance-sheet as at September 1,
1935, which is to include the liability of the
16
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insurance company and (2) a profit-and-loss
account for the eight months ended on that
date, showing details of cost of sales.
No. 4 (20 points):
From the following data prepare a consolidated bal
ance-sheet of the Alpha Company and subsidiaries as at
December 31, 1934:
December 31, 1934

Cash in banks and on h a n d ___
Custom ers’ notes and accounts
re c e iv a b le ..................................
Inventories .......................................
Investm ents a t cost
Stock of B eta Com pany— 75%
Stock of G am m a
“
— 80%
Property, plant, and equipm ent,
less reserve for depreciation
Investm ent a t cost
Stock of B eta Com pany— 15%
D eferred charges ............................

N otes payable ................................
Accounts payable ..........................
M ortgage on plan t ........................
Capital stock—p a r value $100 a
share ...........................................
Surplus ...............................................
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A lpha
Co.
$ 30,000

Beta
Co.
$ 10,000

Gam m a
Co.
$ 15,000

90,000
70,000

50,000
60,000

60,000
50,000

500,000

200,000

120,000

10,000

5,000

30,000
5,000

$1,000,000

$325,000

$280,000

60,000
40,000

$ 50,000
45,000

$ 30,000
20,000
90,000

500,000
400,000

200,000
30,000

100,000
40,000

$1,000,000

$325,000

$280,000

100,000
200,000

$
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Surplus:
E arned surplus a t December 31,
1933 ...........................................
Incom e for year 1934 .............
Increase on appraisal of land as
a t Ja n u a ry 1, 1934 ...............

$ 280,000
70,000

$ 10,000
20,000

$ 50,000
30,000

100,000
$ 450,000
50,000

$ 30,000

..........................

$ 80,000
40,000

Surplus a t December 31, 1934

$ 400,000

$ 30,000

$ 40,000

Dividends paid

• The Alpha Company acquired its holdings in “Beta”
and “Gamma” on December 31, 1933.
The Gamma Company’s holding of Beta Company
stock was purchased at an earlier date at par, which was
also the book value.
No. 5 (20 points):
The members of the firm Stewart & Co., the balances
in their capital and current accounts at the end of the
fiscal year and the ratios in which they share the profits
are as follows:
Capital
accounts
Cr.
Stew art ...............
Green ...................
Jones ...................
Sm ith ...................

C urrent
Share
of
accounts
D r.* Cr. profits
$20,000
35%
30,000
25%
7,000*
20%
3,000*
20%

The balances in the partners’ capital accounts represent
the capital originally contributed by each one.
The firm at the end of the fiscal year has sold its entire
business to the Stewart Corporation for $300,000, which
is the actual net worth of the firm, as agreed between the
18
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partners, and the firm has received 3,000 shares of the
corporation in full payment. The corporation has thus
acquired all the firm’s assets and assumes all its liabilities
recorded on the books, including the balances in the
partners’ current accounts.
The four partners intend to retain the same interest in
the capital stock and the profits of the corporation as
they had in the profits of the firm.
1. You are required to show the settlement between
the partners.
2. What will be the settlement between the partners if,
under the otherwise unaltered terms of the sale, the
corporation does not take over the balances in the
partners’ current accounts and these balances are
settled between the firm and its partners before
the sale is consummated, so that the firm’s total
liability to the individual partners may be re
stored to the amount of capital originally con
tributed?
3. What will be the settlement between the partners if,
under the otherwise unaltered terms of the sale,
the corporation does not take over the balances in
the partners’ current accounts and the partners
agree among themselves that, for purposes of the
settlement, these balances are to be transferred to
their respective capital accounts?
No. 6 (7 points):
On July 1, 1927, a company issued $1,000,000 in bonds
at a discount of 10%. These bonds were to mature as
follows:
19
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Ju ly 1, 1932
“
1933
“
1934
“
1935
“
1936
“
1937

$ 100,000
100,000
100,000
100,000
100,000
500,000
$1,000,000

On July 1, 1935, the company purchased $50,000 (par
value) of bonds maturing on July 1, 1936, at 85 and
retired them.
What entry should be made on July 1, 1935, to record
the purchase?
(The solution should be based on the “bond outstand
ing method.”)
No. 7 (8 points):
The Mean-Well Company allowed its employees to sub
scribe to its capital stock on an instalment basis. The
number of employees and the shares subscribed by each
were as follows:
N um ber of
employees
5
10
25
10
10
2
2
—64

Shares subscribed
by each
1
2
5
10
25
50
100

T otal
shares
5
20
125
100
250
100
200
800
=

After all subscriptions were paid the company distrib
uted pro rata 352 additional shares as a special bonus or
20
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donation. No fractional shares were to be issued. Em
ployees entitled to less than ½ share received from the
company an equivalent in cash at $50 a share; employees
entitled to more than ½ share paid the company at the
same rate for the scrip necessary to round out their hold
ings. No deviation from the plan was permitted.
Prepare (1) a columnar schedule showing the number
of shares subscribed by and distributed to each employee,
the fractional shares sold or bought, and the cash paid or
received by him; also prepare (2) a summary of the
schedule, showing aggregates.

21

Commercial Law
MAY 15, 1936, 9 A. M. TO 12:30 P. M.
Reasons must be stated for each answer. Whenever
practicable give the answer first and then state reasons.
Answers will be graded according to the applicant's evi
dent knowledge of the legal principles involved in the
question rather than on his conclusions.
Group I

Answer all questions in this group.
No. 1 (10 points):
Parker, a certified public accountant, made an audit
of Thornton’s books of account and rendered a financial
report which Thornton used in obtaining credit. Answer
each of the following questions, giving legal arguments or
reasons for each answer:
(a) If Thornton is sued by a creditor who had not seen
Parker’s report, can Parker, as a duly sub
poenaed witness, decline to disclose business
information procured by him during the con
duct of his audit but not incorporated in his
report?
(b) If Thornton is arrested and tried in a criminal
proceeding, can Parker, as a duly subpoenaed
witness, decline to disclose such information?
(c) Can Thornton compel Parker to turn over to him
an analysis (in pencil) of an asset account
22
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made at Parker’s request and for his assistance
by Thornton’s bookkeeper during the conduct of
Parker’s audit?
(d) Can Thornton compel Parker to turn over to him
an analysis (in pencil) of the asset account re
ferred to in question (c) made by one of Park
er’s assistants during the conduct of his audit?
(e) Can Parker by his last will and testament bequeath
all of his working papers to a legatee?
No. 2 (10 points):
The certificate of incorporation and the by-laws of a
corporation provided that management of it was vested
in its board of seven directors. A deed to land owned by
the corporation was prepared in the name of the corpora
tion and was signed by each director, but no two directors
signed at the same time or place and no meeting was held
or resolution passed. There were several hundred stock
holders and three of the directors were not stockholders.
Was the deed effective to pass title?
No. 3 (10 points):
What elements or factors must exist in order to consti
tute a fraud sufficient to vitiate a contract?
No. 4 (10 points):
Hawkes and Andrews were public accountants practis
ing under the firm name of Hawkes and Andrews. With
out the knowledge of Hawkes, Andrews borrowed money
on a promissory note signed and endorsed by him indi
vidually and then endorsed by him with the firm name.
He used the money thus borrowed for regular and ordi
23
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nary expenses of the firm. In an action on the note, by
the payee, can judgment be obtained against Hawkes?
No. 5 (10 points):
What is the difference between a sale and a contract to
sell and of what importance is the distinction?
Group II

Answer any five questions in this group. No credit will
be given for additional answers, and if more are submitted
only the first five will be considered.
No. 6 (10 points):
Eight men signed, acknowledged, filed, and recorded a
paper purporting to be a certificate of incorporation under
a state statute. They then issued capital stock to them
selves, elected directors and officers, adopted by-laws, and
began to do business. The purposes of the corporation
stated in the paper so executed and filed were not author
ized by the statute under which incorporation was at
tempted and the place where the business was to be con
ducted was not stated therein as required by the statute,
but these errors were not detected in the office of the
secretary of state until after the organization had been
completed and some business had been transacted.
(a) Can the state successfully question the legality of
the corporation?
(b) Can the eight men be sued as partners by a person
dealing with the alleged corporation prior to any
action by the state?
24
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No. 7 (10 points):
A young man 20 years and 11 months of age who
looked 25 years of age misrepresented himself to be over
the age of 21 and made a contract for the purchase of and
did purchase an article which was not a “necessary” for
which he would be liable. Has the vendor any remedy in
a civil (not a criminal) action?
No. 8 (10 points):
Martin, a licensed insurance broker, procured a new
policy from an insurance company, delivered it to the
assured, and collected the premium. He then notified the
company that he had collected the premium and the com
pany sent him a bill for the premium payable in 60 days.
The policy contained a provision to the effect that the
broker was an agent of the assured and not of the in
surance company. Martin failed to pay the amount of
the premium to the company and thereupon the company
sent a notice to the assured canceling the policy for non
payment of the premium. Must the assured again pay the
premium to avoid cancellation of the policy?
No. 9 (10 points):
Formal notice of presentment and dishonor of a promis
sory note was not mailed or otherwise given to an en
dorser. Upon the trial of an action brought against him,
the testimony showed that the endorser had said to at
least one witness that the maker “is having trouble with
his creditors and I don’t believe he will be able to meet
this note at maturity.” It further appeared that the en
dorser had arranged with the maker a plan whereby the
25
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maker could pay the note in instalments. Is the defense
of lack of notice an effective bar to the action against the
endorser?
No. 10 (10 points):
What are the legal requirements in your state as to wit
nesses and other formalities for the proper execution of
a last will and testament? (Name the state to which your
answer relates.)
No. 11 (10 points):
Give a general description of the plan provided in sec
tion 74 of the national bankruptcy act which makes it
possible for a person, other than a corporation, in financial
difficulty to petition for a composition with creditors or
for an extension of time in which to pay his debts.
No. 12 (10 points):
Colley, who was a promoter, announced that he was or
ganizing a new corporation. He made a contract in the
name of the corporation prior to its incorporation by
which the corporation agreed to purchase merchandise
from Russell. After the corporation was duly organized,
Colley was unable to convince its directors and officers
that it should purchase this merchandise and the corpora
tion refused to accept it when it was duly tendered. Can
Russell recover damages from Colley, or from the corpora
tion, or from both of them?
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Accounting Theory and Practice—Part II
MAY 15, 1936, 1:30 P. M. TO 6:30 P. M.
Solve problems 1 to 6 and problem 7 or 8.
No. 1 (20 points):
You are requested by a brewery to recommend the
proper procedure of accounting for its kegs. The following
information is supplied:
(a) Kegs are purchased and remain the property of
the brewery.
(b) A charge of $5 (the approximate cost) is made
to the customer for each keg containing the
beer sold, with the privilege of returning the
empty keg and receiving $5 credit.
All kegs are ultimately returned by the cus
tomer.
(c) Kegs are periodically reconditioned by outsiders
and will last twenty years.
(1) Describe, as you would in a system report, the
accounts that should be kept, the regular
charges and credits thereto and the means
whereby the accounts can be made to furnish a
proper accounting control of the kegs.
(2) Prepare the journal entries for the aforesaid
charges and credits.
(3) How would you show the following items on the
brewery’s balance-sheet?
(a) 28,000 kegs owned.
(b) 10,000 kegs with customers.
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(c)

3,000 kegs in the warehouse and shipping
room, filled with beer.
(d) 15,000 kegs in the warehouse, new and re
turned by customers.
No. 2 (24 points):
Phoenix Smelting Company (Co. A) has agreed to
purchase the minority interest in Phoenix Mining Co.
(Co. B). Their balance-sheets show:
(Co. A)
Phoenix
Sm elting Co.
Assets:
Tangible assets ...........
G o o d w ill........................
91,000 shares of Co. B

Liabilities:
Creditors ......................
C apital stock 40,000
shares ........................
Surplus ..........................

(Co. B )
Phoenix
M ining Co.

$3,764,513
$2,264,718
500,000
1,270,000 5,373 shares Co. A
622,443
$5,534,513

$2,887,161

$ 367,423

$ 133,675

4,000,000
1,167,090
$5,534,513

100,000 shares

2,500,000
253,486
$2,887,161

The stock is to be acquired at asset value, but in the
computation the goodwill of either company is not to be
considered. How much should be paid to the minority
stockholders per share of Company B? Do not carry your
computation further than whole cents per share.
No. 3 (15 points):
A corporation owning a deposit of glass sand has a
capital stock of $500,000 and a surplus of $67,500. Its
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fixed charges, interest, management expense, etc., amount
to $43,000 a year. This amount is constant and not af
fected by the output.
The accounts show that it costs $3.60 a ton to operate
the deposit. This amount includes depletion and all costs
except the fixed charges mentioned above, but it does not
include state and federal income taxes. The selling price
is $6 a ton.
State taxes amount to 4½ % of the income; the federal
income tax is 13¾ % and is not allowed as a deduction
in computing the state tax.
How many tons a year must be sold in order that the
corporation may make 7% on its investment (capital
stock plus surplus) ?
How many tons must be sold if the return is to be 8%?
In each case the return is to be computed after pay
ment of the income taxes. Fractional parts of tons should
be ignored.
No. 4 (15 points):
The members of a medical society are classified accord
ing to the number of years each one has been in practice.
They pay admission fees and annual dues as follows:
Class
A .................
B ............... ...........
C .................

Y ears in
practice
10- 2 5

Admission
fees
$150
75
None

A nnual
dues
$100
50
25

Dues are payable for the entire year, irrespective of
the date on which membership becomes effective.
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No refunds are made on account of resignations, ex
pulsions, etc.
Members reinstated are required to pay a full year’s
dues as of the date of reinstatement but no admission fees.
Transfers to higher classes become effective as of the
beginning of the year and involve no admission fees.
During the years 1933, 1934 and 1935 the following
changes took place in the membership:
1933
A
Balance a t begin
ning of year ..
A dd:
Elections ___
Reinstatem ents
T ransfers (per
contra) . . .

B

C

150 275 120
5
2

14
3

17

23

24

40

39
1

40

174 315 160
D educt:
D e a t h s ...........
R esig n atio n s..
Expulsions . .
T ransfers (per
contra) . . .

9
10
3

22
Balance a t end of
year ...................

1935

1934

3
5
5

2
2
3

17

23

30

30

A

B

C

152 285 130
2
1

12
2

10

31

13

45

63
2

65

165 330 195

13
3
2

2
11
3

1
4
1

10 31
— ——
18 26 37

A

B

C

147 304 158
3

7 138
1
1

14

19

17

27 139

164 331 297

11
4
1

5
10
5
14

16

34

2
5
1
■

19
27

152 285 130

147 304 158

148 297 270

567

609

715

In the three years the expenses respectively amounted
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to $39,621, $41,236 and $44,787. There are no outside
sources of revenue.
Although the membership is increasing, the society
finds it more and more difficult to balance its budget,
and it is proposed to remedy this condition and provide
the funds for increased activity by making the following
changes in the members’ fees and dues, viz.:
1. Class C members to pay $25 admission fees.
2. Class C members to pay $50 when they become
class B members.
3. Class B members to pay $75 when they become class
A members.
4. Class C dues to be increased to $40 and class B
dues to $75 per annum.
From the foregoing data prepare:
(a) A statement showing income and expenses for each
of the years 1933, 1934, and 1935.
(b) A statement of income and expenses for 1935 as
they would have been if the proposed increases
in fees and dues had become effective at the
beginning of that year. I t is understood that the
increases had had no effect upon the changes in
membership.
No. 5 (8 points):
The Q Company, with all its four subsidiaries A, B, C,
and D located abroad, requires a consolidated balancesheet for a special purpose at a date other than the end
of a fiscal period. The subsidiary companies’ balancesheets and profit-and-loss accounts of that date are avail
able and it is found that the intercompany balances do
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not agree. All differences are traced, however, and are
satisfactorily explained as follows:
On the books of Q Company—
A was charged with $516.79 for furniture.
C “
“
“ 1,828.00 for machinery.
On the books of A—
B was charged with $2,083.16 for furniture.
On the books of B—
Q was charged with $10,021.02 for cash remitted.
C “
“
“
1,858.78 for merchandise.
On the books of C—
Q was charged with $2,020.00 for commission, but
this was not allowed by Q Company.
A was credited with $520.50 for a cash sale from A’s
merchandise held on consignment by C. Of this
amount 20% was profit.
On the books of D—
Q was credited with $600 for cash remitted to D by
a Q company customer.
A was credited with $380 for a sale from A’s mer
chandise held on consignment by D. Of this
amount 25% was profit.
Time does not permit the adjustment of the books and
for present purposes it is intended to make the required
changes directly on the consolidated balance-sheet.
Prepare a summary of the increases and decreases
under the several balance-sheet headings. Disregard for
eign exchange.
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No. 6 (12 points):
A, B, C, and D are partners in the manufacturing and
selling of a patent invented by D. A lent the partnership
$50,000 as his contribution to the organization and took
a note for the amount. B was an experienced machinist
and furnished the use of his complete machine shop,
valued at $50,000, for the manufacture of the article
exclusively, together with expert supervision. C gave his
services as sales manager to create and perfect the part
nership’s selling organization. D turned in his patent at
an agreed value of $50,000 as his contribution to the
partnership’s capital. Each partner was to receive one
fourth of the profits. The profits in the first year were
$60,000; in the second year $80,000; in the third year
$120,000. At the end of the third year the whole business
was sold for $500,000 cash. A’s note had been paid and
the drawings had been: A, $50,000; B, $60,000; C, $50,
000; D, $20,000.
Prepare a statement showing the proper disposition and
division of all profits. No consideration need be given to
anything not specifically mentioned in the problem. Give
the reasons for your allocations to the individual partners.
No. 7 (6 points):
An amusement park, operating during the summer
months only, sells tickets to the public, good for admission
to its various concessions. The tickets are not redeemable
in cash but at any time after purchase may be used for
admission to the concession and are honored even in the
following season.
In making an audit of this amusement park at the end
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of its season you find that several hundred dollars’ worth
of these tickets has not yet been turned in and is ap
parently outstanding in the hands of the public.
How would you show this condition on the balancesheet of the company?
No. 8 (6 points):
A loan is made with the proviso that on each interest
date a payment shall be made on account of principal
equal in amount to the amount of interest then paid, this
arrangement to continue until the principal is reduced to
approximately one half of the original loan, when a new
arrangement will be made.
(1) Show by formula the number of payments required
under the first arrangement.
(2) How many payments would be required to pay
off the entire loan under the first arrangement? Give
formula.
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Examinations of November, 1936
Auditing
NOVEMBER 12, 1936, 9 A. M. TO 12:30 P. M.
The candidate must answer all questions.
No. 1 (5 points):
In May, 1936, a grain dealer bought 100,000 bushels
of wheat for delivery between July 1st and December 31st
at $1.05 a bushel. How should the item be treated on the
June 30, 1936, balance-sheet
(a) if the market had risen to $1.25 a bushel?
(b) if the market had fallen to $.85 a bushel?
Give reasons.
No. 2 (5 points):
What exceptions to the rule of professional secrecy
about facts discovered in an audit can you mention?
Explain.
No. 3 (14 points):
A client of yours asks information about the retail
method of inventorying: (a) what it is, (b) what ad
vantages it has over his present custom of inventorying
at cost or market and (c) if it will facilitate preparing
income-tax returns.
What information would you give concerning the three
questions asked?
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No. 4 (10 points):
(a) What do you understand is required in a “cash
audit” ?
(b) What purposes are served by it?
(c) If you were called upon to audit the cash records
only what would you say to your client about the limita
tions of such an audit and its advisability?
No. 5 (10 points):
You are engaged to audit the accounts of the town of
X and also those of the town library, which is being sup
ported partly by public and partly by private funds.
State how you will determine the validity of the ex
penditures in each case.
No. 6 (10 points):
State how you would proceed in verifying the accounts
receivable of a merchandising concern.
No. 7 (10 points):
(a) State at least three methods by which sales records
may be falsified.
(b) What steps would you take to detect them?
No. 8 (10 points):
(a) State the rates of taxes on payrolls to be imposed
under the federal social-security act upon (1) employers
and (2) employees, for the years 1936 and 1937.
(b) Wh ich of them may be deducted in federal incometax returns (1) by employers, (2) by employees?
(c) When, for what period, by whom, and to whom
must returns and payments of these taxes be made?
Ignore exempt classes.
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No. 9 (6 points):
Auditing the accounts of Corporation X for the year
1936, you find an investment in the stock of Corporation
B at par, on which two extra dividends were received and
credited to profit and loss in 1936. Upon inquiry you
learn the following facts concerning Corporation B:
On January 2, 1935, an option was given to Corpora
tion Y to buy the entire assets of Corporation B, carried
on its books at $400,000, for $500,000, payable $25,000
at date of option, $25,000 semiannually thereafter to the
date of expiration of the option, January 2, 1937, when
the balance of $400,000 is payable. If the option be
not taken up on the last-named date, the instalments
already paid will be forfeited to the B Corporation.
The instalments were paid up to and including July 2,
1936. The balance of $400,000 due January 2, 1937,
has not been paid, but Corporation B has renewed the
option on receipt of $25,000 and the agreement by
Corporation Y to pay $25,000 on July 2, 1937, and the
balance of $350,000 on January 2, 1938, the instalments
for 1937 being subject to forfeiture as before.
The extra dividends paid by Corporation B were the
moneys received from Corporation Y ; and another extra
dividend from the same source has been declared payable
February 1, 1937.
(a) Will you approve the credits to profit and loss
for 1936 on the books of Corporation X? State your
reasons.
(b) How will you advise your ‘client to deal with the
extra dividends in 1937? State your reasons.
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No. 10 (12 points):
Describe briefly the essential requirements and the
principal advantages of an adequate internal control of in
ventories; also discuss the importance of costing sales in
relation thereto and describe two general methods of
costing.
No. 11 (8 points):
Certain concerns demand that charges for purchases,
services, etc., be made out on their own invoice forms.
(a) What are the advantages and disadvantages of
such a policy to the concern?
(b) How does it affect the outside auditor?
(c) What are the advantages, disadvantages, and out
standing characteristics of the standard “simplified in
voice form” developed by various associations of purchas
ing agents? How does it affect the outside auditor?
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Accounting Theory and Practice—Part I
NOVEMBER 12, 1936, 1:30 P. M. TO 6:30 P. M.
Solve all problems.
No. 1 (35 points):
A. Arthurs, a real-estate dealer, owned and operated
the following buildings:
Stratford Terrace—an apartment house acquired March
1, 1929, at a cost of $350,000 and mortgaged as follows:
F irst m ortgage, dated F ebruary 1, 1933, due F ebruary 1,
1938, interest payable F ebruary 1st an d August 1st a t
5% per annum ....................................................................... $200,000
Second m ortgage, dated A pril 1, 1933, due A pril 1,
1938, interest payable April 1st and October 1st a t
6% per a n n u m .......................................................................
$90,000

Munroe Building—an office building acquired April 1,
1931, at a cost of $1,500,000, mortgaged as follows:
F irst m ortgage, dated F ebruary 1, 1930, due F ebruary
1, 1940, interest payable F ebruary 1st and August 1st
a t 5% per annum ................................................................
Second m ortgage, dated M ay 1, 1934, due M ay 1, 1937,
interest payable M ay 1st and N ovem ber 1st a t 6%
per annum ...............................................................................

$750,000

450,000

The above four mortgages were to be reduced by regu
lar instalments, but nothing had been paid off by Arthurs,
and on March 1, 1935, the holders formed a committee to
operate the two buildings from that date. John Smith
was appointed agent and no charge was to be made for
his or the committee’s services.
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Arthurs was to receive 5% of all rents collected after
deducting operating expenses, taxes, and interest, and he
was to pay $100 a month as rent for office space occupied
in the Munroe Building. Any balance remaining at the
end of the fiscal year was to be applied pro rata by the
agent to reduce the second mortgages.
The holders of the mortgages agreed to accept monthly
instalments of the year’s interest and taxes and in turn
to advance, if required, the money for taxes when due.
The 1935 taxes were:
S tratfo rd T errace ...............................................
M unroe Building ...............................................

$ 5,160
28,000

Depreciation was to be provided at the annual rates of
2% on buildings and 10% on furniture and fixtures, as
in previous years.
Arthurs continued to keep the general books, and the
agent rendered to him monthly statements of rents billed
and collected, operating expenses, taxes, interest, and other
payments. However, only the cash received from the
agent was entered and no record was made of these state
ments.
The following is a summary of the transactions thus
reported covering the operations in the ten months
March to December, 1935:

R ents billed .................................................

S tratfo rd
T errace
$128,500.00

M unroe
Building
$230,000.00

R ents collected .............................................

$124,070.00

$228,000.00

O perating expenses paid ..........................

$ 58,000.00

$ 99,810.00
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Interest paid—
F irst m ortgage . . . ................... .............
Second m ortgage ..................... .............
Taxes paid .................................... .............

10,000.00
5,400.00
5,160.00
$ 78,560.00

$182,310.00

Balance of receipts ................... .............

$ 45,510.00

$ 45,690.00

5% paid to A. A r t h u r s ............... .............

$

$

2,275.50

27,500.00
27,000.00
28,000.00

2,284.50

Since December 31, 1934, none of the unamortized
mortgage expenses had been written off, nor had pro
vision been made for accruing mortgage interest and de
preciation, but all ascertainable direct current liabilities
outstanding at December 31, 1935, had been taken up,
and the following trial balance was prepared as of the
latter date:
S tratford Terrace:
D r.
Cr.
L and .............................................................. $ 50,000
Building ........................................................
300,000
F irst m o r tg a g e .............................................
$ 200,000
Second m ortgage .......................................
90,000
U nam ortized expenses—first m ortgage
11,100
U nam ortized expenses—second m ortgage
9,945
Reserve for d e p re c ia tio n ..........................
35,000
R ents receivable ...............................................
12,530
M unroe Building:
L and ..............................................................
300,000
Building ........................................................
1,200,000
F irst m ortgage ...........................................
750,000
Second m o r tg a g e .........................................
450,000
U nam ortized expenses— first m ortgage
53,375
U nam ortized expenses—second m ortgage
28,000
Reserve for d e p re c ia tio n ..........................
90,000
R ents receivable ......................................
24,600
Office furniture ...............................................
1,360
Office furniture reserve for depreciation . .
630
Investm ents—stocks an d bonds
......
117,500
Cash .....................................................................
1,686
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N otes receivable .............................................
N otes payable .................................................
Insurance prem ium s receivable .................
Prudence Life Assurance Co.........................
K entucky Fire Insurance Co.......................
Jam eson R ealty Co.........................................
R ent security d e p o s its ..................................
Jo h n Sm ith— a g e n t .........................................
A. A rthurs—personal account ...................
A. A rthurs— capital a c c o u n t........................
S tratfo rd Terrace:
R ent income ...............................................
. O perating expenses ..................................
M unroe Building:
R ent income ...............................................
Operating expenses .....................................
Interest— first m ortgage ..........................
Commission on insurance p r e m iu m s ___
Interest received on bonds ........................
Dividends received on stocks ...................
Interest on notes received and payable
— net ..............................................................
Salaries paid ....................................................
Legal expenses ...............................................
Office rent ........................................................
Office expenses ...............................................
Uncollectible rents w ritten off .................

15,400
16,500
3,000
1,250
1,150
4,740
3,000
4,560
22,551
502,551
11,200
102
28,750
245
10,000
350
1,789
2,330
21
25,412
2,600
1,000
2,465
950
$2,193,821

$2,193,821

Prepare adjusting entries, working trial balance and
balance-sheet as at December 31, 1935, and a relative
income statement for the year.
No. 2 (20 points):
The Parent Corporation, engaged in manufacturing
and selling its products in the United States, organized
a foreign subsidiary, called The English Company, in
London, and one called The French Company in Paris,
both as of December 31, 1934. The balance-sheets of The
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Parent Corporation as at December 31, 1935, and of the
two foreign companies as at November 30, 1935 (the end
of their fiscal years), together with statements of surplus
for the year ended on those dates, are given below:
The Parent The English The French
Corporation Company Company
Dec. 31,
Nov. 30,
N ov. 30,
1935
1935
1935

Assets
C a s h ...................................................
Accounts receivable ......................
Inventories ......................................
Investm ent in stock of T he E ng
lish Com pany— 20,000 shares
a t cost ...........................................
Advances to T he English Com 
pany .............................................
Investm ent in stock of The
French Com pany— 500 shares
a t cost ...........................................
Advances to T he French Com 
pany .............................................
C apital assets, less reserves ___
Fixtures and equipm ent, foreign
companies, less r e s e r v e s ...........
Deferred charges ..........................

Liabilities
Accounts payable ..........................
Dividend payable Ja n . 15, 1936
Due to The P aren t Corporation
(U . S. dollar liability) .............
C apital stock—
15,000 shares of $100 each . . .
20,000 shares of £1 each .........
500 shares of F cs. 100 each . . .

Surplus (*deficit) as b e lo w -----
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( £)
15,013
17,927
37,324

(F cs.)
12,008
28,695
40,370

19,861

3,800
838

17,720
1,026

2,403,164

74,902

99,819

378,414

21,107
2,000

42,767

18,263

16,610

($)
241,016
313,849
726,615

98,400
78,781

3,300
14,900
906,442

1,500,000
20,000
524,750

13,532

50,000
9,558*

2,403,164

74,902

99,819
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Surplus
Profit (*loss) from operations . .
Dividend received from The
English C om pany (£2,000)

281,125

17,912

7,786*

9,880
291,005

Less—Provision for deprecia
tion .........................................

62,101

380

N e t profit (*loss) fo r the
year ......................................
Surplus a t beginning ...................

228,904
400,846

17,532

9,558*

..............................

629,750
105,000

17,532
4,000

9,558*

Dividends paid

Surplus (*deficit) a t end . .

524,750

13,532

9,558*

1,772

The rates of exchange in effect at various dates during
the year are stated below:
I n effect
Dec. 1, 1934
Ja n . 1, 1935
Feb. 1, 1935
M ar. 1, 1935
A pr. 1, 1935
M ay 1, 1935
Ju n e 1, 1935
Ju ly 1, 1935
Aug. 1, 1935
Sept. 1, 1935
Oct. 1, 1935
N ov. 1, 1935
Dec. 1, 1935
Average 1935

...................... .................
...................... .................
...................... .................
...................... .................
...................... .................
...................... .................
...................... .................
...................... .................
...................... .................
...................... .................
...................... .................
...................... .................
...........
......................
...................... .................

English
pounds
4.92
4.93
4.94
4.94
4.95
4.95
4.94
4.96
4.95
4.97
5.08
5.06
5.02
4.97

French
francs
6.6
6.6
6.6
6.6
6.3
5.8
5.8
6.0
6.0
6.0
6.0
6.1
6.2
6.2

The following statement shows the depreciated values
on November 30, 1935, of the fixtures and equipment ac
quired by the foreign companies on the dates given there44
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T he English
Com pany
(£)
2,400
December 1, 1934 ............. ...............
Ju n e 16, 1935 ................. ...............
1,000
400
August 8, 1935 ................. ...............
3,800

T he French
Com pany
(F cs.)
10,200
5,000
2,520
17,720

The advances to foreign companies, as shown by The
Parent Corporation’s accounts, are summarized as follows:
T he English T he French
C om pany Com pany
Balance, N ovem ber 3 0 , 1935 ...................... $ 90,875
$ 998
Add— Shipm ents in December, 1935, a t
billing prices (cost 20% le s s )...........
13,026
8,902
Cash advanced ...................................
5,000
D educt— Cash received ..............................
P er balance-sheet

..............................

$103,901
25,120

$14,900

$ 78,781

$14,900

The inventories of foreign companies were purchased
partly from The Parent Corporation and partly locally, as
follows:
T he English T he French
Com pany Com pany
( F cs.)
(£)
Purchased from T he P a re n t C orporation
a t billing prices .........................................
Purchased locally ...........................................

32,106
5,218

28,546
11,824

P er balance-sheet ..................................

37,324

40,370

The cost to The Parent Corporation of the merchandise
sold to foreign companies and remaining in the inven
tories at November 30, 1935, was as follows:
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T he English Com pany ..................................
T he French C om pany ..................................

$119,736
1,361

Prepare a consolidation statement under date of De
cember 31, 1935, showing conversion rates used. Compu
tations and adjustments should be made to the nearest
dollar.
No. 3 (20 points):
One of your clients informs you that he has purchased
a 750-acre farm, including a herd of about 300 head of
cattle for $250,000. An initial payment has been made
and the deal will be finally closed and settled in about
two weeks.
Neither yourself nor your client knows much about
farming, but he wants your opinion on important general
matters such as advisability of incorporation, farm ac
counting, taxation, etc., and desires your presence the
next morning at a conference where these and other im
portant matters will be dealt with in a preliminary dis
cussion.
State what matters you would look up at your office in
the short time available before the meeting. Also prepare
notes that will remind you at the conference of the in
quiries you wish to make and how to deal with the
important questions and problems that will probably
come up for discussion and be presented to you. Avoid
bringing up questions of detail and confine yourself to
matters of general importance.
No. 4 (15 points):
The balance-sheets of the Anonymous Manufacturing
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Company at the beginning and the end of the year are
shown below:
Ja n u a ry 1 December 31
Assets
C urrent assets:
Cash ............................................................ . $ 7,928.15 $ 4,720.68
14,030.00
11,926.28
Accounts receivable ..............................
128,749.71
107,434.69
Inventories ...............................................
$127,289.12 $147,500.39
10,053.63
131,900.08
2,181.48

201.61
9,700.00
133,124.89
2,310.88

$271,424.31

$292,837.77

Liabilities
C urrent liabilities:
N otes payable to bank ........................ . $ 14,000.00
3,425.29
T rade accounts p a y a b l e ........................
2,166.48
Accrued expenses—payrolls, etc...........
2,503.33
Federal income tax p a y a b l e ...............

$ 30,000.00
4,3 66.91
2,445.20
2,874.55

$ 22,095.10
50,000.00
100,000.00
99,329.21

$ 39,686.66
41,000.00
100,000.00
112,151.11

$271,42431

$292,837.77

Advances to employees ............................
Perm anent investm ents ............................
P lan t and equipm ent, less depreciation . .
D eferred charges .......................................

M ortgage bonds .........................................
C apital stock ............................................... .
Surplus ..........................................................

Also the following information is procured:
The n et profit for th e year, before deducting federal income tax,
was $20,709.58.
T he federal income tax for the year am ounted to $2,874.55.
Surplus w as charged w ith $13.13 fo r additional federal income tax
for a prior year.
Depreciation expense for the year am ounted to $8,659.24.
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The com pany lost its entire investm ent in the E veryw here E xport
Corporation, namely, 35 shares which originally had cost $353.63.
T he com pany sold an autom obile for $110, which had been bought
for $677.75 and had been depreciated $519.61 a t the tim e of sale.
Purchases of m achinery and equipm ent during the year am ounted
to $9,267.37.
O ther purchases were an autom obile for $641.32 and other equip
m ent $133.50.
A dividend of $5,000 w as declared and paid during the year.

Prepare (a) a statement showing the items that con
tributed to the increases and decreases of the company’s
working capital and (b) a statement showing the “appli
cation of funds.”
Also state (c) how the two statements compare in gen
eral usefulness to the client.
No. 5 (10 points):
How should the particulars of the following situation
be shown on a balance-sheet of December 31, 1935:
Preferred stock:
10,000 shares 7% cumulative of $100 each; redeem
able at 115 in 10 years at 1,000 shares per annum;
authorized January 1, 1933, and issued on that date
together with 40% in common stock of $100 par at
$150 a share; three semiannual dividends and one
year’s redemption in arrears. The 1,000 shares re
deemed on December 31, 1933, were acquired as
follows:
400 shares at 105
600 shares at 110
Additional 800 shares were acquired at 95 and are
held in the treasury for future redemption.
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Common stock:
20,000 shares of $100 each, authorized
10,000 shares issued as treasury stock January 1 , 1933
4,000 shares subscribed January 1, 1933, at $90 a
share, payable on call, $80 a share called and paid
in to date.
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Commercial Law
NOVEMBER 13, 1936, 9 A. M. TO 12:30 P. M.
Reasons must be stated for each answer. Whenever
practicable give the answer first and then state reasons.
Answers will be graded according to the applicant’s evi
dent knowledge of the legal principles involved in the
question rather than on his conclusions.
Group I

Answer all questions in this group.
No. 1 (10 points):
(a) Define usury.
(b) What is the general rule of law with respect to
usury?
(c) What transactions usually are excepted from the
application of this rule?
(d) What are some of the subterfuges adopted in at
tempts to evade this rule?
No. 2 (10 points):
Answer the following questions on the assumption that
the certificate of incorporation (charter) and the by
laws of the corporation contain no provision applicable
to the question and that the matter is not covered by a
local statute:
(a) Can the president of a corporation who is also a
director vote on a resolution fixing his salary as
president?
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(b) Can a person have rights as a stockholder before
a certificate for stock for which he has duly sub
scribed and paid has been issued to him?
(c) What is a proxy and who may give one?
(d) When funds are turned over to a trustee for the
payment of outstanding mortgage bonds and the
trustee has been named in the mortgage as the
trustee for the bondholders, is the corporation
relieved from liability on the bonds?
No. 3 (10 points):
A soap-manufacturing company gave a coupon with
each cake of soap and advertised in every practicable way
that it would give an adult’s round-trip ticket to a speci
fied amusement park for every 25 coupons presented.
Plaintiff, a stamp and premium broker, duly presented
100,000 coupons and demanded 4,000 tickets. The manu
facturing company refused to deliver the tickets.
(a) Can plaintiff compel delivery of the tickets?
(b) If not, what remedy, if any, has plaintiff?
No. 4 (10 points):
It is a rule applied by courts that “where one claimant
has two funds to which he may resort to answer his de
mand, and another claimant has an interest in only one
of such funds, he (the latter) can compel the former to
take satisfaction out of the fund in which the latter has
no lien.”
(a) Can this properly be classified as a rule of the
common law?
(b) If not, how would you classify it?
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No. 5 (10 points):
Benson for ten years had held a full-life noncancelable
accident and health policy issued by the Accident Com
pany which provided that all annual premiums must be
paid in advance at the home office of the company. The
premium for each year had been duly paid by Benson’s
check mailed to the home office and accepted by the
company. Prior to the premium due date in 1936, Benson
duly mailed to the Company his check for the proper
amount, having funds in his bank sufficient to cover it,
this check being enclosed in a properly addressed and
stamped envelope with a return address, and being mailed
in ample time to reach the company’s home office one day
before the due date. This check was not received by the
company nor was it cashed by anyone or returned to
Benson. The day after the premium was due, the com
pany canceled the policy and duly notified Benson. Can
Benson compel the Accident Company to reinstate the
policy by offering a duplicate check immediately upon
his receipt of the notice of cancellation?
Group I I

Answer any five questions in this group. No credit will
be given for additional answers, and if more are submitted
only the first five will be considered.
No. 6 (10 points):
An investment company sold certain bonds to Clark but
refused to take Clark’s check in payment although Clark
offered the check in time to enable the vendor to have
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it certified before delivery of the bonds. Clark refused to
give a check already certified, but by agreement be
tween the parties the vendor delivered the bonds to a
bank in which the vendee had a balance sufficient to cover
the purchase price and accepted that bank’s cashier’s
check and the bank immediately delivered the bonds to
the vendee. Thereafter, but before the cashier’s check
could be cashed, the bank failed. Can the vendor recover
the purchase price from the vendee?
No. 7 (10 points):
An infant, twenty years of age, authorized his agent to
purchase certain bonds, the agent knowing the infancy of
his principal. The agent purchased the bonds, disclosing
the name of his principal but not disclosing the fact of
infancy. The vendor did not know that the principal was
an infant and the agent had every reason to believe that
the vendor was ignorant of this fact. Upon reaching the
age of twenty-one, the infant disaffirmed the purchase,
returned the bonds and all interest received thereon, and
was reimbursed for the purchase price. Is the agent legally
responsible to the vendor?
No. 8 (10 points):
Four negotiable promissory notes, payable respectively
one, two, three, and four months after date, were executed
as a part of one transaction; also, as a part of the same
transaction, the maker and the payee executed a written
agreement which provided that upon default in any one
of the notes the remaining ones should immediately be
come due. Hobbs, to the knowledge of the payee, signed
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the second and third notes as an accommodation endorser
but without either actual or constructive knowledge of
the acceleration agreement. The maker defaulted on the
first note and thereupon the payee declared all four notes
payable and duly notified all endorsers on the first note,
of which Hobbs had no knowledge. On the day when the
second note matured according to its face, the second note
was presented for payment, the maker failed to pay it,
and Hobbs was duly notified. Is Hobbs liable as endorser?
No. 9 (10 points):
The authorized common stock of a corporation is 10,
000 shares, of which 8,000 are issued and outstanding.
The board of directors had authorized the retention of
2,000 shares to meet conversion rights of preferred stock
holders, which expire in 1940. The president of the cor
poration, who has held that office for five years, makes a
written contract with the corporation for his services dur
ing the next five years and as part of his compensation
he is given an option to subscribe immediately for 1,000
shares of common stock at a specified price above par.
Is the contract valid as to this option?
No. 10 (10 points):
Holland, Jones, and Kerr were partners doing business
as note brokers under the name of Holland & Co. The
partnership was duly dissolved May 1, 1936, Kerr being
named as liquidating partner. On May 20, 1936, Kerr
procured and sold to Martin a note purporting to be made
by the Acme Corporation and dated May 19, 1936. This
transaction was conducted in the name of Holland & Co.
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and Martin, who had no actual knowledge that that part
nership had been dissolved, gave Kerr a check to the
order of Holland & Co. in payment of the purchase price
and accepted from Kerr a guaranty of the signature on
the note signed “Holland & Co.” Kerr endorsed the
check in the name of Holland & Co. and deposited it in
his own bank account. The Acme Corporation note proved
to be a forgery. Against whom has Martin any rights?
No. 11 (10 points):
For what purposes may an action at law or in equity
be brought in the name of a corporation against one or
more of its directors or officers? State each purpose sep
arately and specify the remedy or relief to be sought
(e. g., damages or injunction).
No. 12 (10 points):
In 1930, John Adams orally promised his brother
Henry that he would advance to Henry all cash needed
by Henry to enable the latter to take a university course
in accountancy, obtain a certificate as a C.P.A. and
equip an office for the public practice of accountancy.
Henry orally agreed to repay these advances out of the
first fees collected by him in his practice as a C.P.A.
John made these advances, amounting in total to $6,000,
and Henry completed the course, became a C.P.A. in
1935, and began to practise as such. After collection of
his first fees, Henry refused to repay any part of the
advances, relying upon the statute of frauds.
(a) Upon what provision in the statute of frauds did
Henry rely?
(b) Does the statute of frauds bar a recovery by John?
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Accounting Theory and Practice—Part II
NOVEMBER 13, 1936, 1:30 P. M. TO 6:30 P. M.
Solve all problems.
No. 1 (30 points):
A company was incorporated on June 10, 1935, with a
capital of $750,000 divided into 30,000 shares of no par
value.
On June 20, 1936, it acquired a manufacturing plant
and site on the following terms:
The purchase price to be $750,000 (the appraised
sound value at June 1, 1936) payable by transfer
to the vendor of the entire capital stock; the deal
to be closed on June 25, 1936; and the company to
take possession on June 30, 1936.
The property to be transferred free of all liens, except
a mortgage of $250,000 securing the vendor’s note
for that amount to his bank. The note is payable
on or before July 1, 1937.
The vendor to deposit with that bank 10,000 shares
of the company’s capital stock as additional secur
ity on his note. (The note was not endorsed and no
bond was signed by the company.)
The vendor immediately to donate and to return
10,000 shares to the company’s treasury, to be sold
for working capital.
A public offering to be made on June 25, 1936, at
$30 a share, of 20,000 shares, of which 10,000
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shares each are to be furnished by the vendor and
the company. The vendor to use his best efforts to
further the sale of these 20,000 shares.
The proceeds from the first 10,000 shares sold in the
public offering to be turned over to the company
for working capital. The proceeds from the balance
of the shares to be turned over to the bank and to
be applied against the vendor’s note. After pay
ment of the note the mortgage is to be canceled.
Prepare the company’s opening balance-sheet as of June
30, 1936, on the supposition that:
(a) None of the shares offered had been sold.
(b) 10,000 shares had been sold.
(c) 15,000 “
“
“
“
(d) 20,000 “
“
“
“
(e) None of the shares had been sold, the vendor
can not pay his note and the bank takes pos
session of the collateral.
No. 2 (25 points):
Company
“
“
“
“
“

A owns
A “
B “
B “
C “
C “

40% of the capital stock of company B
“
“
30% “ “ “
c“
“
“
10% “ “ “
A“
“
“
50% “ “ “
C“
“
“
10% “ “ “
A“
“
“
40% “ “ “
B“

Each company has 10% of its capital stock in its treas
ury and all stocks are carried on the books at cost.
The assets of the three companies are:
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A
Investm ent in A ................. ................. $ 10,000
“ B ................. .................
20,000
“ C ................. .................
30,000
O ther assets (net) ............... ................. 100,000

B
$12,000
4,000
15,000
50,000

c
$15,000
10,000
2,000
30,000

$160,000

$81,000

$57,000

(a) Determine the respective amounts of net assets
belonging to the outside shareholders of com
panies A, B, and C. Do not consider fractions
of dollars in any of the calculations.
(b) Are all the facts given in this problem essential to
its solution? If not, show the irrelevant data.
No. 3 (18 points):
At December 31, 1931, the capital of Burns, Doak &
Ray, a copartnership, was as follows:
Partnership interest

Burns ...................................................
D oak .....................................................
R a y ........................................................

C apital
$80,000
50,000
40,000

% of profit
40%
30%
30%

On January 1, 1932, Peters paid to Burns $25,000 for
one-fourth of his capital and partnership interest as of
that date. The new partnership continued to operate in
the old firm name.
The partners are entitled to salaries as follows:
B urns .............................................................. $15,000
D oak ................................................................ 12,000
R a y .................................................................. 10,000

Peters .........................................................
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Burns is also entitled to a bonus of 10% of the net
profits after treating as an expense the partners’ salaries
and the bonus.
The operating results for the three years ended Decem
ber 31, 1934, were:
1932 ...........
1933 ...........
1934 ...........

$30,000

P rofit after charging partners’ salaries and
bonus to Burns
25,000 Loss after charging p artners’ salaries
10,000 Profit after charging partners’ salaries but
before charging B urns’s bonus

During the period the partners’ drawings against the
salaries and profits (including bonus in the case of Burns)
were:
1932 ........................ ....................
1933 ........................ ....................
1934 ........................ ...................

Burns
$20,000
15,000
25,000

D oak
$15,000
10,000
12,000

R ay
$10,000
10,000
10,000

Peters
$7,500
7,500
7,500

The partnership was dissolved on December 31, 1934,
and the assets were realized with the following results:
Book value Realized
1935
$150,000
Ja n u a ry ....................... ..................... $175,000
30,000
10,000
F ebruary ..................... .....................
34,000
M arch .................................................
14,000
T o ta l ..................... .....................

$239,000

$174,000

Loss
$25,000
20,000
20,000
$65,000

All the firm’s creditors were paid in January, 1935, and
cash distributions to the partners were made at the end of
January and February, with a final payment at the end of
March. The costs of liquidation are to be disregarded.
Prepare a statement of the partners’ accounts from
January 1, 1932, to the final liquidation on March 31,
1935.
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No. 4 (15 points):
On January 1, 1930, the X Manufacturing Company
acquired for $1,000,000 in cash all the capital stock of
the Y Coal Company. On that date the balance-sheet of
the Y Coal Company was as follows:
Assets
Coal lands, less d e p le tio n ..............................
O ther assets
(Valued in accordance w ith the account
ing practice followed by b o th com
panies) ............................................................

$400,000

300,000
$700,000

Liabilities
Liabilities ............................................................ $100,000
Capital stock .......................................................
500,000
Surplus ..................................................................
100,000
$700,000

The operations of the Y Coal Company are confined to
the mining of coal for the exclusive use of the X Manu
facturing Company. No inventories of coal are carried by
the Y Coal Company, as all coal mined is immediately
charged to the X Manufacturing Company at a profit of
50 cents a ton after charging 10 cents a ton to the mining
cost for depletion.
The books of the two companies are kept on the same
accounting basis but independent of each other and with
out regard to the requirements of possible consolidation
of the balance-sheets. On December 31, 1935, such a
consolidation was contemplated for the first time, and on
that date the balance-sheet of the Y Coal Company was
as follows:
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Assets
Coal lands, less depletion .............................. $300,000
A m ount due from “X Co.” ................................
200,000
O ther assets ...........................................................
250,000
$750,000
Liabilities
Liabilities ....................................................... $100,000
Capital stock ...................................................
500,000
Surplus ................................................................
150,000
$750,000

Depletion provided by the Y Company was based on
the cost of the coal lands to “Y” at the date of acquisition
($500,000) and the estimated number of tons of coal in
the lands (5,000,000). The estimated number of tons of
coal in the lands at January 1, 1930, was 4,000,000. Be
tween that date and December 31, 1935, 1,000,000 tons
were mined. No coal lands were purchased or sold by the
Y Company since the date of acquisition and no dividends
were ever paid by the Y Company.
The investment by the X Company in the Y Company
was carried at December 31, 1935, at cost to the X Com
pany ($1,000,000). On that date the accounts of X Com
pany showed that an amount of $150,000 was due to the
Y Company and the difference between this amount and
the amount of $200,000 shown as receivable by the Y
Company was accounted for as follows:
Cash in tran sit ...................................................
Inventory in tran sit (5,000 tons a t $2.00) . .

$40,000
10,000
$50,000
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The inventory of the X Company contains 5,000 tons
of coal (exclusive of the 5,000 tons in transit) at $2 a ton,
plus transportation cost, which includes the profit of 50
cents a ton (already mentioned) to the Y Company.
There are no intercompany accounts, relations, or trans
actions other than those indicated in this problem.
The accounts of the Y Company are not to be changed,
and all adjustments required for a ready consolidation of
the balance-sheets of the two companies are to be made
on the X Company’s books.
Prepare entries for these adjustments.
No. 5 (12 points):
Your client, Mr. Brown, has concluded arrangements to
take over from Mr. Wilson the entire business of the
Wilson Company as at June 30, 1936. Mr. Wilson owns
all the capital stock, which he has agreed to sell to Mr.
Brown for $15,000 cash and a mortgage of $30,000 on
the company’s plant.
The Wilson Company’s balance-sheet on the date of the
sale is as follows:
Cash ............. .........................................................
Bonds ....................................................................
Accounts receivable ...........................................
L and ......................................................................
Buildings a t cost ............. ............ $20,000
Less depreciation ..........................
2,000

$ 3,000
12,000
16,000
7,000

18,000
M achinery ...........................................
Less depreciation ..........................

$25,000
10,000
15,000
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Office equipm ent ..............................
Less depredation ..........................

$ 2,000
1,000
1,000
$72,000

Liabilities
Accounts payable ...............................................
Notes payable ......................................................
Capital stock ........................................................
Surplus ..................................................................

$15,000
8,000
25,000
24,000
$72,000

The property was appraised, and on the date of the
sale shows the following values:

L a n d ..........................
Buildings .................
M achinery ...............
Office equipm ent . .

Depreciation
value
................. $10,000
.................
20,000
.................
18,000
..................
1,000

Replacem ent-new
value
$10,000
30,000
25,000
3,000

It was intended to change, as at June 30, 1936, the
authorized capital from 250 shares of $100 each to 1,000
shares of no par value and the articles of incorporation
had been changed accordingly.
The above balance-sheet was verified by yourself as
complete and correct and in agreement with the books,
but it was discovered that the $12,000 bonds were pledged
as collateral to the $8,000 notes payable. Mr. Brown is
fully aware of this.
You are asked by Mr. Brown to make the necessary
entries on the books and to prepare a balance-sheet show
ing the changes that took place upon his purchase of the
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stock, including the change to no par value and the
results of the appraisal. He asks that no mention be made
on the balance-sheet of the fact that the bonds were
pledged.
Prepare (a) the balance-sheet of the Wilson Company
as at June 30, 1936, wherein all changes have been in
corporated and (b) give reasons for complying or not
complying with Mr. Brown’s request.
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Examinations of May, 1937
Auditing
MAY 13, 1937, 9 A. M. TO 12:30 P. M.
No. 1 (10 points):
In the usual examination of the books and accounts of
a commercial or industrial concern of average size, state
briefly (a) what the auditor is ordinarily qualified to
pass upon, and (b) what lies outside his field.
No. 2 (10 points):
Name at least four methods of distributing depart
mental plant overhead to the manufacturing costs and
the conditions under which each method should be used.
No. 3 ( 15 points):
A manufacturing concern keeps a perpetual book in
ventory of raw materials and supplies. All accounts of
the stock ledger are continuously checked with the quan
tities actually on hand. This takes place at least once in
six months and also when stocks are low and have to be
replenished. The date of each count is noted on the stockledger accounts and adjustments are made after proper
investigation of differences discovered. No physical in
ventory is taken at the close of the fiscal year.
How will you verify this inventory?
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No. 4 (14 points):
State and explain at least seven points that must be
covered in verifying the balance-sheet of a trust company
exclusive of those items or procedures which normally
are common to all balance-sheet audits.
No. 5 (6 points):
Factory overhead being considered as a proper element
of the cost of manufacture—
(a) What expenses or other charges of a manufactur
ing company are usually excluded therefrom?
Name at east four classes.
(b) What is the proper treatment of overhead ex
penses where materially reduced production has
caused a large increase in overhead rates?
No. 6 (10 points):
The partnership of Ashley & Brown, grocers, had a net
income in 1936 of $12,000 after paying $9,000 salary to
each member. Under the partnership agreement Ashley
receives 60% and Brown 40% of the net income, and
accordingly $7,200 and $4,800 were transferred to their
respective current accounts as at December 31, 1936.
For purposes of the federal income tax:
(a) How should the members’ shares of the partner
ship income be shown on the “Partnership
return of income”?
(b) What is the amount of “Earned income credit”
that each partner may on his 1936 “Indi
vidual income-tax return” deduct from “Sur
tax net income” so as to determine the
“Balance subject to normal tax”?
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No. 7 (8 points):
(a) Your client, who owes money to his bank, has
given the latter your annual report. The bank asks you
for additional information. What will you do? Give rea
sons.
(b) You are asked to audit the accounts of a com
pany which had thus far been audited by another ac
countant in good standing. Will you accept the engage
ment? Give reasons.
(c) At a meeting of the alumni of your college it was
decided to found a scholarship. You agreed to contribute
15% of all the fees collected for work given you by the
alumni or through their efforts and considerable business
came your way in that manner. You are accused of un
professional conduct. State your defense.
No. 8 (10 points):
Explain briefly the procedure to be followed in verify
ing the capital stock for the purposes of the usual annual
balance-sheet audit.
No. 9 (5 points):
At the end of the fiscal year a company’s accounts
show overdrafts in its two banks.
The account with the First National Bank shows an
overdraft of $1,000, but there are outstanding checks
aggregating $3,000, and the bank certificate shows a
balance of $2,000 to the company’s credit.
The account with the Second National Bank shows an
overdraft of $1,200, but checks to the amount of $4,000
are outstanding, and the bank certificate duly shows a
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credit balance of $2,800. The $4,000 outstanding checks
are, for good reasons, held in the treasurer’s department.
They were produced for the auditor’s inspection and soon
thereafter mailed to the payees. No discrepancies or
irregularities are found after the usual thorough check
of the cash transactions.
How will you deal with this on the balance-sheet and
on the books? Give reasons.
No. 10 (12 points):
What investigation, in addition to the usual audit pro
cedure, should ordinarily be made by an auditor when
the books of an established concern are examined by him
for the first time—
(a) in the case of a corporation
(b) in the case of a partnership
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Accounting Theory and Practice—Part I
MAY 13, 1937, 1:30 P. M. TO 6:30 P. M.
No. 1 (45 points):
From the following data prepare a work sheet showing
the adjustments and the segregation between balancesheet, profit-and-loss, trading, and manufacturing ac
count:
The Enterprise Manufacturing Company commenced
business on July 1, 1934, and, its fiscal year being the
calendar year, closed its books on December 31, 1934, but
no audit was made.
The second closing was to be as of December 31, 1935,
at which time the assets and liabilities were to be verified
and the books audited. The following trial balance of that
date was drawn off the books and submitted:
D r.
Accounts payable— trade ..............................
Accounts payable— officers ..........................
Accounts receivable— trade ..........................
Advances to employees ................................
Advertising .......................................................
A uto trucks ......................................................
A uto trucks— depreciation ............................
Bond interest ...................................................
Bonds— 7% dated Ju n e 30, 1935 .............
Buildings ............................................................
Buildings— d e p rec ia tio n ..................................
C apital stock—5,000 shares common . . . .
Capital stock— 1,000 shares 7% preferred
Cash in bank ...................................................
Cash—w ork fund ...........................................
Catalogs an d circulars ..................................
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Cr.
$ 180,000
20,000

270,000
35,000
40,000
40,000
5,000
3,500
100,000
240,000
3,600
500,000
100,000
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C h a r it y ................................................................
Coal—factory .................................................
Collection ..........................................................
Discount—allowed .........................................
Discount—taken .............................................
Dividends—common .......................................
Dividends—preferred .....................................
Engineering ......................................................
E xperim ental expenses ..................................
Freight—inw ard ...............................................
Freight— outw ard ...........................................
F urniture and fixtures ..................................
F urniture and fixtures— d e p re c ia tio n .........
Gasoline and auto—salesmen .....................
Goodwill ............................................................
Horses ................................................................
Interest—earned .............................................
Interest—paid .................................................
Insurance— factory .........................................
Inventory—raw m aterial ..............................
Inventory—in process ..................................
Inventory—finished .........................................
L abor—direct .........
L abor—indirect, including factory clerks .
Legal and accounting ..................................
Liability insurance—factory ........................
L ight and heat—factory ..............................
L ight and heat— office....................................
M achinery and equipm ent ..........................
M achinery and equipm ent— depreciation .
Notes payable ..................................................
Notes receivable—trade . ..........................
N otes receivable— employees .....................
Office stationery and supplies .....................
P atents ......................................... ...................
Patents—depreciation ....................................
Pow er ................................................................
Prem ium s on officers’ life in s u r a n c e .........
Purchases of raw m a t e r i a l ............................
R eal estate— factory .......................................
Real estate— outside ......................................
Repairs—m achinery .......................................
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2,000
28,000
1,500
24,000
11,000
19,200
3,500
6,000
7,000
20,000
36,000
6,000
300
19,000
100,000
2,500
2,500
4,000
3,500
80,000
60,000
100,000
360,000
160,000
18,000
9,000
15,000
1,500
200,000
9,000
50,000
40,000
8,000
2,000
25,500
750
26,000
9,000
450,000
50,000
10,000
20,000
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R eturns and allowances ................................
Salaries—executive .........................................
Salaries—general office ................................
Salaries—salesmen ...........................................
Salaries—superintendents ............................
Sales—finished goods ..................................
Sales—scrap and ju n k ..................................
Supplies ..............................................................
S u r p lu s ................................................................
Taxes—m unicipal ...........................................
Taxes—federal ..................................................
Tools—m anufacturing ..................................
Tools—m anufacturing—depreciation ----Tools— perishable ................... .......................
T reasury stock—comm on ............................

15,000
40,800
61,200
51,000
10,200
1,800,000
2,000
80,000
213,750
16,000
1,000
60,000
5,000
25,000
22,000
$3,002,900

$3,002,900

Physical inventories were taken at December 31, 1935,
but have not yet been brought upon the books. The
auditor has ascertained that they were valued on the
same basis as at the beginning of the year and after the
usual tests and verification he has accepted them as
correct, viz.:
R aw m aterials .................................................
W ork in process ...............................................
Finished g o o d s ...................................................
Supplies ..............................................................
C o a l .......................................................................
Perishable tools .................................................
H orses ..................................................................
Catalogs and circulars ..................................

$ 75,000
80,000
120,000
8,000
4,000
6,000
2,000
1,800

In the course of the examination it was found that
depreciation had been provided to December 31, 1934,
at the following annual rates, applied to the opening
balances:
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A uto t r u c k s ................................................................ 25%
Buildings ....................................................................
3%
F urniture and fixtures .............................................. 10%
M achinery and equipm ent ..................................... 10%
Tools—m anufacturing ............................................. 20%

Method and rates have been approved by the auditor and
he intends to provide depreciation on the year’s additions
at one-half of the above rates. The patents are being
amortized in 17 years.
During 1935, $20,000 was spent for new machinery
and $10,000 for manufacturing tools. Both amounts were
capitalized. Furthermore $4,000 was spent for additional
machinery but was inadvertently charged to repairs.
The trade accounts receivable included uncollectible
balances aggregating $10,000.
The cash surrender value of insurance policies taken
out by the company on the lives of officers was $800.
A semiannual dividend had been declared on the pre
ferred stock, payable on January 1, 1936; also $8 per
share on the common stock payable on that same date.
Property taxes had accrued to the amount of $2,000 on
December 31, 1935, and $1,800 had accrued on Decem
ber 31, 1934.
Two months’ interest at 6% per annum had accrued
on the $50,000 notes payable. The latter represented the
balance of a four-months’ bank loan of $200,000 procured
on July 1, 1935, and reduced to the present amount on
October 31, 1935.
Wages and salaries had accrued as follows:
L abor—one week’s payroll
D irect ..................................................................
Indirect ................................................................
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Salaries—tw o weeks
Executive ............................................
Office ......................................
Salesmen ..............................................................
S u p e rin te n d e n ts.................................................

1,600
2,400
2,000
400

In 1934 all wages had been paid up to the end of the
year, but on the other hand one week’s salaries, amount
ing to one half of the above amounts, remained unpaid.
The unexpired fire-insurance premiums amounted to
$600 at the end and $400 at the beginning of the year.
The $1,000 federal taxes represent the federal capitalstock tax paid on a declared value of $1,000,000 of the
capital stock as at June 30, 1935. The federal taxes for
1934 had been paid and no consideration need be given
to their possible adjustment on account of changes in the
January 1, 1935, surplus. The 1935 federal income tax
must be computed at the 1935 rate of 13¾ % of the tax
able income, and the excess-profits tax at that year’s rate
of 5%, taking into consideration that 12½ % of the
declared value of the capital stock is exempt.
Two hundred shares of its capital stock had been taken
over by the company at $110 per share in settlement of
an outstanding account receivable. The stock is locally
quoted at $125 per share.
No. 2 (30 points):
On January 1, 1936, Henry James, owner and operator
of several oil properties, started a new venture with $80,
000 cash. A few days later he bought from Joseph Wadley
the oil rights to a tract of land of 160 acres. He paid $100
an acre cash. In addition he was to pay Wadley the usual
royalty of one-eighth of the proceeds from the oil. He also
undertook to pay Wadley from the first oil produced one73
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half of the net proceeds, after allowance for the one-eighth
royalty payable to Wadley, until $44,000 had thus been
paid.
During 1936 the following expenditures were incurred
for drilling and equipment:
Drilling cost of five wells (com pleted) .............
Drilling cost of sixth well (not com pleted) . . .

$46,500
3,740

$50,240

Casing and tubing, 5 wells a t $4,200 .................
Pull rods, pum ping jacks, and other equipm ent
Equipm ent of pum ping p lant ..............................
Pow er house covering pum ping p l a n t .................
T anks ...........................................................................

$21,000
1,800
5,800
1,200
3,700

33,500

All of this was paid in cash, except $9,000 which was
still owed to the contractor at December 31, 1936, for
drilling.
Four of the five completed wells were producers but one
was ruined and plugged, with casing valued at $1,600 lost
in the hole.
All the oil produced was sold at $1.13 a barrel. The
total production was 49,230 barrels and the proceeds
from all but 4,360 barrels had been collected at Decem
ber 31, 1936.
The year’s operating costs were:
L abor ..................... ..............................................
Oil, gas, and grease ....................................
Repairs ..................................................................
Supplies ................................................................
W ater ..................................... ..............................
T a x e s .......................................................................
Insurance ..............................................................
T rucking and te a m in g .......................................
A uto and t r a v e l ...................................................
General expense .................................................

$ 3,650
1,356
1,685
785
640
460
760
395
771
398
$10,900
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Of this amount the following sums were owed at the
close of the year:
L abor ....................................................................
Repairs ..................................................................
Supplies ................................................................
W ater ....................................................................
Taxes ......................................................................
Insurance ........................................................

$

360
565
155
40
220
260

$ 1,600

Depreciation is to be written off at the rate of 6½ %
per annum, computed on one-half of the cost of the equip
ment, not including drilling costs which will be written off
under the general provision for depletion.
Depletion is allowed, for income-tax purposes, at the
rate of 27½ % of the sales less royalties. However, the
actual depletion is covered by 13 cents per barrel as de
termined by engineer’s survey, and was charged to the
operations at that rate.
At the close of the year James sold the lease with all
equipment, supplies, development, leasehold rights, and
leasehold obligations to William Brown for $175,000.
James assumed all outstanding current liabilities, includ
ing the amount payable Wadley upon collection of the
proceeds from the 4,360 barrels not yet paid by the
purchaser of the oil. However, Brown was to pay Wadley
the balance of the $44,000 lease liability out of the net
cash proceeds from future oil sales, and Wadley relin
quished all claims upon James under the lease.
Prepare a work sheet showing the record of the year’s
transactions and James’ assets and liabilities on Decem
ber 31, 1936, before and after the sale to Brown. Show
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on the work sheet the division of James’ profit between
taxable and nontaxable operating profit and the profit
on the sale of the property.
No. 3 (15 points):
From the following data concerning the accounts of a
certain city as of September 30, 1936, prepare a balancesheet covering all funds as of that date:
1. Cash on hand amounted to $1,061,335.37 of which
$575,587.58 belonged to the general funds; $298,
937.92 to the water fund; $56,949.96 to the trust
and agency fund; and $166,493.90 to the bond
fund. The special assessment fund showed a cash
overdraft of $36,633.99.
2. Accounts receivable included $247,867.60 in the gen
eral fund and $55,116.79 in the water department.
3. Estimated general revenue unrealized amounted to
$222,544.54.
4. The general fund had $182,129.04 due from the spe
cial assessment fund. And the water fund had $16,
382.07 due from the general fund.
5. Unexpended appropriations of the general city budget
amounted to $402,337.20. There were no encum
brances of record.
6. Of the permanent property recorded on the books the
water department had $3,829,066.12, and $10,
875,425.69 represented general property of the
city.
7. In the water department a reserve had been set up for
depreciation of permanent property amounting to
$1,304,026.31.
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8. General taxes receivable amounted to $1,987,742.42
and $1,558,572.43 for trust and agency funds.
9. Special assessments receivable totaled $1,769,830.33.
10. Unexpired insurance on general city property
amounted to $655.17.
11. Interest payable (claimed and unclaimed) amounted
to $9,173.75 in the general fund; $1,438.75 in the
special assessment fund; and $4,706.66 in the water
fund.
12. The trust and agency fund has investments of $3,
825.00.
13. The total inventories of materials and supplies
amounted to $81,296.42 of which $13,493.26 be
longed to the general fund, and $67,803.16 to the
water department.
14. Of the accounts and vouchers payable, the general
fund owed $397,203.72; the special assessment
fund $19,713.61; the water fund $9,157.45; and
the trust and agency fund $3,146.45.
15. Work in progress totaled $31,496.20 in the general
fund and $42,285.23 in the water fund.
16. Contracts amounting to $4,367.50 are payable by the
general fund, and $119,286.40 by the bond fund.
17. Bonds payable totaled $1,624,000 of special assess
ment bonds, $1,412,000 in the water department,
and $3,666,250 were general obligations.
18. Advances on expenses of city officials amounted to
$100.
19. Balances in closed banks of $2,921.23 relate to the
general fund, $2,970.37 to the water fund, and
$96.28 to the trust and agency fund.
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No. 4 (10 points):
Jones & Company, lessees, lease a building which has
an estimated remaining life of twenty years. The lease
runs for fifty years without renewal option. The terms call
for $20,000 annual rental and stipulate that taxes, in
surance, maintenance and repairs, as well as the cost of
any remodeling, new construction, etc., shall be borne by
the lessees.
At the end of the 18th year Jones & Company sell the
lease to Smith & Company for $32,000. The building is
torn down at the end of the 20th year as originally esti
mated and Smith & Company erect a new structure at a
cost of $210,000. The new structure has an estimated life
of forty years.
The rental income from the old building is $30,000 and
from the new building $40,000 a year. Taxes, insurance,
and repairs aggregate $6,500 a year for the old and $7,500
a year for the new building.
(a) Compute the aggregate net profit (before deduct
ing federal income taxes) made by Smith &
Company during their ownership of the lease.
(b) Prepare operating statements for the 19th and
for the 25th years of the lease.
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Commercial Law
MAY 14, 1937, 9 A. M. TO 12:30 P. M.
Reasons must be stated for each answer. Whenever
practicable give the answer first and then state reasons.
Answers will be graded according to the applicant’s evi
dent knowledge of the legal principles involved in the
question rather than on his conclusions.
Group I

No. 1 (10 points):
Answer the following questions on the law of contracts:
(a) State what is meant by anticipatory breach and
give an example.
(b) State what is meant by novation and give an ex
ample.
(c) What is the effect on a contract of a mutual mis
take of fact?
(d) What is the effect on a contract of a mutual mis
take of law?
No. 2 (10 points):
A certified public accountant was making a balancesheet audit of a coal dealer’s business and the accountant,
at his own expense, engaged an engineer to survey coal
piles and to report to the accountant the quantity in each
pile. The engineer in the due performance of his work pur
chased necessary supplies for which he did not pay. Has
the vendor of these supplies an enforceable claim against
the accountant?
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No. 3 (10 points):
In the dissolution of an insolvent partnership of three
partners, two of whom are insolvent and one solvent:
(a) State the relative rights of creditors who have ex
tended credit to the partnership and of creditors
who have extended credit to partners individ
ually, with respect to partnership assets and to
assets owned by the individual partners, and
(b) State the basis upon which each partner’s account
with each of the other partners will be settled on
the assumptions that the partnership contract
did not specify how profits were to be divided
and made no mention of losses, and that
throughout the existence of the partnership the
capital of the solvent partner had been 1/6 of
the total and the remaining capital had been
contributed ⅖ and ⅗ , respectively, by the in
solvent partners.
No. 4 (10 points):
An instrument in the following form was written by
Denby on a Saturday and on the following day delivered
by him to Morrison:
On demand I promise to pay to the order of William
Morrison
One Thousand Dollars ($1,000) with interest at 6%.
This was not signed but at the time it was written
Denby, in Morrison’s presence, stamped it with a rubber
stamp stating Denby’s name in the form ordinarily used
by Denby.
(a) Is this a negotiable instrument?
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(b) Is it enforceable by Morrison against Denby?
(c) When does it become overdue?
No. 5 (10 points):
Describe briefly the corporate structure or form of or
ganization by which a corporation conducts its business,
specifying the relationships among stockholders, directors,
and officers, how a person becomes a stockholder, director,
or officer, what documents prescribe the powers of the
corporation and the conduct of its affairs and how such
documents originate.
Group II

Answer any five questions in this group. No credit will
be given for additional answers, and if more are submitted
only the first five will be considered.
No. 6 (10 points):
Defendant, an importer of coffee, contracted to sell to
plaintiff all of its discarded imported bags, defendant’s
usual practice having been to discard these bags after the
coffee had been repacked in its own containers. During
the existence of this contract, defendant decided to retain
the imported bags and without plaintiff’s knowledge or
consent defendant purchased similar bags from a com
petitor of plaintiff’s and then delivered them to plaintiff
at the contract price, which resulted in a profit to de
fendant. Is this legally a compliance with the contract of
sale?
No. 7 (10 points):
When a mortgage on improved real estate contains no
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covenant on the mortgagor’s part to carry fire insurance
for the benefit of the mortgagee:
(a) Can the mortgagor insure for his own benefit?
(b) If so, by what would the amount of legally re
coverable insurance be measured?
(c) In the event of loss, has the mortgagee a lien on
the insurance proceeds?
No. 8 (10 points):
Roberts was indebted to Peters and had given Peters
certain securities to hold as collateral. At Peters’ insist
ence, Roberts procured and gave to Peters a surety bond
guaranteeing the payment of this debt, but the surety
company at no time prior to default by Roberts knew that
Roberts owned these securities or that Peters held them
as collateral. After the surety company had been com
pelled to pay Roberts’ debt to Peters could the surety
company utilize these securities in proceeding against
Roberts, and if so, by virtue of what principle?
No. 9 (10 points):
(a) In what circumstances and for what purpose is it
necessary to protest a negotiable instrument?
(b) Describe the procedure by which a legally valid
protest is made.
No. 10 (10 points):
Wilson, Barrett, and Keen organized a corporation,
Wilson acquiring 90% of the capital stock and Barrett
and Keen each acquiring 5% of it. Subsequently, Wilson
legally acquired the stock owned by Barrett and Keen,
thus becoming the sole stockholder. Thereafter, the cor
poration incurred a valid debt and, later, Wilson orally
promised the creditor that Wilson would pay this debt
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if the corporation failed to pay it. If the corporation de
faults, can the creditor compel Wilson to pay?
No. 11 (10 points):
Answer the following questions on the old-age-benefit
provisions of the federal social-security act:
(a) What minimum number of employees must be
employed in order that the act will be ap
plicable?
(b) How are these taxes computed during 1937?
(c) Who makes the actual payment of these taxes,
when, and to whom?
(d) How is the money for this payment procured, that
is to say, upon whom does the burden of these
taxes fall?
(e) What is the amount of the taxes for 1937 on the
wages of an employee who receives in 1937 a
total of $4,001?
No. 12 (10 points):
State whether a contract between Allen and Benson is
valid, voidable, or void in each of the following cases, in
each case assuming consideration, legality of subject
matter, legal capacity to contract, and complete com
pliance with the statute of frauds:
Allen obtains the contract by threatening Benson that
if Benson does not make the contract
(a) Allen will sue Benson for a debt which Allen
alleges Benson owes to him;
(b) Allen will have Benson arrested for an alleged
defalcation;
(c) Allen will publish defamatory matter concerning
Benson’s wife.
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Accounting Theory and Practice—Part II
MAY 14, 1937, 1:30 P. M. TO 6:30 P. M.
No. 1 (35 points):
A corporation, engaged in manufacturing and whole
saling two principal products, has called upon you for
advice on their sales policy for the coming year.
In prior years selling expenses were 18% of the sales,
of which one-third was for advertising. Administrative ex
penses were 5% of the sales.
Two propositions are now under consideration by the
management by either of which they hope (1) to increase
the volume of sales, (2) to decrease unit production costs,
and (3) to reduce relative selling expenses. These prop
ositions are outlined to you by the management as
follows:
Proposition 1.—P remium Stamp B ooks
Premium stamp books will be widely distributed to con
sumers who will obtain stamps from the packaged prod
ucts. When a book is filled with stamps (100 stamps to
each book) it may be returned to the corporation and will
be redeemed by the award of a prize or premium de
scribed under the unbroken seal attached to the book and
intact at the time of presentation. A schedule of such
prizes and premiums which the management proposes in
this plan is as follows:
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N um ber of books
1
5
14
50
160
1,020
8,750

Prize each
$150.00
50.00
20.00
10.00
5.00
1.00
0.40

10,000

A m ount
$ 150
250
280
500
800
1,020
3,500
$6,500

Every 10,000 books distributed will provide for prizes in
accordance with the above schedule. This is definitely
fixed and not subject to alteration or modification.
The cost of this plan will be as follows:
Books, including expense of d is tr ib u tio n ......... $ 15 per M books
Stam ps .........................................................................
1 per M stam ps
Prizes, according to schedule ..............................
650 per M books

It is proposed that each package of product A shall
contain 8 premium stamps and each package of product
B 4 premium stamps. The premium stamp book plan is
intended to take the place of all previous advertising
which will be immediately discontinued if this proposition
is adopted. Selling prices previously established will be
maintained without change.
Proposition 2.— R educed Selling P rices
Under this plan it is proposed to reduce selling prices
of product A by
and of product B by 5% and to
continue all previous advertising with some increase there
in. This proposition is being considered as an alternative
of proposition 1, and if adopted no use will be made of
premium stamp books.
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Facts as to previous operations:
Average q uantity sold per a n 
num ...........................................
Production costs, per u n i t ___
Selling prices, per u n it ...........

P roduct A

P roduct B

200,000 units
40¢
60¢

600,000 units
30¢
40¢

Expected changes:
Increase in unit sales volume
50%
Proposition 1 ..........................
50%
“
2 ..........................
25%
40%
Decrease in u nit production costs
Proposition 1 ..........................
5%
10%
6⅔ %
“
2 ..........................
Advertising
None
Proposition 1 ..........................
None
7% of sales
“
2 .......................... 8% of sales
O ther selling expenses
12% of sales
Proposition 1 .......................... 15% of sales
12% of sales
“
2 .......................... 12% of sales
Prem ium book expenses
(As indicated)
Proposition 1 ..........................
None
None
“
2 ..........................
A dm inistrative expenses
4% of sales
Proposition 1 .......................... 4% of sales
“
2 .......................... Same am ount as p rio r years

I t is requested that you make any definite recommen
dation for modifying either proposition that will further
advance the management’s objects.
In proposition 1 it is assumed that premium stamp
books and stamps will be distributed in exactly sufficient
quantities to supply every customer under the proposed
schedule of sales and that all such books and stamps will
be redeemed.
Prepare a schedule, such as you would submit to the
management, giving a comparison of the operations in
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previous years with those under both propositions as orig
inally made or as modified by you, accompanied by
statistical data and analysis. Arrange the schedule so that
it will permit an easy apprasial of the advantages and
disadvantages of the proposals and show whether or not
the desired results in respect of increased sales, decreased
cost, and decreased selling expenses are attained. Your
conclusions must be apparent from the comparisons sub
mitted.
No. 2 (20 points):
The following balances appear on the books of a parent
company and its subsidiary on the dates stated:
Ja n . 1
1934

Dec. 31
1934

Dec. 31
1935

Dec. 31
1936

P aren t Com pany:
Investm ent in subsidiary $128,000 $128,000 $119,000 $140,000
S u r p lu s ..............................
135,000 160,000 148,000 155,000
Subsidiary:
C apital stock .................
100,000 100,000 100,000 100,000
S u r p lu s ..............................
50,000
62,000
80,000
70,000

The subsidiary’s capital stock consists of 1,000 shares
of $100 each. The parent company purchased 800 shares
on January 1, 1934, sold 50 shares on January 1, 1935,
and purchased 100 shares on January 1, 1936. Investment
account was charged with the cost of stock purchased and
credited with the proceeds from the stock sold. The parent
company has made no other entries in the investment
account and has credited income with all dividends re
ceived from the subsidiary.
Prepare statements showing the composition of the
amounts of goodwill, surplus, and minority interest that
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would appear on the consolidated balance-sheets at De
cember 31, 1934, 1935, and 1936.
No. 3 (20 points):
The balance-sheet of a corporation shows $200,000 cap
ital stock consisting of 2,000 shares of $100 each and a
surplus of $150,000. An audit of the accounts reveals that
the treasurer is $40,000 short in his accounts and has con
cealed this by adding the amount to the inventory. He
owns 400 shares of the company’s stock and in settlement
of the shortage offers this stock at its book value. The
offer is accepted; the company pays him the excess value
and distributes the 400 shares thus acquired to the other
shareholders.
(a) What amount should the company pay him?
(b) By what journal entries should the foregoing trans
actions be recorded?
(c) What is the company’s capital and surplus after
the above distribution?
(d) What would be done if the company had had a
deficit of $50,000 and the 400 shares had been
accepted at par?
No. 4 (15 points):
Black, Brown, and Green are partners in a business and
share in its profits at the respective rates of 50, 30, and
20%). At the beginning of the new fiscal year they admit
Wh ite who is to invest in the firm sufficient cash funds to
give him a one-third interest in the net worth and in the
profits. The following closing trial balance is taken from
the old firm’s books:
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Cash ..........................................................
M arketable securities ..........................
Custom ers’ accounts ............................
Accounts payable ................................
Bank loan ...............................................
Capital account Black ........................
“
“
B row n ......................
“
“
Green ........................

$100,000
75,000
225,000
$ 50,000
30,000
175,000
100,000
45,000
$400,000

$400,000

The securities have a market value of $50,000 and a
reserve of $25,000 is required to cover bad debts. No
other adjustment of the net assets is necessary but the
three old partners must among themselves bring the
balances in their capital accounts into agreement with
their interests in the profits.
(a) What amount must be invested by White?
(b) What are the balances in the partners’ capital
accounts after White’s admission to the firm and
what settlement is made between the old part
ners?
(c) By what entry are their capital accounts adjusted?
No. 5 (10 points):
The Superior Iron Company leased an iron ore mine for
a term of 15 years on a basic royalty charge of 20 cents
per ton of ore mined. A minimum of $10,000 was to be
paid to the owners in each year but the Superior Iron
Company had the right to recover within the next suc
ceeding five years the excess royalties paid in any one
year.
At the termination of the lease all the ore had been
mined as follows:
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1st year ..............................
..........................
2nd
3rd
..........................
..........................
4th
..........................
5th
6th
..........................
..........................
7th
8th
..........................
9th
..........................
10th "
..........................
11th
..........................
12th
..........................
13th
..........................
14th
..........................
..........................
15th

20,000
40,000
40,000
60,000
70,000
30,000
40,000
50,000
70,000
150,000
130,000
140,000
110,000
40 ,0 0

T ogether ...................................................

1,000,000

"
"
"
"
"

"

“

Prepare a statement showing the royalties paid from
year to year by the Superior Iron Company and how
they should each year have been dealt with in that com
pany’s accounts.
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Examinations of November, 1937
Auditing
NOVEMBER 18, 1937, 9 A. M. TO 12:30 P. M.
The candidate must answer question 1; any three of
next four questions (2 through 5 ); and any seven of the
last nine questions (6 through 14).
Answer the following question
No. 1 (6 points):
The owner of the Hanover Hardware Company, a large
hardware store, suspects an employee of defalcation. He
engages you to make a limited investigation, primarily for
the purpose of discovering whether or not his suspicions
are justified. You find that the employee has charge of
the accounts-receivable detail over which no control is
kept in the general ledger, also that he has access to the
cash drawer in which proceeds of cash sales are kept. No
one individual has exclusive charge of cash receipts and
no attempt is made to deposit the total receipts each day,
deposits being made from the cash drawer in even hun
dreds of dollars whenever deemed advisable by the man
ager. All checks received from customers, however, are to
be deposited the day received. State two steps which you
would take to aid you in forming your opinion.
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Answer any three of the following four questions
No. 2 ( 15 points):
The Standard Manufacturing Corporation sold 10,000
shares of preferred stock at 90 in 1936. The preferred
stock is without par value, has a preference as to assets
of $100 a share, and is convertible into common stock in
the ratio of one share of preferred to two shares of com
mon. The common stock has a par value of $20 a share.
The corporation has ample earned surplus, and by
action of the board of directors in December, 1936, subse
quently approved by the stockholders, $100,000 of earned
surplus was appropriated to bring the preferred-capitalstock account up to the liquidating value of $100 a share.
During the year 1937, 1,000 shares of preferred stock,
recorded on the books at an aggregate value of $100,000,
were converted into 2,000 shares of common stock, having
an aggregate par value of $40,000.
A states that the difference of $60,000 should be
credited to earned surplus as a partial restoration of the
previous charge of $100,000. B says the credit should go
to the capital surplus until such time as there is available
the full amount of $100,000 for transfer to earned surplus.
C says that the credit to earned surplus should be at the
rate of $10 a share on the 1,000 shares preferred that were
converted into 2,000 shares common, or $10,000, thereby
reducing the $100,000 previously charged. Inasmuch as
this is the first year conversions of preferred stock into
common stock have taken place, it is desired to establish
a definite policy for the future, and for this purpose A, B,
and C come to you for advice. What treatment would
you recommend? Give reasons.
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No. 3 (15 points):
The H Fund, an incorporated philanthropic organiza
tion, whose office is located in the City of New York, was
organized in 1924. The principal assets of the fund con
sist of investment securities donated by its founder or
bequeathed at his death. The investment activities of the
Fund are supervised by an investment committee, whose
members are appointed by the C Trust Company. The
operating activities are controlled by the executive com
mittee and administered by a general manager who em
ploys a staff consisting of several physicians and research
assistants, a statistician, and a clerical force. Approx
imately 15% of the Fund’s annual income is required for
administrative expenses. Practically all the remainder is
donated, principally to assist rural communities in the
erection of hospitals. Communities aided are required to
contribute a certain proportion (which varies according
to the individual case) of the construction costs, the
Fund’s contribution being made contingent upon the ap
proval of construction plans by its medical staff and sub
mission of architects’ certificates as to work completed.
Donations are also made to medical schools and, occasion
ally, to various other organizations in the scientific field.
You are to make an audit of the accounts of the Fund
for the year ended December 31, 1936. Give (1) four
operations which should be performed in the verification
of investments and income therefrom and (2) four opera
tions which would be effective in the verification of dis
bursements for donations.
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No. 4 (15 points):
A company, whose general office is in New York, main
tains bank accounts in which receipts are deposited and
from which disbursements are made, in the usual course
of business, at Bank A, located in New York, and Bank
B, located in Chicago. The general office procedure relat
ing to cash disbursements requires, among other things,
that invoices and payrolls be approved by the depart
ment heads concerned, and that checks be signed by the
cashier and countersigned by the office manager. It is also
the practice for the cashier to receive the monthly bank
statements, reconcile the bank accounts and turn over the
bank statements, canceled checks and other memoranda
to the office manager, who checks the reconcilements.
Protected paper is used on disbursement checks and such
checks are serially numbered.
On December 10, 1936, the general office cashier em
bezzles $5,000 from the company by drawing a check to
his own order on Bank A, to which he successfully forges
the office manager’s countersignature. No entry of this dis
bursement is made in the cashbook. On December 3 1 , 1936,
the cashier draws a check on Bank B for $5,000 to the
order of Bank A, and obtains the office manager’s countersignature by explaining that the check is in connection
with a transfer of funds. The cashier deposits the second
check in Bank A on December 31, 1936, but makes no
cashbook entries for the receipt in Bank A or the dis
bursement from Bank B. Upon receipt of the December
bank statement from Bank A, the cashier destroys the
check paid by that bank which he drew on December
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10th. The office manager, in checking the bank reconcile
ment, does not discover the embezzlement.
You are engaged to make an examination of Company
A’s accounts for the year ended December 31, 1936, and
begin your examination on the morning of January 18th.
(1) What type of defalcation does this case illustrate?
(2) Specify and briefly describe three methods of
verifying cash balances and transactions by
which this type of defalcation should be de
tected.
No. 5 (15 points):
The A B C Corporation has an operating deficit on its
books at the beginning of the year, amounting to $1,
000,000.
Its capital stock consists of 15,000 shares of preferred
stock and 15,000 shares of common stock, both at par
value of $100 each.
The stock was originally subscribed and paid in at the
average rate of $125 per share, the excess over par being
credited to surplus.
In order to absorb the deficit the management suggested
changing the capital stock from a par value of $100 each
share to no par value with a stated value of $40 per
share, the number of shares to remain the same.
Some time before the end of the year you have been
engaged to audit the corporation for the current year and
at the date of this engagement your opinion has been
asked about this proposal. The corporation at this time
shows that it has made an earning from operations and it
is very evident that the year’s operations will show a profit.
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A. Discuss the above problem and proposal and offer
suggestions.
B. How would you show the changes on the balancesheet at the close of the year?
Answer any seven of the following nine questions
No. 6 (7 points):
In making an examination of the accounts of a com
pany which had never before employed public account
ants, what special points would you need to cover?
No. 7 (7 points):
In the course of your initial examination of the accounts
of the Ideal Stores Company, you ascertain that of the
substantial amount of accounts payable outstanding at
the close of the period, approximately 75% is owing to
six creditors. You have requested that you be permitted
to confirm the balances owing to these six creditors by
communicating with the creditors, but the president of
the Stores Company is disinclined to approve your request
on the grounds that correspondence in regard to the
balances—all of which contain some overdue items—
might give rise to demands on the part of the creditors
for immediate payment of the overdue items and thereby
embarrass the Stores Company.
In the circumstances, what alternative procedure would
you adopt in an effort to satisfy yourself that the books
show the correct amounts payable to these creditors?
No. 8 (7 points): .
Explain how you would proceed to discover irregular96
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ities in cash payrolls when it is suspected that the follow
ing conditions exist:
(1) Employees released have been continued on pay
rolls for one or more weeks beyond date of release.
(2) Wages paid to casual labor through paymaster’s
cash fund have been reimbursed to paymaster twice—
once by reimbursement of payments made out of the pay
master’s cash fund and again through the usual payroll
channels.
(3) Wages not claimed by employees have been misap
propriated by the paymaster.
No. 9 (7 points):
In the examination of a coal-mining company in which
agents manage the mine operations and sell the coal, for
which services they are paid on the basis of tonnage sold,
you have been asked to make a particular check of the
compensation paid during the year. How would you verify
the tonnage sold?
No. 10 (7 points):
A company which you are auditing carries $3,000,000
of insurance on lives of its officers. What verification
would you make in connection with this matter and how
should transactions for the year and balances at the end
of the year be reflected in the accounts?
No. 11 (7 points):
You are requested to prepare an accounting to the pro
bate court for the executor of the Brown Estate. Among
the items to be considered are those shown below. State
which are properly chargeable to corpus and which to
income:
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(1) Federal income tax for a fiscal period during the
administration of the estate, a large portion of the tax
being based upon gain on sale of securities which are part
of the corpus.
(2) Real-estate taxes which were a lien upon the
property at the time of the decedent’s death.
(3) Physician’s and nurses’ fees for attendance upon
the decedent.
(4) Funeral expenses.
(5) Losses on sale of investments owned by decedent
and taken over by the executor.
(6) Taxes upon improved property during the adminis
tration of the estate.
No. 12 (7 points):
What are the primary purposes of a second bank recon
ciliation, i.e., a reconciliation of the bank balance as at
some date during the auditor’s examination subsequent to
the reconciliation made as at the balance-sheet date?
No. 13 (7 points):
In making an. audit of a small business enterprise you
find that all the cash collections are received directly by
the bookkeeper who keeps the general ledger and the
customers’ ledger. There are two assistants in the account
ing department who write up the cash, purchases and sales
records, and prepare customers’ statements. The cus
tomers’ statements are turned over to the bookkeeper,
who looks them over before they are sent out. The book
keeper has a small imprest fund but to avoid more fre
quent replenishment of this fund he often cashes checks
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of employees or outsiders out of the cash collections.
These checks are cashed with proper approval and de
posited in lieu of the currency used to cash them.
What effect will this situation have on your audit
program?
What is the danger of criticizing the present system?
What recommendations would you make for improving
the internal control?
No. 14 (7 points):
On returning to the office of the Greenville Company,
during August, 1937, to complete an examination of the
accounts for the year ended June 30, 1937, you discover
that shortly after your previous visit to the company’s
office, in April, 1937, the Greenville Company received
instructions from the parent company (Heavy Chemicals,
Inc.) to change its accounting methods in such manner
that cash payments heretofore handled through office
petty cash and paymaster’s and shipping clerk’s funds
would be entered as of date of payment in the general
cashbook. You find also that the cashier has taken ad
vantage of the change of system to suspend the rule that
all receipts should be deposited in bank and has utilized
miscellaneous cash receipts to meet payments heretofore
made through office petty cash and paymaster’s and ship
ping clerk’s funds.
How would you modify the usual routine for confirm
ing bank and cash transactions to cover this situation?
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Accounting Theory and Practice—Part I
NOVEMBER 18, 1937, 1:30 P. M. TO 6:30 P. M.
Candidates are required to solve four problems as fol
lows: Problem No. 1, either Problem No. 2 or No. 3,
Problem No. 4, either Problem No. 5 or No. 6.
Solve this problem.
No. 1 (40 points):
On December 1, 1936, the Amity Finance Corporation
entered into a factoring agreement for the extension of
advances or loans to the White Paper Company, to be
secured by a general mortgage on paper, pulp, and pulp
wood inventories, with the exception of pulpwood while
in course of woodland operations, such inventories to be
marketed in the form of manufactured paper in the reg
ular course of business. The agreement also provided that
all sales accounts were to be assigned and transferred to
the factor corporation subject to its approval of the credit
risk involved; accounts not approved to remain the risk
of the borrowing company. Discounts allowed to custom
ers in excess of 1% were to be borne by factor in respect
of approved accounts and by the borrower in respect of
unapproved accounts.
On January 15, 1937, the factoring corporation ren
dered the following statement of its account with the
borrowing company, for the month of December, 1936:
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1936
December

1 Advances on this date ...............

C redit for accounts transferred:
C redit risks approved ...........
C redit risks n o t approved . .
Factoring commission @ 1% of
approved accounts tran s
ferred .......................................
Discount provision @ 1% of all
accounts transferred .............
December 15 Advances on this date ................
31 C redit for December sales ac
counts transferred:
Credit risks a p p r o v e d .............
C redit risks n o t approved ..
Factoring commission @ 1% of
approved December sales . .
Discount provision @ 1% on all
December sales ...................
C redit for cash rem itted on ac
count of doubtful sales ac
counts w hich had n o t been
assumed ..................................
December 31 Excess discounts on risks n o t a p 
proved ....................................
Interest on advances, to date . .
B a la n c e .............................................

$250,000

$350,000
40,000

3,500
3,900
400,000

100,000
25,000
1,000
1,250

5,000
300
2,250
142,200
$662,200 $662,200

The White Paper Company continued its control of
the customers’ accounts and remitted all collections to the
factor corporation as indicated by the following analysis
of the latter’s account to December 31, 1936:
December

1 A d v a n c e s .........................................
15 Advances .........................................
31 Custom ers’ collections rem itted to
factor:
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A pproved risks (less discounts
@ 1½ % ) ..............................
Risks n o t approved (less dis
counts @2% ) .....................
D oubtful accounts—n o t tran s
ferred
..................................
Discounts allowed to customers
31 B a la n c e .............................................

$246,250
29,400
5,000
4,350
365,000
$650,000 $650,000

The following is a trial balance of the accounts of the
White Paper Company as at December 31, 1936, reflect
ing the foregoing balance of $365,000 due to the Amity
Finance Corporation and showing the position of the out
standing customers’ balances at that date:
D ebits
Credits
Cash ..................................................................... $ 50,000
T rade accounts receivable:
Assigned to A m ity Finance Corporation
A pproved accounts ................................
200,000
Accounts n o t approved ..............................
35,000
O ther (slow accounts) ..............................
15,000
Inventories—pulp and paper ......................
265,000
pulpw ood a t mill .................
75,000
logging in progress—w ood
land operation ..........................
95,000
M ill supplies ............................................................
80,000
Cash in closed bank (estim ated am ount
re c e iv a b le ) .............................................
3,500
L and, buildings, p lant ..................................
2,000,000
T im berlands ................................ ...................
1,350,000
P la n t additions in progress ..........................
16,000
Logging and miscellaneous equipm ent—net
22,000
B ond discount and expense ........................
27,000
D eferred charges—woods operations . . . .
13,600
Unexpired insurance .......................................
4 ,3 00
O ther deferred charges ................................
2,900
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N otes payable—banks (secured by logging
in progress) .........................................
Notes payable— other ....................................
Accounts payable—trade ..............................
Taxes payable—property, stum page, etc.
Am ity Finance C orporation ........................
Accrued payrolls .............................................
Accrued bond interest (due N ovem ber 1,
1936) ......................................................
6% F irst M ortgage Bonds (due Novem ber
1, 1947) .................................................
Reserve for depreciation—buildings, p lant
Reserve for depletion of tim b e r la n d s ___
Com mon capital stock 5,000 shares—par
100 ..........................................................
C apital surplus—arising from appreciation
of p r o p e r tie s .........................................
E arned s u r p l u s .................................................

47,500
16,000
157,500
23,000
365,000
7,000
30,000
1,000,000
730,000
270,000
500,000
900,000
208,300
$4,254,300

$4,254,300

Prepare a balance-sheet of the White Paper Company
as at December 31, 1936, after adjusting the account of
the Amity Finance Corporation to conform with the state
ment received from that company, and after setting up
reserves for doubtful customers’ accounts at the rate of
10% of accounts not approved by the factor corporation
and 30% of the slow accounts.
Solve either one of the following two problems.
No. 2 (30 points):
Following is a trial balance of the general ledger of the
A B C Manufacturing Company (a copartnership) at the
close of business May 31, 1937, on which date a change
in the partnership is contemplated.
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A B C M anufacturing C ompany
Trial Balance, M a y 3 1 , 1937
D ebit
Credit
Cash ........................................................................... $ 22,830
Accounts receivable ..................................................
19,135
N otes re c e iv a b le ......................................................
5,400
M erchandise ............................................................
52,050
M achinery and equipm ent ................................
34,200
Delivery equipm ent .............................................
3,000
D raw ing account, A .............................................
6,000
D raw ing account, B .............................................
6,000
D raw ing account, C .............................................
6,000
Life-insurance prem ium s .........................................
18,000
Reserve for depreciation ....................................
$ 27,000
Reserve for doubtful a c c o u n ts ..........................
3,400
Accounts p a y a b le ...................................................
12,750
Expenses p a y a b le ...................................................
975
Capital account, A ...............................................
62,710
Capital account, B ...............................................
62,710
Capital account, C ...............................................
15,000
Sales ...........................................................................
235,000
Cash discounts on p u rc h a s e s ..............................
980
Recoveries of accounts receivable w ritten off
140
Cash discounts on sales ................................
1,050
P u r c h a s e s ..................................................................
65,000
Factory l a b o r ..........................................................
137,500
F actory expenses ....................................................
11,500
Selling expenses ......................................................
21,850
General expenses ...................................................
11,150
T otal

................................................................

$420,665

$420,665

The balance in the life-insurance-premiums account
represents premiums of $6,000 each paid on three policies,
one each on the lives of A, B, and C, respectively. Of this
amount $900 was paid during the five months ended May
31, 1937, representing $300 on each of the policies.
Premiums on the policies on the lives of A and B were
paid by the firm as a convenience to the partners and the
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firm as such has no equity in the policies. The policy on
the life of C named the firm as beneficiary and the
premiums on this policy were regarded as an expense of
the business; this policy had a cash surrender value of
$5,100 at May 31, 1937. By agreement the partnership
turns over to C by transfer to his capital account the
policy on his life for the cash surrender value and re
linquishes all rights thereunder.
As a preliminary to the change it was agreed to liqui
date the partnership. All accounts and expenses payable
were to be paid, the partners’ drawing accounts closed
into their capital accounts and the life-insurance policies
turned over to the respective partners in accordance with
the aforestated facts.
The books have been kept on a calendar-year basis,
having been closed on December 31, 1936. No provision
has been made in the accounts since that date for doubt
ful accounts or for depreciation. The policy of the firm
has been to provide for doubtful accounts on the basis of
½ % of sales; and to provide for depreciation at the rate
of 10% per annum on machinery and equipment and
20% per annum on delivery equipment.
An inventory of raw materials, work in process and
finished product was taken as of May 31, 1937, and
found to be $63,250. An inventory of supplies taken at
the same date comprised: factory supplies $2,050, selling
supplies $100, and office supplies $50.
It was further agreed that the books should be closed
and the profit or loss transferred to the respective part
ners’ accounts; the partnership agreement provides that
profits or losses are to be shared equally.
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The notes-receivable account represented a demand
note of partner C in favor of the firm. C asked that this
note be charged to his capital account and agreed to make
good any debit in his capital account resulting from the
liquidation.
A offered to purchase the assets and goodwill of the
business for $92,000 as follows:
Accounts receivable lessreserve ..............................
M e rc h a n d ise ..................................................................
M achinery and equipm ent ........................
Delivery equipm ent ...................................................
S u p p lie s ...........................................................................
Goodwill .........................................................................

$14,000
50,000
11,000
1,000
1,000
15,000

T otal .......................................................................

$92,000

He offered to make payment by application of the balance
in his capital account to the purchase price, the remainder
in promissory notes maturing monthly in equal amounts
over a period of 15 months.
This offer was accepted; the cash and notes receivable,
properly endorsed, were turned over to B and accepted
by him in settlement of his capital account.
Required: (1) the journal entries necessary to give
effect to the above transactions on the books of the co
partnership and to close these books; (2) the journal
entries required to open the books of the sole tradership
established by A to carry on the business, and (3) a work
sheet on which the foregoing entries are applied to the
above May 31, 1937, trial balance.
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No. 3 (30 points):
From the following data prepare:
a. Consolidation working sheet, showing eliminations
and adjustments.
b. Final consolidated balance-sheet.
c. Schedule of dividends in arrears showing amounts
applicable to minority interests.
The date on which A acquired capital stock of subsidiary
companies was, in each case, the date on which the sub
sidiary company was organized.
A C om pany:
Investm ent in B Com pany:
Com mon stock 800 shares, 80% i n te r e s t ...................
Preferred stock 400 shares, 40% interest .................
Investm ent in C Com pany:
Com m on stock 600 shares, 60% interest .................
Reserve against investm ent in C C o m p a n y .................
Investm ent in D Com pany:
Com m on stock, 1,000 shares, % interest .................
Preferred stock 800 shares, 80% i n t e r e s t .................
Investm ent in E C om pany:
Com mon stock 1,900 shares, 95% i n t e r e s t ...............
2nd preferred stock 400 shares, 80% i n t e r e s t ____
Account receivable, C C om pany ....................................
O ther assets .............................................................................
C apital stock ...........................................................................
E arned surplus .......................................................................

$ 80,000
40,000
60,000
59,999
100,000
80,000
190,000
40,000
300,000
69,999
500,000
400,000

B C om pany:
A s s e ts ..........................................................................................
Preferred stock, 6% noncum ulative ................................
Com m on stock .......................................................................
E arned surplus .......................................................................

350,000
100,000
100,000
150,000

C C om pany:
Assets ........................................................................................
Account payable A Com pany ...........................................
Account payable, m inority stockholders ........................

420,000
300,000
200,000
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Com m on stock .......................................................................
Deficit ........................................................................................

100,000
180,000

D Com pany:
A s s e ts ..........................................................................................
Preferred stock, 6% cum ulative .......................................
Com mon stock .......................................................................
Deficit ........................................................................................

244,000
100,000
150,000
6,000

E C om pany:
A s s e ts ..........................................................................................
1st preferred stock, 6% c u m u la tiv e ................................
2nd preferred stock, 6% cum ulative ..............................
Com mon stock .......................................................................
Deficit ........................................................................................

155,000
100,000
50,000
200,000
195,000

All the subsidiary companies made a loss during the
current year except B Company, which made a profit of
$10,000.
Dividends have not been paid on preferred stocks out
standing as follows:
B—for 1 year
D—for 4½ years
E —1st preferred for 1½ years
—2nd preferred for 4 years
The preferred stocks of each subsidiary are callable upon
30 days’ notice at $110 per share plus accrued dividends
and are entitled upon liquidation to $100 per share plus
accrued dividends.
Solve this problem.
No. 4 (20 points):
The following is a balance-sheet of the city of Croix
at December 31, 1935:
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C urrent F und
Assets
Cash ..........................................................................................
Taxes receivable:
Y ear 1932 ...........................................................................
Y ear 1933 ...........................................................................
Y ear 1934 ...........................................................................
Y ear 1935 ...........................................................................
D eferred charges:
Overexpenditures of 1935 a p p ro p ria tio n s ................
Taxes canceled— 1935 ...................................................

$ 15,48234
1,917.66
7,308.14
8,133.11
123,170.65
437.10
850.00
$157,299.00

Liabilities
T ax revenue notes:
Y ear 1933 ...........................................................................
Y ear 1934 ........... .......... ..................................................
Y ear 1935 ...........................................................................
Accounts payable ................................................................
Surplus revenue .....................................................................

$

7,000.00
8,000.00
123,000.00
17,601.00
1,698.00

$157,299.00
C apital F und
Assets
Cash ..........................................................................................
Im provem ents in progress .................................................
D eferred charges to future taxation for cost of com 
pleted im p ro v e m e n ts...................................................

$ 17,810.95
39,152.62
25,380.00
$ 82,343.57

Liabilities
Serial bonds ...........................................................................
N otes p a y a b l e .........................................................................
Accounts p a y a b l e ..................................................................

$ 26,000.00
49,000.00
7,343.57
$ 82,343.57

The governing body of the city adopted the following
budget for 1936:
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Appropriations
D epartm ent of Public W o r k s .............
D epartm ent of Revenue and Finance
D epartm ent of Public Safety ...........
D epartm ent of Public A f f a ir s .............
D epartm ent of P arks and Public
P r o p e r t y .................................................
Interest on bonds ..................................
R etirem ent of b o n d s ..............................
Interest on n o t e s .....................................
Overexpenditures of 1935 appropria
tions ........................................................
Taxes canceled— 1935 ............................

$ 275,450.00
48,500.00
535,375.00
190,000.00
60,000.00
3,500.00
7,000.00
4,500.00
437.10
850.00
$1,125,612.10

A nticipated revenues
General licenses .......................................
L iquor licenses .........................................
Interest on taxes .....................................
City clerk’s fees ....................................
Building perm its ....................................
Bureau of health f e e s ............................
Police court fines ..................................
A m ount to be raised by t a x a t io n ___

$

10,700.00
63,000.00
22,000.00
700.00
2,500.00
5,400.00
3,000.00

$ 107,300.00
1,018,312.10
$1,125,612.10

The actual amount of taxes levied for the year 1936
was $1,018,603.75.
During the year 1936, improvements in progress cost
ing $30,000 were completed. The notes payable issued to
finance the improvements were retired from the proceeds
of a serial bond issue which was sold at par.
A statement of receipts and disbursements for the year
1936 follows:
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Receipts:
1932 taxes ...................
1933 taxes ............... ....
1934 taxes ...................
1935 taxes ...................
1936 taxes ...................
General licenses .........
L iquor licenses ...........
Interest on taxes ----C ity clerk’s f e e s .........
Building perm its ----Bureau of health fees
Police court f i n e s ----Miscellaneous fees . . .
T ax revenue notes—
1936 ..........................
Serial bonds . . . .........

$

1,012.75
5,475.63
6,125.47
115,245.78
787,375.62
10,754.00
63,125.00
21,900.00
725.00
2,530.00
5,350.00
2,925.00
250.00

215,000.00
30,000.00 $1,267,794.25

Disbursem ents:
D epartm ent of Public W orks ___
D epartm ent of Revenue and Finance
D epartm ent of Public A f f a ir s .........
D epartm ent of Public S a f e t y .........
D epartm ent of P arks and Public
P r o p e r t y .............................................
Interest on bonds ..............................
R etirem ent of bonds ........................
Interest on notes ..............................
T ax revenue notes— 1933 .................
T ax revenue notes— 1934 .................
T ax revenue notes— 1935 .................
Accounts payable—current fund ..

$ 270,680.00
47,350.00
187,325.00
525,250.00
59,100.00
3,500.00
7,000.00
4,300.00
7,000.00
6,000.00
114,000.00
16,751.00
$1,248,256.00

Im provem ents in prog
ress ............................
N otes p a y a b le .............
Accounts
payable —
capital fund ...........

$

5,900.00
30,000.00
7,343.57
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43,243.57 $1,291,499.57

EXAMINATION QUESTIONS—NOVEMBER, 1937

The following bills applicable to the year 1936 were
unpaid at December 31, 1936:
D epartm ent of Public W orks ...........
D epartm ent of Revenue and Finance
D epartm ent of Public Safety ............
D epartm ent of Public A f f a ir s ............
D epartm ent of P arks and Public
P r o p e r t y .................................................

$

4,000.00
1,000.00
9,500.00
2,000.00
700.00

From the foregoing prepare a work sheet showing (1)
the balance-sheet at December 31, 1936, (2) the changes
in revenue surplus, (3) journal entries, and (4) cash
transactions.
Solve either one of the following two problems.
No. 5 (10 points):
The X Company is interested in acquiring certain pa
tent rights owned by the Y Company and has made the
following offer to the stockholders of the Y Company:
1. The X Company to pay $100 per share for an option
to purchase all stock of the Y Company owned
by any stockholder within one year from January
1, 1937.
2. The X Company to pay an additional $100 per
share to the acceptors of the offer if the option
to purchase such shares is exercised.
3. Assets of the Y Company on January 1, 1937, other
than patent rights, will be liquidated and the pro
ceeds paid to the old stockholders as their interest
may appear. (Old stockholders are those persons
who accept this offer, or those who own stock and
refuse this offer.)
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4. Dividends, other than liquidating dividends, paid
during the term of the option shall be applied in
reduction of the additional $100 to be paid if the
option is exercised.
5. Acceptors of this offer shall deposit their stock hold
ings with a trustee. The trustee shall receive and
hold all dividends applicable to the stock so de
posited, except liquidating dividends, pending ac
ceptance or other disposition of the option to
purchase such stock.
Stockholders owning 18,000 shares (90%) of the cap
ital stock of the Y Company accepted the above offer
effective January 1, 1937, and were paid in cash.
To avoid future complications, the X Company pur
chased for cash the remaining outstanding shares @ $210
per share on January 15, 1937, and deposited these shares
with the trustee.
The following dividends were paid during 1937:
M ay 30, 1937 ................................
October 15, 1937 ..........................

L iquidating
$10 share
9 “

Other
$20 share
10 “

The option was exercised on October 15, 1937, and the
Y Company was completely liquidated; the X Company
surrendered the capital stock in exchange for patent
rights.
Prepare (1) journal entries to record the above trans
actions on the X Company’s books and (2) a statement
showing the cost to the X Company of the patent rights
acquired.
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No. 6 (10 points):
The Brown Company operates a mill, manufacturing a
product X. During October and November, 1936, the
mill, because of labor troubles, was forced to operate at
reduced capacity.
The production and relative unit costs of X for the six
months ended December 31, 1936, were as follows:
Production

Ju ly ....................................
August ................................
Septem ber ..........................
October ..............................
N ovem ber ..........................
December ..........................

..........................
..........................
..........................
..........................
..........................
.........................

U nits
20,000
20,000
20,000
2,000
5,000
24,000

U nit Cost
$2.20
2.25
2.20
7.50
7.00
2.75

As a result of a labor settlement effective December 1st,
the company agreed to pay all its workers a 10% increase
in wages. Prior to that date labor cost represented ap
proximately 70% of the total cost of the product. As an
additional concession under the labor settlement the com
pany granted a two-weeks’ vacation to each employee;
these vacations will be taken by the employees on a
“staggered” plan, without the employment of any addi
tional labor. No provision has been made in the com
pany’s records for this additional concession.
I t was determined by the auditor that the expense of
police, etc., during the labor difficulties had been properly
charged to general expenses.
It is the practice of the company to price its inventory
at cost prices established on average bases, predicated
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upon the production of December, and when the inven
tory is greater than the production of that month, then
the prices are determined retroactively on the basis of the
next previous month or months of normal production until
a quantity has been obtained equal to the inventory on
hand. The inventory of X at December 31, 1936, was
50,000 units.
At what prices should the company’s inventory be
valued? Show your computations.
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Commercial Law
NOVEMBER 19, 1937, 9 A. M. TO 12:30 P. M.
Reasons must be stated for each answer. Whenever
practicable give the answer first and then state reasons.
Answers will be graded according to the applicant’s evi
dent knowledge of the legal principles involved in the
question rather than on his conclusions.
Group I

Answer all questions in this group.
No. 1 (10 points):
A stationery company wrote to a certified public ac
countant that “We have quite a few pads of slightly de
fective but completely usable analysis paper which we
now offer you at 45 cents per pad.” The accountant wrote
in reply: “I accept your offer and I will take one dozen
pads.” Do these two letters constitute a valid contract?
No. 2 (10 points):
If you were consulted by an attorney at law who was
about to draw a partnership contract to be executed by
three practising public accountants, what provisions
would you recommend for inclusion in the contract?
No. 3 (10 points):
On October 14, 1937, X steals two legally valid nego
tiable notes payable to bearer (one due October 21, 1937,
and one due November 22, 1937) and corporate bearer
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bonds with the November 1, 1937, coupons attached.
On October 22, 1937, X sells both notes and the bonds
to Y who pays full value and has no knowledge, either
actual or constructive, of the theft by X.
(a) Can Y collect from the maker on either or both
of these notes?
(b) Can Y collect from the corporation on the No
vember 1, 1937, coupons?
No. 4 (10 points):
(a) What is meant by the maxim caveat emptor?
(b) State briefly the facts of a transaction to which
it would be applied.
No. 5 (10 points):
X, a minor, made a written contract with Y, an adult,
whereby Y agreed to sell to X certain merchandise not
constituting necessaries. Y failed to deliver and X sued Y
for breach of the contract. As a defense, Y pleaded the
infancy of X. Is this a valid defense?
Group II

Answer any five questions in this group. No credit will
be given for additional answers, and if more are submitted
only the first five will be considered.
No. 6 (10 points):
(a) X, who is 45 years old, leases from a corporation
an entire building for a term of 99 years, the lease binding
X ’s estate. Is this lease held by X personal property or
real property?
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(b) What elements or factors must be found to make
a transaction a gift of personal property?
(c) What elements or factors must be found to consti
tute adverse possession?
(d) Can title to personal property be acquired by ad
verse possession?
No. 7 (10 points):
(a) In a state where a person becomes of age at 21
years, is a minor 20 years old legally qualified to be a
principal and as such to appoint an agent?
(b) In such a state, is a minor 20 years old legally
qualified to act as agent for another person as principal?
(c) What elements or factors must be found to con
stitute an agency by ratification?
(d) Can a corporation ratify an act by a promoter
prior to incorporation?
(e) Can one whose signature has been forged ratify
the act of the forger?
No. 8 (10 points):
In the event of one or more but not all of the members
of a partnership being adjudged bankrupt, can the part
nership property be administered in bankruptcy? If not,
how will it be administered?
No. 9 (10 points):
X was the secretary of a corporation which had been in
existence for a number of years and he was duly author
ized to solicit subscriptions to unissued capital stock the
par value of which was $100 per share. X induced ¥ to
subscribe on July 1, 1937, for 100 shares at a total price
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of $50 per share by telling Y (1) that the corporation’s
gross sales for July, 1937, were certain to exceed $20,000,
(2) that the certificate of incorporation expressly em
powered the corporation to conduct certain activities, and
(3) that Y would not be liable to the corporation or to
any other person or corporation for any amount in ex
cess of the subscription price of $50 per share. Y agreed
to pay for this stock on September 1, 1937. On August
16, 1937, Y ascertained that the gross sales for July, 1937,
had been slightly less than $5,000 and that the certificate
of incorporation did not grant the corporate power stated
by X, and Y was informed by his attorney that he would
be liable for an additional $50 per share. Can Y imme
diately cancel his subscription agreement?
No. 10 (10 points):
In preparing a trustee’s accounting, what tests would
you apply to determine whether a dividend duly declared
by a corporation was an ordinary dividend to be credited
to income, or an extraordinary dividend subject possibly
to apportionment between income and principal?
No. 11 (10 points):
George Griffin was an accommodation endorser on a
negotiable promissory note, and he died prior to the
maturity of the note. On the day when this note became
due, Griffin’s executor, at the payee’s insistence and with
out receiving consideration therefore, endorsed a renewal
note as follows: Estate of George Griffin, deceased, by Ed
ward Patterson, Executor.
(a) Did this endorsement discharge the estate from
liability upon the original note?
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(b) Did the executor become personally liable by this
endorsement?
No. 12 (10 points):
The garnishee laws of a state entitle a judgment cred
itor to 10% of the income of his judgment debtor and
under those laws a garnishee execution, duly issued on a
$50,000 judgment, ordered a life-insurance company to
deduct and pay to the creditor 10% of the income from
a trust fund held by it. This trust fund consisted of the
proceeds of a life-insurance policy, $40,000, which the
policy provided should be held by the company at 3%
interest and paid to the judgment debtor as beneficiary
in equal monthly instalments of $500 as long as said
proceeds with interest thereon should last.
(a) Is the judgment creditor entitled to 10% of the
total of each instalment?
(b) If not, how would you determine the amount to
which he is entitled, and would that amount remain con
stant, increase, or decrease up to and including the last
$500 instalment?
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Accounting Theory and Practice—Part II
NOVEMBER 1 9 , 1937, 1:30 P. M. TO 6:30 P. M.
Candidates must solve four problems as follows: Prob
lem No. 1; No. 2; either No. 3 or No. 4; problem No. 5.
Solve the following two problems.
No. 1 (40 points):
The Miracle Chemical Company manufactures two
products, Mirachem and Corim. Both are made from the
same raw materials in the same proportions. In addition
to a difference in packaging, Corim is processed in De
partment B and Mirachem is not.
The plant of the company is divided into four depart
ments, A, B, C, and D. Materials suffer a shrinkage of
16⅔ % in Department A, a shrinkage of 20% in Depart
ment B, a shrinkage of 10% in Department C, and no
shrinkage in Department D.
The materials are mixed in Department A at a cost
for labor and overhead of 10¢ per lb. of finished mixture.
The materials used are X which costs $1.10 per lb., Y
which costs 15¢ per lb., and Z which costs 40¢ per lb.
They are mixed in the proportion of one pound X to eight
pounds Y to three pounds Z, comprising the unit for
calculation. Assume that materials and packages are
purchased in quantities just sufficient to cover the sales
requirements.
Labor and overhead in Department B amount to 9¢
per lb. of material delivered to the department.
In Department C an amount of water equal to the
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weight of the material received is added. Labor and ex
penses, including water in this department, amount to 5¢
per lb. of material finished.
Department D is the packaging department. Labor and
expenses, exclusive of the packages, cost 5¢ per lb. of
Mirachem handled and
per lb. of Corim handled.
Packages for Corim holding four ounces of the finished
product cost 5¢. Packages for Mirachem of the same size
cost 2½ ¢. Corim is sold at 50¢ and Mirachem at 23¢ a
package and the total dollar sales are equally divided
between the two products.
General and administrative expenses, including adver
tising, amount to $90,000 a year.
From the foregoing data prepare a statement of profit
and loss in the usual columnar form, showing an aggregate
net-operating profit of 20% on the sales; also showing
for each product the number of packages sold and the
gross profit; and for each product and each department
the materials and supplies purchased and used as well as
the labor and expenses.
No. 2 (25 points):
From the following data, prepare a balance-sheet of the
XYZ Company as at December 31, 1936: submit all work
sheets.
T rial B alance A fter C losing D ecember 31, 1935
Cash ...........................................................................
D ividends receivable ($2 per share on 1,500 B )
O ther accounts receivable ..................................
M arketable securities a t average cost de
tailed below ........................................................
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Debits
$ 75,000
3,000
1,000
865,000

Credits
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Deferred charges ...................................................
F urniture and fixtures .........................................
Reserve and depreciation of furniture and
fixtures ..................................................................
Accounts payable and accrued e x p e n se s.........
Reserve for estim ated federal income taxes—
1935 ......................................................................
authorized— 100,000 shares @
Capital stock $10 p a r; issued and outstand
ing— 50,000 shares ................
Capital surplus .....................................................
Earned surplus ........................................................

1,000
10,000
$

10,000

500,000
300,000
137,000
$955,000

M arketable S ecurities
Shares
1,000
1,500
600
1,500
1,200
1,000
800
1,000
2,000

6,000
2,000

$955,000

H and D ecember 31, 1935
Average
Cost
Security
$ 90,000
A
120,000
B
60,000
C
95,000
D
85,000
E
130,000
F
85,000
G
70,000
H
130,000
I
on

$865,000
S ecurity T ransactions— 1936
Purchases
Shares
200 A
M arch ........................ ............... 20
500 B
A p r i l ............................ ............... 15
200 J
A p r i l ............................ ............... 25
300 J
M ay ............................ ............... 10
300 K
Ju ly ............................ ............... 15
200 G
Ju ly ............................ ............... 25
200 G
A ugust ........................ ............... 15
Septem ber ................. ............... 15 1,000 K
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Cost
$ 20,000
50,000
15,000
25,000
40,000
20,000
25,000
90,000
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Sales

Ja n u a ry .......................................
M arch ...........................................
A pril .............................................
Ju n e .............................................
J u l y ...............................................
August .........................................
Septem ber ..................................

15
10
10
15
20
20
15

Shares
200 A
200 F
1,200 E
300 F
500 A
1,000 H
1,000 B

Selling
Price
$ 19,000
30,000
110,000
50,000
50,000
30,000
125,000

Other D ata

Purchased on December 15, 1936: 200 shares of XYZ
Company for $3,000.
Cash dividends received—1936: A $5,000; B $12,000;
D $4,000; F $6,000; G $5,000; I $9,000; J $1,000.
Accounts receivable collected and debts paid.
Stock dividend received June 15, 1936: H—100%.
Expenses accrued and paid— 1936: $20,000.
Federal capital-stock tax paid July 20, 1936: $1,000.
Dividends paid December 10, 1936: $2 per share.
Purchased December 31, 1936, for delivery and payment
January 2, 1937: 200 shares G $25,000.
Dividends declared in 1936 payable in 1937:
H at each $1 per share to stockholders of record De
cember, 1936
D at each $1 per share to stockholders of record Jan
uary 2, 1937
Market value of marketable securities at December 31,
1936: $950,000.
Federal income taxes paid for the year 1935: $9,000.
Federal income taxes for the year 1936 estimated at
$12,000.
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Solve one of the following two problems.
No. 3 (20 points):
From the following data extracted from the accounts
of the Automobile Finance Company, for the year 1936,
prepare a statement of the corrections that you would
consider it necessary to make, based on the experience of
the company in that year, in order to place the reserve
for unearned income, etc.—the only reserve account
carried by the company—on a conservative basis. (The
interest rate used by the Finance Company was 6% ):
Volume of business transacted in 1936 ...........
$2,400,000
T otal income for 1936 .........................................
144,000
Provision for collection expenses on 1936
b u s in e s s ...........................................................................
36,000
Provision for losses on 1936 b u s in e s s ..........
12,000
Notes receivable—outstanding a t December
31, 1936:
P ast due .............................................................. $ 20,000
Due 1937:
Ja n u a ry ..........................................................
140,000
F e b r u a r y ..........................................................
130,000
M arch ..............................................................
120,000
April ................................................................
110,000
M ay ..................................................................
100,000
J u n e ..................................................................
90,000
Ju ly ..................................................................
80,000
A u g u s t ..............................................................
80,000
S e p te m b e r........................................................
70,000
October ............................................................
60,000
N o v e m b e r ........................................................
50,000
December ...................................................
50,000
Due 1938:
J a n u a r y ............................................................
40,000
F e b r u a r y ..........................................................
30,000
M arch ..............................................................
30,000
April ................................................................
20,000
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M a y ..................................................................
Ju n e ................................................................
T otal ................................................................
Reserve for unearned income, etc.....................

20,000
10,000
1,250,000
25,000

No. 4 (20 points):
You have been handed a circular letter received by a
common stockholder of a company wherein the income
from operations of the company for the past year is
shown as materially greater than for the year before. The
only information given is as follows:
For the year 1936 the gross income of the com
pany was $4,700,000, and after deducting $4,000,000
for cost of goods sold, general, selling, and administra
tive expenses, and $250,000 for depreciation, interest,
and federal income taxes, the net profit was stated
to be $450,000, which was equivalent to 24 cents
per share on the outstanding common stock, after
paying the 6% dividend on preferred stock.
The net income for 1935 was $196,000 which was
equal to 2 cents per share on the outstanding com
mon stock after paying the preferred dividend.
The stockholder recalls that the only stock changes
during the two years were issues on January 1, 1936,
of 200,000 shares common, and of $500,000 pre
ferred.
In view of the large difference in the stated profit per
share from that of the previous year, you are asked to
advise if the reported result appears reasonable.
Prepare a statement for the stockholder explaining and
reconciling the figures of the two years, showing number
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of shares of common stock and amount of preferred stock
outstanding.
Solve the following problem.
No. 5 ( 15 points):
John Smith borrowed 2,000,000 francs in Paris for 150
days at 3%, interest in the United States being at 5%
(interest payable on due date of loan). The rate of ex
change was $.06 on the date the loan was made and was
$.061 on the date of repayment. Commission on purchase
or sale of exchange was 1/20% for each transaction.
The cable charge for each transfer of funds was $20.
How much did Mr. Smith save or lose by borrowing
abroad at the lower interest rate? Submit the work sheet
supporting your answer.
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Examinations of May, 1938
Auditing
MAY 12, 1938, 9 A. M. TO 12:30 P. M.
The candidate must answer all questions.
No. 1 (8 points):
To what extent should original vouchers be examined
and bookkeeping details checked in a balance-sheet ex
amination? Give reasons for variations in program.
No. 2 (8 points):
How can reports under the federal social-security act
be used as a safeguard against padded payrolls?
No. 3 (8 points):
For a number of years you have audited the books and
accounts of a concern which has just been thrown into
receivership. You are asked by the minority interests, who
are instituting legal action for mismanagement, to audit
the books and to assist them in these proceedings. State
the conditions under which you would accept the engage
ment or why you would decline it.
No. 4 (8 points):
The capital of a corporation consists of 1,000 shares
of cumulative preferred stock of $100 par value, and 2,
000 shares of common stock of no par value having a
paid-in value of $200,000. The preferred stock is owned
by the public, and the common stock by the president of
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the company except for a few qualifying shares held by
other directors. The company was organized at the begin
ning of the year and its operations resulted in a small loss.
The president, desirous of paying a dividend on the
preferred stock, authorized the payment to himself of
$7,000 as commission in addition to his salary and this
amount he personally distributed as the year’s dividend to
the preferred shareholders.
How should you deal with this matter in your report,
and how should the transaction be shown on the books
and on the financial statements of the corporation?
No. 5 (8 points):
According to the law in a certain state, property taxes
for 1938 are due on April 1, 1938. They are based on
assessed values at April 1, 1937, and are intended to pay
the expenses of government for the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1938. In these circumstances, how would you
treat a 1938 property tax of $12,000, due and payable
on April 1, 1938, in the accounts of a corporation on
March 31, 1938, the close of its fiscal year?
No. 6 (10 points):
You are engaged by a bank to prepare a certified bal
ance-sheet of a partnership which is seeking a loan, and
the following trial balance is submitted to you:
Assets
C a s h ...............................................................................
Accounts receivable ..........
In ventory .....................................................................
D eferred charges ......................................................
P a rtn er C capital a /c .............................................

$

3,000
75,000
492,000
15,000
260,000

$845,000
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Liabilities
N otes payable ..........................................................
Accounts payable ......................................................
P a rtn er A capital a /c .............................................
P a rtn er B capital a /c .............................................

$300,000
215,000
230,000
100,000
$845,000

Partner C had withdrawn considerable sums which
were charged to his capital account. He is wealthy and
gave the firm as security certain high-class bonds and
stocks that have a market value of $500,000. The part
ners argue that in the circumstances C’s indebtedness
should be shown as an asset.
Assuming that you have verified the above accounts,
(a) Give your reasons for assent or nonassent to
the partners’ argument.
(b) Draft the balance-sheet you will certify.
No. 7 (10 points):
How would you verify the receipts from
(a) Subscriptions, donations and bequests to charity,
(b) Club dues and entrance fees,
(c) Church collections?
No. 8 (10 points):
When and how should transactions that have occurred
at the time of your examination but since the close of the
fiscal year be shown on the balance-sheet? Cite at least
six specific instances of transactions that should be shown.
No. 9 (15 points):
(a) What accounts should be charged with (1) addi
tions and betterments, (2) renewals and replacements,
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and (3) repairs and maintenance, when no detailed prop
erty records are kept, but adequate provision has always
been made for depreciation at a composite rate applied to
the year’s opening balance of “building, machinery, and
equipment account” and credited to “depreciation re
serve,” and when the property account has always been
credited with the net proceeds from sales of plant, ma
chinery, and equipment?
(b) What simple safeguards can be applied in such
a case to forestall the accumulation of reserves in excess
of the respective property values?
(c) When is the method described under (a) admis
sible?
(d) How can it be modified to insure a higher degree
of accuracy?
(e) What are its advantages and disadvantages?
No. 10 (15 points):
Describe the accounting procedure by which the man
agement can determine to what extent
(a) Advantage is taken by the company of cash
discount in the settlement of its liabilities.
(b) Customers have availed themselves of their dis
count privileges.
Also discuss the useful ends that will be attained by such
a procedure.
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Accounting Theory and Practice—Part I
MAY 12, 1938, 1:30 P. M. TO 6:30 P. M.
Candidates are required to solve 3 problems, as follows:
Problem No. 1, either problem No. 2 or No. 3, and prob
lem No. 4.
No. 1 (15 points):
(a) The Acme Manufacturing Corporation uses a
process-cost system; manufacturing costs, other than
direct materials and direct labor, are applied to the prod
uct in an amount equal to 50% of the direct-labor cost
and, per contra, are credited to an account, “indirect
costs absorbed.” The books were closed as of December
31, 1937, when the inventory of goods in process in
Process A consisted of 1,000 units of product as follows:
D irect m aterial content (100% complete) ...........
D irect labor content (average 50% complete) . . .
Indirect cost ( a t 50% of direct labor costs) ___

$5,000
2,000
1,000

T o tal .........................................................................

$8,000

In January, 1938, 10,000 additional units of product
were started; material requirements in full were issued at
a cost of $51,000; direct labor amounted to $39,900; in
direct cost was applied at 50% of the direct labor cost;
9,000 units were completed and transferred to the next
process; 2,000 units remained in process on January 31st
with material fully supplied and labor averaging 50%
complete.
Set up a goods-in-process account for Process A show132
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mg total and unit material, labor and indirect costs for
units completed and for units in process at end.
(b) The books were not closed on January 31st, and
after the transfer of completed units was made it was
discovered that indirect costs in January, 1938, and in
prior periods were actually 60% of direct labor cost.
Prepare the correcting journal entry.
No. 2 (25 points):
John Jones died September 30, 1936, leaving a will and
appointing three executors to administer his estate. The
will provided for the payment of funeral expenses, debts,
and other necessary expenses, and for the following
specific bequests:
Cemetery, for upkeep of burial p l o t ...................
H ospital .........................................................................
Church ...........................................................................
R elative .........................................................................
Executors ($5,000 each in lieu of fees) .............

$ 2,500
2,000
5,000
10,000
15,000
$34,500

The balance of the estate was to be held in trust and
the income thereof was to be paid in equal shares to the
three children of the testator during their natural lives.
The first distribution from income was to be made De
cember 31, 1937. On the death of each of the life bene
ficiaries, the proportionate part of the estate as at that
date was to revert to that beneficiary’s issue surviving,
if any; otherwise to remain in trust.
At date of death the testator was possessed of the fol
lowing: cash, $25,000; accounts receivable, $55,000;
5½ % first mortgage bonds, interest June 30th and De
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cember 31st, par value and appraised value, $100,000;
U. S. 2¾ % Treasury bonds, interest May 15th and No
vember 15th, par value and appraised value, $50,000;
1,000 shares A Mining Company stock, par value $5 per
share, appraised as valueless; 1,000 shares B Industries,
Inc. stock, par value $100, appraised at $110; clothing,
$1,000; jewelry, $5,000; furniture, $10,000.
Receipts:
November 15, 1936, $40,000 U. S. Treasury bonds sold
at $102; accounts receivable collected, $50,000 (balance
worthless); dividends on B Industries, Inc. declared prior,
but paid subsequent to death of testator, $4,000; divi
dend of same company declared and paid subsequent to
death of testator, $2,000; furniture sold for $9,000; A
Mining Company stock sold at 25 cents per share; bank
interest earned after death, $1,250; refund of federal
taxes, year 1935, $500. All interest collected on invest
ments.
Disbursements:
Funeral expenses, $2,500; administration expenses
(chargeable to corpus), $8,000; legal services, $3,000;
debts of testator, $15,000; 1936 federal and state taxes
to date of death, $3,100; all specific bequests paid, rela
tive taking jewelry at appraised value against bequest of
$10,000.
Other transactions:
Clothing given to charity.
Prepare as of November 30, 1937, (a) summary state
ment of executors as to principal, showing assets remain
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ing in the estate; (b) summary statement of executors
as to income.
N ote 1.—For purposes of this problem ignore the fac
tors of inheritance, transfer, and other taxes not specified
in problem.
N ote 2.—Attach all working papers to your solution.
No. 3 (25 points):
The following appraisal was made of the plant and
equipment of the Hopewell Company as at December 31,
1936:
Classification

L and ............................ . .
Buildings .....................
M achinery—A ...........
M achinery— B ...........
Special tools ...............
F urniture, etc...............
T rucks and autos . . .
T ogether

............. . .

Reproduction
value—
new
$ 2 5 0 ,0 0 0
5 3 0 ,0 0 0
1 0 0 ,000
8 0 ,0 0 0
3 0 ,0 0 0
4 3 ,0 0 0
4 2 ,0 0 0

Accrued
depred
ation
$
3 5 ,0 0 0
10,000
1 0,000
6 ,0 0 0
8 ,0 0 0
1 2,000

Sound
value
$ 2 5 0 ,0 0 0
4 9 5 ,0 0 0
90 ,0 0 0
70,000
24 ,0 0 0
3 5 ,0 0 0
3 0 ,0 0 0

$ 1 ,0 7 5 ,0 0 0

$ 8 1 ,0 0 0

$ 9 9 4 ,0 0 0

Depreci
ation
rates

2%
6%
8%
10%
12½%
20%

The appraisal was formally accepted by the company
and the bookkeeper was instructed to make the necessary
adjustments on the books as of the above date, at the
same time setting up depreciation reserves. Thereafter
depreciation was to be provided at the new rates by
straight-line methods but, as heretofore, on the year’s addi
tions and retirements at one half of the annual rates.
In the course of the audit of the 1937 accounts the
auditor was given the following analysis of the property
accounts, prepared by the bookkeeper:
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Classification

L and ...........
Buildings . . .
M achinery ..
M achinery-A
M achinery-B
Miscell. equip.
Special tools
F urniture, etc.
T rucks and
autos .........
T ogether

December
3 1 , 1936
N et bal
ance
before ad
ju stm en t
$ 2 1 0 ,0 0 0
52 0 ,0 0 0
175,000

95 ,0 0 0

1937
Adjust
Additions
m ent to
or retire
appraisal
ments*
D r. Cr.*
(gross)
$
3 0 ,0 0 0 *
$ 4 0 ,0 0 0
2 5 ,000* 5 0 ,0 0 0
1 75,000*
90 ,0 0 0
10 ,0 0 0
7 0,000
20,000*
9 5 ,0 0 0 *
1 0 ,000*
24 ,0 0 0
3 5 ,0 0 0
15,0 0 0
3 0 ,0 0 0

$ 1 ,0 0 0 ,0 0 0

$

14,000*

6 ,0 0 0 * $ 1,000

1 0,400

Balance
December
3 1 , 1937
$ 2 2 0 ,0 0 0
534,6 0 0

6 ,6 5 0
4 ,2 0 0

9 3 ,350
4 5 ,8 0 0

2 ,8 5 0
6,375

11,150
43,625

3 ,4 5 0

12,550

$3 3,925

$961,075

1937
Depreci
ation

$

All retirements had been deducted at appraised repro
duction value.
Prepare columnar summary statements of (a) property
and (b) reserve accounts, both showing the correct ad
justment of the books to the appraisal and the rectification
of the bookkeeper’s errors, (c) State briefly the nature
of the errors of principle in the bookkeeper’s analysis.
No. 4 (60 points):
Four municipalities—Rose City, Copperville, Pineboro,
and Coletown—formed the Spring Valley Water Commis
sion for the construction and operation of a joint water
supply. The project was estimated to cost $10,000,000
and to have a capacity of 100 million gallons daily
(MGD).
I t was agreed that the capital costs were to be ap
portioned among the participating municipalities accord
ing to the daily water allotments, but no municipality
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should be charged for the cost of any part of the project
unless it were to receive benefit therefrom.
Capital assessment:
The four municipalities allotted the entire estimated
supply of 100 MGD among themselves and agreed to an
initial assessment of the estimated cost of $10,000,000
in proportion to these allotments as follows:
Rose C ity .............................................
Copperville ...........................................
Pineboro ...............................................
Coletown ...............................................

MGD
30
20
10
40

Assessment
$ 3,000,000
2,000,000
1,000,000
4,000,000

100

$10,000,000

All capital assessments were collected in full except
that of Copperville which paid only 90% of its assess
ment.
Expenditure to Dec. 31, 1935:
At the close of 1935 Spider Dam and Crabtree Reser
voir were completed and pipe lines had been laid, namely,
twin pipe lines from Spider Dam to the point where Rose
City takes off the water and a single pipe line below that
point. The cost per mile of the twin pipe lines was twice
the cost per mile of the single line, and it was assumed
that the twin lines were constructed for the benefit of all
the municipalities. For convenience the capital costs are
identified by classes as follows:
Class A Cost of Spider Dam and other costs at the
headworks.
Class B Twin pipe lines from Spider Dam and the
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headworks to the Rose City take-off—a
distance of five miles.
(In accordance with the agreement the ex
penditures under A and B are to be dis
tributed to all of the four participating
municipalities on the basis of the contract
allotments.)
Class C Single pipe line from Rose City take-off to
Copperville take-off—a distance of three
miles.
(This capital cost is accordingly apportion
able to Copperville, Pineboro, and Coletown.)
Class D Single pipe line from Copperville take-off to
Pineboro take-off—a distance of two
miles.
(This capital cost is apportionable to Pine
boro and Coletown.)
Class E Single pipe line from Pineboro take-off to
Coletown take-off—a distance of ten
miles.
(This entire capital cost is chargeable to
Coletown.)
The capital costs up to January 1 , 1936, when operation
began, were as follows:
Construction costs:
H eadw orks:
Spider D am ............
Pum ping station ...........................................
Pow er house ...................................................
T otal

............................................................
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A queduct:
$100,000 per mile of single pipe line.
L and, rights of w ay, etc.:
Class A ............................................................
Class B ............................................................
Class C ............................................................
Class D ............................................................
Class E ............................................................

$1,993,100
447,800
198,900
104,200
256,000

............................................................

$3,000,000

Engineering costs:
D irect charges to classes:
Class A ............................................................
Class B ............................................................
Class C ............................................................
Class D ............................................................
Class E ............................................................

$ 440,000
120,000
80,000
60,000
100,000

T o tal

T o ta l

............................................................

$ 800,000

Indirect charges—$200,000 (to be apportioned to classes in p ro 
portion to direct engineering costs).
A dm inistrative expenses—$500,000 (to be apportioned to classes
in proportion to all construction costs up to Ja n u a ry 1, 1936,
exclusive of land an d engineering costs).

Operating assessment 1936:
It was further agreed that the operating costs were to
be apportioned according to actual water consumption,
but in no event was the basis for any municipality’s por
tion to be less than the contract allotment. The surplus
or deficit resulting from each year’s operations was to be
credited or charged to the succeeding year’s operating
assessments. In 1936 the average daily consumption was:
40
10
5
25

Rose City
Copperville
Pineboro .
Coletown .

MGD
MGD
MGD
MGD

80 M G D
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The 1936 operating expenses, estimated at $100,000,
had been assessed as follows:
Rose C i t y .....................................................................
Copperville ................................................................
Pineboro .......................................................................
Coletown ....................................................................

$ 30,000
20,000
10,000
40,000
$100,000

Rose City was the only municipality that paid its
operating assessment in 1936.
Expenditure 1936:
The actual expenditures for 1936 were as follows:
C apital:
I t w as necessary to build a surge ta n k to prevent w ater
surges from breaking the aqueduct. T he tan k cost $100,000 and
w as constructed halfw ay between the Rose City and Copper 
ville take-off points. I t was agreed th a t this surge tan k was
of benefit to all the participating m unicipalities.
O perating:
$71,000.

In addition to the capital and operating expenses listed
above, 1936 engineering expenses were $16,000, to be
apportioned 50% to the capital division and 50% to the
operating division; and 1936 administrative expenses were
$25,000, to be apportioned 80% to the operating division
and 20% to the capital division. The portions of the
engineering and administrative expenses chargeable to the
capital division are to be applied to the several classes of
property on the basis of the engineering and the construc
tion costs, respectively, to January 1, 1936.
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Water sales 1936:
The Spring Valley Water Commission, in anticipation
of the underconsumption of water on the part of some of
the participating municipalities, entered into a contract
with Glendale for 1936 whereby this municipality agreed
to pay $30 a million gallons for water. The contract pro
vided that Glendale would take a minimum of ten million
gallons a day. Glendale paid the Commission $7,500 a
month on account; its consumption for the year was 3,300
million gallons. There were no expenses chargeable to the
water-sales division except $30,000 representing the cost
of connecting the pipe lines, which is not included in the
above $71,000 operating expenses.
Profits from the sale of water to municipalities not par
ticipating in the project were to be apportioned annually
to the participating municipalities on the basis of operat
ing expenses charged to them.
General data and requirements:
The accounts of the commission are kept in three self
balancing divisions, namely: “capital,” “operating,” and
“water sales.” At the end of 1936 all interdivisional bal
ances are settled in cash to the extent that funds are avail
able in the divisions.
Prepare a balance-sheet (with supporting schedules and
work papers), separately showing assets and liabilities of
each division as of December 31, 1936, including the bal
ances due from and due to the respective municipalities,
and the equities of the participating municipalities.
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Commercial Law
MAY 13, 1938, 9 A. M. TO 12:30 P. M.
Reasons must be stated for each answer. Whenever
practicable give the answer first and then state reasons.
Answers will be graded according to the applicant’s evi
dent knowledge of the legal principles involved in the
question, rather than on his conclusions.
Group I

Answer all questions in this group.
No. 1 (10 points):
In transactions covered by the statute of frauds, other
than sales at public auction, what should the note or
memorandum specify and by whom and how should it be
signed?
No. 2 (10 points):
Jones, in writing, guaranteed payment for merchandise
to be sold by White to Baker, and after such sales had
been made Baker gave to White a non-negotiable note,
payable on demand, for the amount agreed to be due.
Jones had no knowledge of the giving of this note until
Jones, as surety, was sued by White upon Baker’s failure
to pay. Was Jones released from liability by White’s
accepting this note?
No. 3 (10 points):
Plaintiff, the owner and in possession of certain mer
chandise, requested defendant to procure a purchaser, but
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made no agreement with defendant as to compensation.
Defendant procured a purchaser, collected the sales price
specified by plaintiff, and sent to plaintiff a check for the
proceeds less 10% commission. Plaintiff cashed the check
but protested at once that the deduction was unauthor
ized and now sues to recover it. Was plaintiff’s acceptance
of this check an accord and satisfaction?
No. 4 (10 points):
(a) Define a check drawn on a bank.
(b) Within what time should a check be presented for
payment, and what is the legal effect upon any of the
parties thereto of a failure to present it within that time?
(c) What is the legal effect of the certification of a
check by the bank on which it is drawn?
(d) If the holder of a check procures its certification,
how are the other parties thereto affected?
No. 5 (10 points):
Discuss the legal effect of offers, counteroffers, and
rejections of offers in the formation of a contract. Illus
trate by a simple example what is meant by a meeting of
the minds.
Group II
Answer any five questions in this group. No credit will
be given for additional answers, and if more are submitted
only the first five will be considered.
No. 6 (10 points):
On October 1, 1937, a corporation which had issued
only no-par-value stock had 2,316 shares outstanding.
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This outstanding capital stock was carried at $50,000 and
the corporation’s surplus was $100,000. On that day the
board of directors legally adopted a resolution directing
the transfer of $90,000 from the surplus account to the
no-par-value capital-stock account. Did this transaction
constitute the declaration of a dividend?
No. 7 (10 points):
(a) Define and describe conditional sales.
(b) How can the seller usually protect himself in such
sales?
(c) Upon default by the buyer in a conditional sale,
what are the seller’s usual rights as to retaking possession
of the goods sold?
(d) After such a seller has lawfully retaken possession,
what are the buyer’s usual rights as to redemption?
No. 8 (10 points):
Under the by-laws of a corporation, the term of office
of president was one year. Defendants and plaintiff to
gether owned a majority of the voting stock and consti
tuted a majority of the board of directors. They made a
written contract, with consideration, which provided that
plaintiff was to be annually elected president during a
period of three years’ Upon what ground, if any, could
this contract be held invalid?
No. 9 (10 points):
On a Saturday afternoon X signed a check for $7,000
and gave it to the payee as a gift. On the next day X was
killed in an accident. On the following Monday morning,
the payee cashed the check at the bank on which it was
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drawn, said bank having neither actual nor constructive
notice of X ’s death.
(a) Can X ’s estate recover from the bank the amount
of this check?
(b) Can X ’s estate recover the amount of it from the
payee?
No. 10 (10 points):
(a) How in general does a corporation qualify to con
duct business in a state other than the state of its incor
poration?
(b) What risks does it incur if it conducts business
without formally qualifying?
(c) What factors would you, as an accountant, take
into consideration in rendering an opinion as to the de
sirability of a corporation’s qualifying in a certain state?
No. 11 (10 points):
With reference to the surtax on the undistributed
profits of a corporation subject to that surtax (other than
a holding-company affiliate or a national mortgage asso
ciation) for the calendar year 1937, describe briefly and
illustrate by a simple example each of the following
items:
(a) adjusted net income,
(b) undistributed net income.
No. 12 (10 points):
The law of a state requires every domestic corporation
doing only intrastate business to pay an annual tax com
puted by whichever of the following methods will yield
the state the greater amount of revenue:
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(1) 6% on its entire net income;
(2) 6% on a base obtained as follows: 30% of (entire
net income + compensation paid to officers and to holders
of more than 5% of its outstanding stock)— ($5,000+
net loss).
(a) What was the purpose of requiring the use of base
(2)?
(b) Compute the tax on the following facts:
Net profit on operations. $150,000
Financing expenses........
15,000
Dividends paid to stockholders . . .
40,000
Dividends received on stocks owned
17,000
Salaries and bonuses to officers . . . 330,000
Compensation to employees owning
more than 5% of outstanding
stock ..........................................
30,000
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Accounting Theory and Practice—Part II
MAY 13, 1938, 1:30 P. M. TO 6:30 P. M.
Candidates are required to solve 4 problems, as follows:
Problem No. 1, either problem No. 2 or No. 3, either
Problem No. 4 or No. 5, and problem No. 6.
No. 1 (20 points):
On January 3, 1936, the Eastern Manufacturing Cor
poration organized a subsidiary, the Eastern Sales Com
pany of France, to operate at retail in Paris. Not having
had any previous experience with foreign exchange, the
treasurer of Eastern Manufacturing Corporation consults
you in February, 1937, concerning the valuation to be
placed on the inventory of Eastern Sales Company of
France at December 31, 1936, and the handling of inter
company transactions. The following data are furnished:
Sales of product by Eastern Manufacturing Corpora
tion to Eastern Sales Company of France at $5 per unit,
payable in dollars:
Feb. 15, 1936 ...................................................
A pr.
4, 1936 ...................................................
Ju ly 20, 1936 ...................................................
N ov. 16, 1936 ...................................................

200,000
10,000
20,000
50,000

units
units
units
units

Freight and duty paid by Eastern Sales Company of
France on such purchases amounted to 10 francs per unit.
The cost to Eastern Manufacturing Corporation of the
product manufactured by it is $4 per unit.
The wholesale replacement value (f.o.b. Paris) of a
more or less similar article of French manufacture was
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110 francs per unit during the months of December, 1936,
and January, 1937.
Remittances made by Eastern Sales Company of
France to Eastern Manufacturing Corporation were:
Oct. 1, 1936 ...............................................
Dec. 11, 1936 ...............................................

4,000,000 francs
5,000,000 francs

The published exchange rates per franc were as follows:
Ja n .
Feb.
A pr.
Ju ly
Oct.
N ov.
Dec.
Dec.

3,1936
15,1936
4,1936
20,1936
1,1936
16,1936
11,1936
31,1936

................................................................. $.0660
.................................................................
.0668
......................................................................... 0659
.................................................................
.0662
......................................................................... 0487
......................................................................... 0465
.................................................................
.0466
.........................................................................0467

The following information is requested:
1. A statement showing the transactions in the inter
company dollar account with Eastern Manufac
turing Corporation as they should be recorded in
the books of Eastern Sales Company of France.
2. The value at which 100,000 units on hand at De
cember 31, 1936, should be carried on the balancesheet of Eastern Sales Company of France. This
balance-sheet is to be made up in francs and in
dollars and the inventory must therefore be valued
in both currencies.
3. The amount of intercompany profit which should
be eliminated from inventories at December 31,
1936, upon the consolidation of the balance-sheets
of the two companies.
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No. 2 (20 points):
You are engaged by the Xenia Manufacturing Com
pany to examine its books, which have never been audited
before by public accountants. The following unaudited
statements are presented to you:
B alance- sheet —D ecember 31, 1937
Assets
Cash ...........................................................................
Investm ents ............................................................
Accounts receivable .............................................
Inventories ..............................................................
P repaid insurance .................................................
P roperty ..................................................................
T reasury s t o c k ........................................................

$ 160,000
300,000
200,000
800,000
20,000
5,000,000
1,000,000
$7,480,000

Liabilities
6% notes payable ...............................................
Accounts payable .................................................
Accrued expenses ...................................................
Reserve for doubtful a c c o u n ts ..........................
Reserve for depreciation ..................................
Reserve for federal income taxes ....................
Capital stock—$100 par value ........................
S u r p lu s .......................................................................

$ 300,000
50,000
70,000
70,000
1,600,000
26,000
5,000,000
364,000
$7,480,000

P rofit -and-L oss Statement
F o r the year ended December 31, 1937
N e t sales ..................................................................
Cost of s a l e s ............................................................

$3,500,000
2,430,000

Gross profit on s a l e s .............................................
Selling and adm inistrative expenses ...............

$1,070,000
900,000
$ 170,000
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O ther income ..........................................................

20,800

Interest on notes payable .....................................

$ 190,800
19,500

Provision for federal income t a x ......................

$ 171,3 00
26,000

N et profit ........................................................

$ 145,300

As a result of your examination the following informa
tion has become available:
In order to record as many transactions as possible
which were applicable to 1937, the company kept open
the cash-receipts book, the check register, and the voucher
register until the middle of January. As a result checks
for $200,000, received in January in payment of custom
ers’ November and December accounts, were included in
the receipts book; checks for $150,000, issued in January
in payment of vendors’ December invoices, were entered
in the check register; and $80,000 vendors’ invoices, re
ceived in January for goods and services delivered in De
cember, were recorded in the voucher register. Of the
latter amount $50,000 represented goods included in the
closing inventories and $30,000 was for expense items.
The investments consist of:
Premiums paid for insurance policies on the lives of
officers—$80,000. The policies were written for
$400,000. They had a cash surrender value at De
cember 31, 1937, of $50,000 and a cash surrender
value at December 31, 1936, of $40,000. The
premiums paid during the year amounted to
$15,000.
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Cost of 2,600 shares of capital stock of Xenia Manu
facturing Company—$220,000. This stock was
purchased in 1932 because the price was consid
ered cheap. The company now intends to retire
these shares.
A discussion of the accounts receivable reveals that
$50,000 are uncollectible. However, the officials convince
you that the reserve for doubtful accounts is sufficient to
provide for this loss and, in addition, for any further
losses which might be incurred in the liquidation of the
accounts outstanding.
The inventories consist of:
R aw m aterials and s u p p lie s ..................................
Finished p r o d u c t ........................................................

$200,000
600,000

Raw materials and supplies are carried at cost, which
is below current replacement value. For simplicity the
company carries its finished-product inventory at 50% of
the selling price. Former inventories have always been
carried at cost, and upon your advice it has been decided
to continue this practice. The officials point out and you
have verified that the gross-profit margin on products is
uniform and has remained the same for the past two years.
An analysis of the property account shows the follow
ing composition which represents cost:
L and ............................ ..........................................
Buildings ...................................................................
M achinery and e q u ip m e n t...................................
P atents .......................................................................

$ 200,000
800,000
3,000,000
1,000,000
$5,000,000

The treasury stock represents 10,000 shares authorized
by the corporation’s charter but not yet issued.
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The notes payable are secured by a mortgage given in
connection with the purchase of land and buildings. The
notes become due at the rate of $50,000 each July 1st.
The reserve for depreciation has been analyzed for the
year as follows:
Balance, December 31, 1936 . . . .
Provision for the year 1937

Buildings

equipment

Patents

$150,000
20,000

$ 930,000
150,000

$355,000
75,000

$170,000

$1,080,000

$430,000

Less: Reserve accrued on p a t 
tents sold ......................
Balance, December 31, 1937 -----

80,000
$170,000

$1,080,000

$350,000

The reserve for federal income taxes is estimated as
15% of the net profit of $171,300, rounded upward to the
nearest thousand dollars. Your scrutiny of returns for
prior years indicated no important adjustments to book
profits, and you are satisfied that there will be no sub
stantial additional assessments.
The surplus account has been summarized as follows:
D r.
Prem ium of $5 per share on sale of
$40,000 shares of capital stock .............
T ransfers from profit-and-loss account to
December 31, 1936 ....................................
T ransfer from dividend-paid account to
December 31, 1936 .....................................
T ransfer from profit-and-loss account for
1937 ................................................................
T ransfer from dividend-paid account for
1937 (being dividends a t $8 per s h a re ). .
Balance, December 31, 1937 ...........

. Cr.
$ 200,000
1,938,700

$1,600,000
145,300
320,000
$1,920,000

$2,284,000
$ 364,000
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Net sales include $300,000 proceeds from the sale of
patents which have not been used to any great extent by
the company. They cost $250,000 which amount, less the
reserve of $80,000 accrued thereagainst, is included in
cost of sales.
Prepare the financial statements for inclusion in the
annual report to stockholders.
No. 3 (20 points):
The American Investment Trust, a Delaware corpora
tion, was organized June 30, 1929, with an authorized
capital of 10,000 shares of no-par-value stock, all of
which was hold at $110 a share. The directors assigned a
value of $100 a share to the capital stock.
The annual reports to the stockholders for the calendar
years 1932, 1933, and 1934 were prepared by the com
pany’s bookkeeper and included the following statements
of surplus:
Surplus A ccount , 1932
E arned surplus, Ja n u a ry 1, 1932 .........................................
D educt: N et loss for 1932 ...............................................

$250,000
200,000
$ 50,000

C apital surplus, Ja n u a ry 1, 1932, representing excess of
am ount realized over assigned value of
capital stock ................................................... $100,000
A dd: Surplus resulting from reduction of
assigned v a lu e of capital stock to $50 a
share ..................................................................
500,000

600,000
$650,000

D educt: W rite-dow n of th e cost of investm ents to
m arket prices a t December 31, 1932 ........................

579,000

Surplus, December 31, 1932 ....................................

$ 71,000
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S urplus A ccount, 1933
Balance, Ja n u a ry 1, 1933 .............................. .........................
A dd:
Excess of assigned value over cost of 1,000 shares
of capital stock retired .............................................
N et incom e for 1933 ........................................................

$ 71,000

Surplus, Decem ber 31, 1933 .......................................

$121,000

10,000
40,000

S urplus A ccount , 1934
E arned surplus, Ja n u a ry 1, 1934, representing net in
come for 1933 ................................................... ............
A dd: N et incom e fo r 1934:
Six m onths ended Ju n e 3 0 .......................... $40,000
Six m onths ended December 31 .................
35,000
D educt: D ividend paid December 31, 1934, $6 a share

$ 40,000

75,000
$115,000
48,000
$ 67,000

Capital surplus, afte r deducting $5,000 representing the
n et excess of cost over assigned value of 2,000 shares
of capital stock r e t i r e d ........................................................

66,000

Surplus, Decem ber 31, 1934 .......................................

$133,000

The balance-sheet at December 31, 1934, as prepared
by the bookkeeper, was as follows:
Assets
Cash in b a n k ...............................................................................
M arketable securities (as per books) ................................
P repaid expenses .......................................................................
T reasury stock, 500 shares a t c o s t .......................................

$ 38,000
493,550
750
7,500
$539,800

Liabilities
M anagem ent fee .........................................................................
Taxes payable, including federal income t a x e s ...............
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Capital
Capital stock, 8,000 shares ................................
S u r p lu s .......................................................................

$400,000
133,000

533,000
$539,800

As a result of your audit of the company’s accounts
you ascertain further: (a) that no investment securities
had been purchased or sold since December 31, 1932;
(b) that on December 31, 1932, the stockholders ap
proved (1) the reduction of the assigned value of the
company’s capital stock to $50 a share, (2) the write
down of the marketable investments to market quotations,
and (3) the transfer of any deficit to capital surplus;
(c) that the securities at December 31, 1934, market
prices amounted to $723,400; (d) that the treasury stock
represents the 500 shares acquired at low cost June 30,
1934, namely, for $7,500; (e) that 1,000 of the com
pany’s shares were acquired in 1934 and were retired
September 30, 1934; and (f) that the authorized capital
stock had been legally reduced by the 2,000 shares retired.
Prepare (1) a columnar statement of the annual surplus
accounts in which capital and earned surplus are set forth
in separate columns with a column for the total surplus;
and (2) a balance-sheet at December 31, 1934, which you
would be willing to certify.
No. 4 (20 points):
The Green Valley Cattle Company is a corporation
operating a large ranch. I t has been in business a number
of years and has built up a large surplus, all of which
has been kept in the business either in livestock or land
investments.
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At the beginning of the year 1937 there were on the
books the following accounts: inventory of stock cattle,
$186,000; inventory of steers, $69,000; inventory of
calves and yearlings, $43,500; land, $250,000; buildings,
$60,500; farm machinery and equipment, $18,000; farm
work animals, $15,000; saddle horses, $7,000; cash in
bank, $16,800; accounts payable, $6,200; notes payable,
$3,000; bonds payable, $50,000 (interest payable semi
annually, July 1st and January 1st); capital stock, $50,
000; and surplus.
During the year all liabilities were paid except the
bonds, and additional expenditures were made for labor,
$14,000; feed, $30,000; seed, $4,000; insurance, $2,500;
taxes, $11,500; freight, $3,500; purchases of steers, $32,
000, of land, $12,500; equipment for farm, $2,500; and
bond interest coupons, $3,000. Receipts were for sales of
steers, $68,500; sales of yearlings and calves, $32,000;
sales of stock cattle, $16,500; sales of junk machinery,
$100; sale of mineral rights on 5-year contract, $25,000.
The inventories at the end of the period were: stock
cattle, $165,000, yearlings and calves, $45,000, and steers
$71,000.
All products from the farm were being used to feed the
cattle. There were no unpaid bills at the end of the year,
and the feed inventory need not be considered. There were
losses by death during the year as follows: saddle horses,
$350; stock cattle, $1,800; steers, $1,650; and yearlings
and calves, $900.
No depreciation had ever been taken in the past and
in the solution of this problem it may be disregarded. It
will be unnecessary to consider federal or any other taxes.
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Immediately following the end of the year 1937, and
before any business had been done in 1938, except the
declaration and payment of a cash dividend of $30,000,
the cattle and the title to the land and all other farm
properties were sold for a flat sum of $600,000 cash and
the assumption by the buyer of the bonded liability and
of the obligations under the mineral-rights contract.
Prepare a columnar work sheet showing the trial bal
ances at the beginning and the end of the year, as well as
the subsequent sale of the property.
No. 5 (20 points):
The following is a trial balance of the Allegheny Manu
facturing Co. as at December 31, 1937, before closing:
D r.
Cr.
Cash ........................................................................... $ 50,000
Accounts receivable .............................................
150,000
Reserve for discounts ...........................................
$ 9,000
Inventory raw m aterials 1-1-37 .....................
100,000
Inventory w ork in process 1-1-37 ................
9,700
Inventory finished product 1-1-37 ................
22,000
M achinery and fixtures .....................................
60,000
Reserve for depreciation ...................................
15,000
P repaid expenses ...................................................
2,000
Accounts payable .................................................
30,000
Capital stock ..........................................................
200,000
U ndivided profits ...............................................................
176,200
Sales .........................................................................................
552,000
Discounts an d allowances on s a l e s .................
35,000
Purchases raw m aterial .....................................
194,400
L ab o r ...........................................................
113,950
M anufacturing expenses .....................................
151,950
Depreciation ............................................................
3,000
Selling expenses ......................................................
48,000
General expenses ....................................................
42,200
$982,200
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The company manufactures a specialty product from
a variety of raw materials. Three different kinds—A, B,
and C—are produced, and based on previous experience,
the cost is estimated to be:
M a t e r i a l .................... ...............
L ab o r ........................ ...............
Overhead ................. ...............

A
$10
6
6

B
$ 8
6
6

C
$ 6
6
6

Average
$ 8
6
6

$22

$20

$18

$20

The company used the average cost of $20 in valuing
the opening inventory and fixed the sales price for the
year at $30 per unit.
No record is available of the quantities put in process
or produced of each product, but the $552,000 sales were
found to be made up as follows:
G rade A ....................
G rade B .....................
G rade C ......................

10,400 units
3,900 units
4,100 units
18,400 units a t $ 3 0 . .. .

$552,000

The opening inventory of work in process was com
prised of: 700 units (mixed grades) with material cost,
$5,600; labor cost, $3,050; and overhead expenses, $1,050
—together $9,700.
The opening inventory of finished goods consisted of
1100 units (mixed grades) at the average cost of $20 each
or $22,000.
The inventory of work in process at the end of the year
is 1,000 units (600 of A, 300 of B, and 100 of C). Each
is completed to the extent of one-half cost as to labor and
overhead expense, but contains all of the material cost.
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The inventory of the finished product at the end of the
year is 1700 units (200 of A, 500 of B, and 1,000 of C).
The inventory of raw material at the end of the year is
$80,000.
From the foregoing data:
1. Determine the cost of the finished goods and of
the work in process at the end of the year and
show fully how these costs were computed.
2. Prepare the annual accounts.
Also show the defects of cost system and budgeting
methods.
No. 6 (40 points):
From the following information prepare a work sheet
showing the consolidation of the balance-sheets of Top
Company and its subsidiaries as at June 30, 1937:
B alance- sheets —Ju n e 30, 1937
T op
Black
W hite
R ed
C om pany Com pany Com pany Com pany
Assets
C a s h .................................. $ 10,000 $ 80,000 $ 60,000 $ 25,000
200,000
80,000
Accounts receivable . . .
100,000
200,000
300,000 100,000
I n v e n to r ie s ......................
1,000
900,000 1,000,000 500,000
Fixed assets .................
3,000
500
6,000
5,000
P repaid expenses .........
Investm ents:
Black Co.—$300,000
275,000
bonds ........................
B lack Co.— 10,000
300,000
s h a r e s ........................
W hite Co.—
6,000
690,000
s h a r e s ........................
R ed Co. —
800
80,000
s h a r e s ........................
300,000
12,000
15,000
Intercom pany accounts
$1,656,500 $1,297,000 $1,581,000 $708,000
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Liabilities and Capital
Accounts payable ......... $ 10,000 $ 95,000 $ 94,000 $150,000
18,000
4,000
5,000
10,000
Accrued taxes ...............
6,750
Accrued interest ...........
310,000
10,000
Intercom pany accounts .
N otes payable to T op
200,000
Com pany ...................
350,000 250,000
Reserve for depreciation
500
400,000
6% mortgage bonds, due
450,000
October 1, 1946 ----100,000
800,000
Capital stock—$100 par 1,500,000
Capital stock — 10,000
300,000
shares, no p a r .........
119,000 106,000*
141,000
E arned surplus (deficit*)
25,250
$1,656,500 $1,297,000 $1,581,000 $708,000

An analysis of Top Company’s investment in sub
sidiaries shows the following:

Black Company bonds
(bought for the
sinking fund)
Black Company stock
White Company bonds

Date of
transaction
Sept. 3 0 , 1932
Nov. 30, 1934
Dec. 2 9 , 1936
Jul. 1 , 1928
Jul.
1 , 1932
Oct. 1 , 1935

White Company stock

Jul.
Dec.

Red Company stock

Sept. 1 , 1928
Sept. 1 , 1932

Shares or
bonds
acquired
or sold*
$ 80,000
$200,000
$ 20,000
10,000 shs.
$ 50,000
$ 50,000*

1 , 1929
1 , 1936

8,000 shs.
2,000 shs.*
600 shs.
200 shs.

Cost or
Proceeds*
$ 76,000
180,000
19,000
300,000
40,000
50,000*
(Redeemed)
1,000,000
300,000*
(Sold)
70,000
10,000

Surplus or
deficit* of
subsidiary
at date of
transaction
$ 25,000
15,000*
12,000
10,000*
100,000
100,000
20,000
5,000*

* Red.

The Top Company was incorporated in 1926. In the
same year it incorporated a wholly owned subsidiary, the
Green Company, with paid-in capital of $300,000. On
July 1, 1928, the net assets of Green Company in the
amount of $250,000 were transferred to Black Company
in exchange for its capital stock, which has a stated value
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of $300,000. The difference between this stated value and
the net assets taken over was added to the fixed assets of
Black Company as representing goodwill. This goodwill
amount has been amortized by Black Company by
charges to operations at the rate of 5% per annum.
Green Company was dissolved, the stock of Black Com
pany being turned over to Top Company as a liquidating
dividend.
There has been no change in the share capital of the
subsidiaries since their incorporation.
On June 29, 1937, White Company drew a check to the
order of Top Company for $2,000. This check was re
ceived and recorded by Top Company on July 1, 1937.
On June 3, 1937, Black Company shipped White Com
pany merchandise in the amount of $5,000. White Com
pany’s accounting department did not receive the invoice
for these goods and did not record the liability therefor.
However, on taking the physical inventory at June 30,
1937, this merchandise was included at the value of
$5,000.
At June 30, 1934, Black Company sold Red Company
certain machinery for $80,000. Red Company has pro
vided depreciation on this amount for the years ended
June 30, 1935, 1936, and 1937, at 10% per annum on
the basis of an estimated useful life of ten years after the
date of purchase. This machinery had cost Black Com
pany $75,000, and that company had provided a deprecia
tion reserve of $25,000 to June 30, 1934, on the basis of
6⅔ % per annum. Black Company took the $30,000 book
profit and eliminated from its accounts the cost of the
machinery, as well as the accrued depreciation.
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Inventories at June 30, 1937, included the following
amounts purchased from affiliated companies:
C om pany
R ed Com pany
R ed Com pany
W hite Com pany

Purchased fro m
W hite C om pany
Black Com pany
Black Com pany

June 3 0 , 1937
$25,300
16,500
86,000

White Company sold its products to affiliated com
panies at 15% and Black Company at 25% above cost.
At June 30, 1937, Top Company had discounted at the
bank $200,000 notes receivable from White Company.
The Top Company has guaranteed the liabilities of the
Red Company.
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Examinations of November, 1938
Auditing
NOVEMBER 17, 1938, 9 A. M. TO 12:30 P. M.
The candidate must answer all questions.
No. 1 (5 points):
How should the following items be shown on the bal
ance-sheet?
1. Goods ordered but not received.
2. Goods received but not yet entered on books.
3. Goods held on consignment.
4. Goods out on consignment.
5. Goods sold for future delivery.
No. 2 (5 points):
Under what headings should the following credit items
appear on a balance-sheet?
1. Reserve for depreciation.
2. Reserve for contingencies.
3. Reserve for bad debts.
4. Reserve for collection expenses.
5. Reserve for damages in law suit (adverse decision).
6. Reserve for patent litigations (pending).
7. Reserve for federal income taxes.
8. Reserve for reduction of inventory values.
9. Premiums received on capital stock.
10. Premiums received on bonds.
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11. Bond sinking fund.
12. Pension fund.
No. 3 ( 5 points):
What should the auditor look for when examining the
minutes of the board of directors of a corporation in con
nection with an audit of its accounts?
Name at least six important matters.
No. 4 (5 points):
In the audit of a corporation it was found that during
the year $100,000 bonds of a serial issue had become due.
The company had bought the bonds at par from its treas
urer who, acting also as agent for the other officers of the
company, had acquired them from individual bondhold
ers at much lower prices. The bonds were then turned
over by the company to the trustee for cancellation as
stipulated under the provisions of the trust deed. The
officers divided the profit among themselves. The trust
deed does not cover the foregoing points.
How will you deal with this (a) if the officers own all
the stock of the corporation and (b) if the officers do not
own all the stock?
No. 5 (5 points):
A manufacturing company has capitalized overhead on
the construction of machines and equipment made in its
own machine shop and for its own use.
To what extent, if at all, should overhead be included?
No. 6 (10 points):
Briefly explain the meaning of the following terms as
used in governmental accounting:
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Fund.
Budgetary accounts.
Appropriation.
Encumbrance.
Unappropriated surplus.

No. 7 (10 points):
The X Company sold bonds of the par value of $1,
000,000 on January 1, 1935. The bonds were due serially
$100,000 on December 31, 1935, and annually thereafter.
Interest is payable at the rate of 5% semiannually on
June 30th and December 31st of each year. The bonds
refer to a trust indenture naming the Y Trust Company
as trustee. All principal and interest payments to the
bondholders are specified to be made by the trust com
pany, and the indenture also states that the X Company
shall pay all maturing principal and interest amounts to
the trustee on the due dates.
On June 30, 1935, the company paid $25,000 to the
trustee and charged this amount to interest. On December
31, 1935, the company paid $125,000 to the trustee and
charged $100,000 to the bond account and $25,000 to
interest.
You are the auditor of the X Company and have re
ceived confirmation from the trustee as of December 31,
1935, stating that interest coupons maturing June 30,
1935, have been paid in the amount of $23,900, and inter
est coupons maturing December 31, 1935, have been paid
in the amount of $800; also that bonds maturing De
cember 31st have been paid in the amount of $13,000.
The trustee also reports that he has on hand a cash bal165.
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ance in favor of the X Company in the amount of $112,
300. The canceled bonds and coupons referred to by the
trustee had been returned to the company and were in
spected by you.
How will you treat the outstanding bonds, interest cou
pons, and cash balance in the hands of the trustee in the
company’s balance-sheet of December 31, 1935?
No. 8 (10 points):
What would be your procedure in an audit of a partner
ship if your examination disclosed that
1. The division of profits and the capital contributed by
each does not agree with the partnership agreement.
2. A partner had died in the year under examination, but
no recognition of this fact was shown on the books.
3. A partner had sold his share during the year to one of
his copartners, but this sale was not reflected in the
accounts.
4. A new partner was admitted during the year.
No. 9 (10 points):
The Expansive Construction Company contracted to
build 100 railway cars of the same type for $2,500 each,
payable as the cars were delivered. At the date of audit
construction costs of $199,500 had been charged to con
tract work in progress and 75 of the units had been de
livered and charged to the customer.
The remaining 25 units were alleged to be 80% com
plete.
1. Outline a program for verification of the balance in
the contract work in progress account.
2. Indicate how the above-given data should be shown on
the balance-sheet and the profit-and-loss account.
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No. 10 ( 15 points):
An interurban railway company sells books of tickets
that are accepted as fares. The books are sold to the pub
lic at the office and by the conductors. The cashier has
charge of the ticket books, sells them at the office and
supplies the conductors.
At the end of each run the conductor prepares a report
of the total receipts as recorded on the fare register, show
ing the make-up of this total in cash fares and tickets,
and of the ticket books sold. This report, together with
the cash and tickets collected are turned over to the
cashier. The latter checks the conductor’s report with the
cash and tickets received, turns the report over to the
auditor and the cash and tickets to the treasurer.
Outline a system of internal check that will insure the
proper handling of cash receipts and tickets by the
cashier.
No. 11 (20 points):
The Alchemy Corporation manufactures chemicals and
delivers its finished products in returnable drums. To in
sure that no loss will be sustained by failure of the cus
tomer to return the drum a charge of $15 each, whether
the drums are new or old, is billed to the customer. It is
the general practice of most customers to remit cash for
only the value of the contents and to return the drums
for credit. Occasionally, however, the amount charged for
the drums is also remitted by the customer and in some
instances these drums are never returned for credit.
1. Show in the form of journal entries how the following
transactions and conditions should be recorded in the
accounts of the Alchemy Corporation:
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(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Original purchases of drums.
Drums billed to customers.
Drums returned.
Drums not recoverable from customers and for
which the charges cannot be collected.
2. What accounts should be kept in the general ledger
and how should they be shown on the balance-sheet?
3. What detailed or over-all checks can be made to verify
the balances in these ledger accounts?
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Accounting Theory and Practice—Part I
NOVEMBER 17, 1938, 1:30 P. M.
The candidate must solve all problems.
No. 1 (30 points):
The following trial balance of the Atlantic Seaboard
Lumber Company, dated December 31, 1937, is sub
mitted:
Dr.
Cr.
Cash in banks and on h a n d ........................
Accounts receivable— customers .................
Reserve for freight a llo w a n c e s....................
Reserve for doubtful accounts .................
Standing tim ber—T ract 1 ............................
Standing tim ber—T ract 2 ............................
Reserve for depletion—T rac t 1 ...............
L um ber inventory, December 31, 1937 . .
Logs in pond, Decem ber 31, 1937 ...........
M aterial an d stores inventory, December
31, 1937 ..........................................................
L a n d .....................................................................
Buildings and structures ..............................
M achinery an d equipm ent ..........................
T ransportation equipm ent ..........................
Reserve for depreciation ..............................
Prepaid insurance and taxes ......................
Accounts payable ...........................................
Accrued wages .................................................
C apital stock— 6 per cent preferred, noncum ulative, $100 p a r ...................................
Capital stock—common, $5 p a r ...............
Sales of lum ber ...............................................
M anufacturing cost of lum ber s o l d ...........
Shipping expenses of finished l u m b e r ___
Selling expenses ...............................................
General and adm inistrative expenses . . . .

$

45,900
75,650
$
1,200,000
500,000
70,500
80,000
1,250
7,500
5,000
47,000
140,000
175,000
28,710
4,310
11,850
4,750
1,200,000
900,000
565,000
398,000
50,000
30,500
28,500

$2,788,610
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The company began business on January 1, 1937, with
a capital of $2,100,000, representing cash received for
12,000 preferred shares of $100 each and 180,000 com
mon shares of $5 each. Two uncut timber tracts and the
necessary land, buildings and equipment to carry on a
lumber business were purchased. An independent cruise
showed an estimate of 400,000,000 and 250,000,000 board
feet (log scale) on tracts 1 and 2, respectively, as avail
able for cutting.
The company valued its closing inventories of finished
lumber and logs in pond at average cost per thousand feet
produced during the year, irrespective of grades. These
inventories, the production for the year and the selling
prices per thousand feet prevailing during the year are
shown, as follows:
M Feet Board Measure
Grade

A
B
C
D
E
F

..................... ...................
..................... ....................
..................... ....................
..................... ...................
............... .. .................
..................... . . ...........

Logs in pond ..................

Inventory

Production

600
500
400
1,600
600
300

7,200
6,000
4,800
3,600
1,800
600

4,000

24,000

Selling Price
per M Feet

$35
30
25
20
15
10

M F eet Log Scale
100
23,500

Material and stores were correctly valued at the lower
of cost or market.
The company used 100,000 feet of its grade D lumber
in the building of a storehouse and charged $2,000 to
building and structures account.
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The following cost data covering the year’s operations
were extracted from the records:
Per M Feet
Log Scale 11 Feet

Logging operations:
S tu m p a g e ................... $ 70,500 $ 3.00
C utting .....................
47,000
2.00
Skidding .......................
23,500 1.00
Spur tracks ................
23,500 1.00
R ailroad operation . .
47,000
2.00

23,500 Log scale

$211,500 $ 9.00
Loading operations:
L oading to lighters . $ 23,500 $ 1.00
T ow ing to mill ----58,750
2.50
$ 82,250 $ 3.50
$293,750 $12.50
Less — Logs in pond
12/31/37 ...................

1,250

100 Log scale

$292,500
O ver-run on basis of
actual board m e a s u r e .............

23,400 Log scale
600

C ost of logs to sawmill $292,500 $12.1875 24,000 B oard measure
M ill operations:
U nloading a t mill . . $ 31,500 $ 13125
Sawmill ......................
96,000 4.00
Sorting shed .............
24,000 1.00
L um ber y a r d ...........
36,000 1.50
$187,500 $ 7.8125
T o tal cost of p ro
duction ............. $480,000 $20.0000 24,000 B oard measure

The reserves for freight allowances and doubtful ac171
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counts appear adequate, the fixed-asset accounts have
been verified, adequate depreciation has been provided,
and all ascertainable liabilities outstanding at December
31, 1937, had been brought upon the books as of that
date.
Prepaid insurance and taxes include a charge of $2,500
representing the year’s real-estate taxes applicable to
tract No. 2. Logging operations will not commence on
this tract until several years hence.
From the foregoing information, prepare:
1. A balance-sheet as at December 31, 1937, showing the
closing inventory of finished lumber valued by appor
tioning the production costs to the several grades on
the basis of their sales values.
2. A statement of profit and loss for the year ended on
that date.
State briefly why the aforestated method of inventory
valuation should be used. Income-tax features in connec
tion with this problem are to be ignored.
No. 2 (30 points):
The Portland Cement Company proposes to acquire all
of the outstanding stock of the Industrial Cement Com
pany. An investigation of the fixed assets by independent
engineers shows that the land, buildings and equipment
are conservatively valued. However, the rock deposits
which were depleted on the basis of 60,000,000 tons com
mercial quantity should have been depleted on the basis
of 30,000,000 tons. Up to the end of the year 3,000,000
tons of rock had been quarried.
The inventory is correct as to quantifies, and the In172
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dustrial Cement Company’s cost system determines the
cost of the raw materials and finished cement on the basis
of the previous month’s inventory valuation plus the cur
rent month’s production cost. This method resulted in
high inventory valuation for the reason’that during the
last three months of the year production was materially
curtailed and extensive repairs were made. The Industrial
Cement Company agrees that the opening as well as the
closing inventories are to be revalued on the basis of the
year’s production cost and that an adjustment of the
depletion reserve should be made.
The Portland Cement Company submits the following
December 31, 1937, balance-sheet of the Industrial
Cement Company:
Assets
C urrent assets:
Cash ................................................................
N otes and accounts receivable — less
$45,000 reserve ....................................
Inventories:
M aterials and supplies ..........................
Cem ent in process and in b i n s ...........

$ 500,000
200,000
$ 180,000
202,500

T o tal current assets ..........................
Fixed assets:
Buildings and equipm ent—less $1,000,000
reserve ........................................................
L and ..............................................................
Rock deposits—less $30,000 r e s e r v e ___

$
382,500
$1,082,500

$2,000,000
7,500
570,000

T o tal fixed a s s e t s ................................

2,577,500

Deferred charges .............................................

50,000

T otal

......................................................
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Liabilities
C urrent liabilities .............................................
Capital:
Capital stock ...............................................
E arned surplus ...........................................
T o tal

$ 200,000
$2,800,000
710,000

...................................................

3,510,000
$3,710,000

In addition to the above balance-sheet the following
information is given:
Inventories
Ja n u a ry 1 , 1937
Quantity

Rock—tons ............. ..........
Slurry—bbls .....................
Clinker ..................... ..........
Cem ent ................... ...........
T o ta l

20,000
16,000
40,000
70,000

Amount

$

7,000
6,400
36,000
77,000

December 3 1 , 1937
10,000
10,000
70,000
100,000

$

5,000
7,500
70,000
120,000

$202,500

$126,400

...............

Amount

Quantity

The departmental production cost for the year ended
December 31, 1937, including depreciation and depletion,
is as follows:
Rock ........................................................
Slurry ..........................................................
Clinker ........................................................
Finish g r i n d ................. .............................
T otal

$ 60,000
158,100
530,000
206,000
$954,100

The Industrial Cement Company sold during the year
1,000,000 barrels of cement. It has been that company’s
experience to obtain 3.4 barrels of cement out of each ton
of rock.
The rock is transferred to the slurry, the slurry to the
clinker and the clinker to the finish grind, producing
cement.
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Prepare:
1. A work sheet showing computations.
2. A comparative statement showing the departmental
production costs (1) per books and (2) adjusted to
the revalued inventories.
3. A computation of the adjusted book value of the com
mon stock of the Industrial Cement Company.
No. 3 (25 points):
On January 1, 1936, Dr. John Smith and Dr. David
Jones formed a copartnership to be known as Drs. Smith
and Jones, Physicians and Surgeons. The firm succeeded
to the practice which had heretofore been conducted by
Dr. Smith as an individual. The only assets acquired by
the firm from Dr. Smith were certain furniture and fix
tures which by mutual agreement were valued at $3,000.
The partnership agreement provides:
1. For the year 1936 the profits and losses shall be shared
in the ratio of 64% to Dr. Smith and 36% to Dr.
Jones. Each year thereafter Dr. Jones’ share in the
firm’s profits and property increases 1% until a 50%
interest is reached.
2. Dr. Smith is to receive an annual payment for furni
ture, fixtures and equipment contributed by him to the
firm equal to the depreciation thereon.
3. The accounts are to be kept on a cash basis and im
mediately after the close of each calendar year an ac
counting is to be made of the preceding year’s affairs
on said cash basis; each partner is to receive in cash,
to the extent available, his distributive share of the
net income.
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The following condensed trial balances are submitted:
December 31, 1936
Cr.
Dr.

December 3 1 , 1937
Dr.
Cr.

$ 4,220
Cash ................................................. $ 4,510
8,000
Accounts receivable—patients . . 10,000
$ 8,000
Contingent professional income
$10,000
F urniture and fixtures — D r.
3,000
3,000
Sm ith ...........................................
1,200
3,700
F urniture and fixtures—firm ..
Reserve for depreciation — D r.
300
300
Sm ith ...........................................
Reserve for depreciation—firm
60
60
2,700
D r. Sm ith—Personal capital . .
3,000
768
D r. Sm ith—Fixed capital .........
768
D r. Sm ith— C urrent account . .
2,176 $12,600
432
432
D r. Jones—Fixed c a p i t a l .........
6,000
D r. Jones— C urrent account . .
1,974
$18,710 $18,710
Professional income ...................
T otal expenses ..............................

39,000
13,740
$51,260 $51,260

Depreciation on furniture and fixtures is to be com
puted at the rate of 10% per annum; additions during
the year on an average of six months. No interest on
partners’ balances or drawings is to be considered.
From the foregoing data prepare:
1. The entries adjusting the accounts and distributing the
cash.
2. The usual columnar work sheet showing the trial bal
ance after the December 31, 1937, final settlement.
No. 4 ( 15 points):
On October 1, 1928, the Lee Publishing Company
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entered into a special royalty contract for the publication
of a book on a religious subject, the royalty of $40 a
hundred to be paid on or before October 1, 1934, on a
minimum publication of 50,000 copies. It was stipulated
that in the interval the payments were to be made from
time to time as the books were bound and ready for sale.
The publishing company proceeded to print the minimum
number of sheets and included the royalty in the sheet
cost, setting up the liability therefor. Up to October 1,
1934, the royalty had been paid as agreed on the basis of
13,500 copies bound, and the balance on the remaining
36,500 copies became due.
However, owing to the slowness of the sale of the book,
it was agreed on the latter date that the original contract
was to be modified for the balance of the royalties and
negotiations commenced to fix the new terms. The pub
lishing company, having on hand 2,840 copies of bound
stock, then also decided to write off against its surplus
all the royalty included in its inventories.
During the years 1935 and 1936 there were 1,300 addi
tional copies sold and on December 31, 1936, there re
mained in the hands of the publisher 1,540 bound copies,
but no further sheet stock had been bound. On that date
a final arrangement was made whereby the remaining
royalty liability was settled and paid at 50 cents on the
dollar. Thereupon the publishing company, in view of a
revived demand for the publication, reinstated as a de
ferred charge the advance royalty actually paid on the
stock in hand.
1. Submit a summary of royalty liability account showing
the above transactions and the final settlement.
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2. Submit the journal entry recording the adjustment of
October 1, 1934, inventories.
3. Submit the journal entry setting up the advance
royalty at December 31, 1936, as a deferred charge.
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NOVEMBER 18, 1938, 9 A. M. TO 12:30 P. M.
Reasons must be stated f or each answer. Whenever
practicable give the answer first and then state reasons.
Answers will be graded according to the applicant’s evi
dent knowledge of the legal principles involved in the
question rather than on his conclusions.
Group I

Answer all questions in this group.
No. 1 (10 points):
The legal holder of a properly drawn check presented
it to the bank on which it was drawn and demanded that
the bank certify it, which the bank refused to do. At no
time was the check presented for payment, but within
what would have been a reasonable time for such pre
sentation the holder formally notified the drawer that
certification had been refused and demanded that the
drawer pay the amount of the check. On the facts stated,
must the drawer immediately pay the holder?
No. 2 (10 points):
Two men were legally engaged in an unincorporated
business under the duly recorded assumed name of The
Atlantic Company without any written agreement, and
it became necessary to determine whether they were
partners. One had invested cash in the business and the
other had lent his credit to it and had assisted in the
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management of it. What documents would you examine
and for what other facts would you inquire as apt to
have significant bearing on the question?
No. 3 (10 points):
A person, although not admitted to the bar, is per
mitted to act as his own attorney in court proceedings
by or against him. Can the president, or any other officer
of a corporation, when duly authorized by the board of
directors, act as attorney for the corporation in court
proceedings by or against it?
No. 4 (10 points):
An accountant’s secretary, in transcribing her notes,
erroneously wrote to a prospective client that the per
diem charge for a senior accountant was $25 (instead of
$35, which had been dictated to her) and she signed the
accountant’s name and mailed the letter. The client im
mediately wrote to the accountant engaging him “at the
rates specified in your letter.” The accountant satisfac
torily performed the work and now seeks to charge the
client $35 per diem, which is the prevailing rate, of which
the client was fully aware at all times. Can the accountant
succeed?
No. 5 (10 points):
A stationery supply store voluntarily, and without re
quest by the accountant, delivered by messenger to the
accountant’s office a package of analysis paper, together
with a sealed envelope containing a letter stating that the
paper was to be paid for at the price stated or returned
within 10 days. The package and letter were accepted as
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a matter of routine by the accountant’s reception clerk,
who did not know and had no way of knowing their
contents. Is the accountant under any legal obligation to
answer the letter or to return the package if he makes no
use of the analysis paper?
Group II

Answer any five questions in this group. No credit will
be given f or additional answers, and if more are sub
mitted only the first five will be considered.
No. 6 (10 points):
List or enumerate, but do not discuss, the provisions
in the bankruptcy law which became effective September
22, 1938, concerning plans of corporate reorganization,
stating with what a plan may deal, for what it may and
for what it must provide, and what it must specify.
No. 7 (10 points):
A promissory note, properly dated and signed, read as
follows: “One year from date, for value received, I
promise to pay to the order of the Mercantile Bank the
sum of two hundred sixteen dollars ($216), there having
been deposited herewith as collateral security pass book
No. 15043 issued by your compound-interest department
in my name, and I agree to deposit in said compoundinterest account the sum of eighteen dollars ($18) on
the fifteenth day of every month hereafter until a total
of the face amount of this note shall have been de
posited.” Is this note negotiable?
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No. 8 (10 points):
A woman delivered to her broker a certificate, endorsed
in blank, for seventy shares of a corporation’s stock, with
oral instruction to sell when directed. The broker gave
her a written receipt without reservation of power or
qualification. The broker placed the shares in various
quantities in the names of several nominees to facilitate
prompt sale, and accounted to the owner for all dividends.
Later, the owner decided not to sell, but requested the
return “of her stock certificate,” and a new certificate for
seventy shares was delivered to her. She seeks to hold the
broker responsible for the amount of a drop in market
value between the date when the stock was placed in the
names of the nominees and the date when the new
certificate was delivered to her. Upon what theory does
she base her claim, and can she succeed in enforcing it?
No. 9 (10 points):
On December 1, 1937, a client procured fire insurance
on a small warehouse for three years and paid the pre
mium in advance. He now is about to sell the warehouse.
What would you advise him to do with respect to the un
expired insurance?
No. 10 (10 points):
1. Define specific performance.
2. In what circumstances, if any, can a buyer of personal
property legally demand specific performance of the
contract by the seller?
No. 11 (10 points):
With respect to capital gains and losses under the fed
eral revenue act of 1938:
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1. Define “short term.”
2. Define “long term.”
3. Into what classes or groups are long-term gains and
losses subdivided, and what percentage of the net in
each class or group can be taken into account?
4. Assume that an individual’s net income and, in addi
tion thereto, his short-term gains and losses were as
follows:

1938
1939
1940

Short-T erm Short-T erm
Gains
Losses
N e t Incom e
$40,000
. $22,000
$15,000
10,000
.
28,000
30,000
10,000
.
24,000
12,000

Assuming no facts or figures other than the foregoing,
upon what amounts will his 1938, 1939, and 1940 income
taxes, respectively, be computed?
No. 12 (10 points):
The statutes of a state impose a tax upon the net in
come of a corporation, but permit proration of the net
income when the entire business of the corporation is not
transacted within the state. The net income is to be
divided into thirds, each of which is to be apportioned by
multiplying it by a fraction to determine the portion
attributable to business within the state. The fractions
to be used are the following:
N um erator
1st th ird —Value of tangible p roperty w ithin state.
2nd th ird —Com pensation to employees w ithin state.
3 rd th ird —Gross receipts from business w ithin state.
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D enom inator
1st th ird —Value of all tangible property.
2nd th ird — Com pensation to all employees.
3rd th ird —T o tal gross receipts.

If only two of the foregoing fractions are applicable, the
net income is to be divided into halves and each fraction
applied once to one half. If only one is applicable, that
fraction is applied to the entire net income. A fraction
is not inapplicable merely because all of the tangible prop
erty, all of the compensation, or all of the gross receipts
were situated, paid, or received without the state.
Assuming a net income of $120,000, state the amount
attributable to business within the state in each of the
following situations:
Tangible Property
Without
Within
State
State

(a )
(b )

N one
None

Compensation
to Employees
Within
Without
State
State

None
$40,000
$75,000 30,000

$20,000
30,000
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Gross Receipts
Within
Without
State
State

$450,000
400,000

$150,000
100,000

Accounting Theory and Practice—Part II
NOVEMBER 18, 1938, 1:30 P. M.
The candidate must solve all problems.
No. 1 (30 points):
You are visited during the morning of December 31,
1937, by Mrs. Yolande Zeno, executrix and sole bene
ficiary of the estate of her deceased husband, X. Y. Zeno,
who submits the following statements:
E ST A T E OF X . Y. ZEN O
T rial B alance
December 30, 1937
Cash ...........................................................................
T he X enophon C orporation stock — 4,375
shares ................................................................
N . Y . C entral R . R . stock— 120 s h a r e s .........
U . S. Sorghum C om pany stock—2,000 shares
U. S. T reasury notes—$56,000 face value . .
Allowed claims—including interest accrued to
Decem ber 31, 1937:
F irst N ational Bank—loans to t e s t a t o r ___
C ounty treasurer—t a x e s ..................................
Yolande Zeno— Ioans to testato r ..................
Theophilus Zeno— loans to testato r .............
T he X enophon C orporation — loans to
t e s t a t o r ..............................................................
T he X enophon C orporation — funds a d 
vanced for funeral expenses ...................
W illiam Jones—m erchandise sold to testato r
Sm ith & Brow n — services as counsel to
executrix ..........................................................
Deficiency ................................................................

$

2,850
28,000
4,800
32,000
56,000

$ 48,000
4,000
300,000
24,000
96,000
6,000
12,000
54,000
420,350
$544,000
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THE XENOPHON CORPORATION
T rial B alance
Decem ber 3 0 , 1937
Cash ................................................................ $ 2,750.00
L im a Bean Com pany stock—3,600 shares
85,394.73
Claims against E state o f X . Y . Zeno . .
102,000.00
C apital stock—5,000 shares ...................
S u r p l u s ............................................................
Accounts payable— Sm ith & B r o w n ___
$190,144.73

$100,000.00
89,794.73

350.00
$190,144.73

Mrs. Zeno is the president of the Xenophon Corpora
tion and the owner of 625 shares of its stock and states
that during the morning the following transactions took
place:
First: The court administering the estate of her de
ceased husband ordered her:
1. To accept certain offers, namely:
$2,400 for 120 shares N. Y. Central R. R.,
$123,650 for 2,000 shares U. S. Sorghum,
$56,400 for $56,000 face value treasury notes,
and deliver these securities for cash;
2. To pay in full the indebtedness to Xenophon Corpora
tion and the preferred claims against the estate;
3. To submit to the court at its next session a charge and
discharge statement, showing also the payments to be
made to the other creditors of the estate and reserving
an amount sufficient to pay 12½ % profits tax in the
event that the court finds the estate liable therefor
despite its insolvency.
Second: The Xenophon Corporation sold its 3,600
shares of Lima Bean stock for $8,000 cash and, pursuant
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to appropriate resolution of its stockholders and directors,
paid its debts and credited its shareholders with their
proportion of the net worth.
Mrs. Zeno states that she has complied with the first
two requirements of the court order, and asks your
assistance with the third. You may assume that the only
tax provision necessary is 12 ½ % of the net gain from
realization of the assets listed in the trial balance.
Prepare (a) the required charge and discharge state
ment, together with the work sheets showing (b) the posi
tion of the estate after complying with the court orders
and (c) the position of the Xenophon Corporation after
crediting the shareholders with their proportion of the net
worth.
No. 2 (30 points):
The Producing Company submits the following balancesheet, dated June 30, 1938:
Assets
C urrent assets .......................................................... $2,000,000
Fixed assets, less re s e r v e s ....................................... 2,500,000
Intangible assets ...................................................... 3,000,000
Organization expenses ...........................................
500,000
D eferred charges ......................................................
100,000
$8,100,000
Liabilities
C urrent liabilities ................................................... $ 500,000
Preferred stock—8% cum ulative
400,000 shares of $10 each .............................. 4,000,000
Com m on stock
300,000 shares of $10 each .............................. 3,000,000
E arned surplus ........................................................
600,000
$8,100,000
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The common stock was issued for the intangible assets
acquired at organization.
The company had been in existence for a period of five
years but paid no preferred dividends so that on June 30,
1938, an amount of $1,600,000 was in arrears. In order
to liquidate this obligation and properly restate the ac
counts, the board of directors had previously submitted
a plan of recapitalization, to take effect on June 30, 1938,
which was accepted by all the shareholders, viz.:
1. The company is to amend its articles of incorporation
and change its capital structure so that the recapitali
zation may take effect as at June 30, 1938, as follows:
(a) The authorized capital will be $5,100,000 consist
ing of 480,000 shares 4% preferred of $10 each
and 300,000 shares common of $1 each. The pre
ferred shares may be made either cumulative, non
participating or noncumulative participating.
(b) The 8% preferred shareholders are to relinquish
all claims for dividends for which they are to
receive 50% of the amount of their claims in new
preferred stock at par value.
(c) The 8% preferred shareholders have up to De
cember 31, 1940, the option to exchange their
shares and reduced dividend claims par for par
either for 4% cumulative, nonparticipating pre
ferred with dividends cumulative from June 30,
1938, on, or for 4% noncumulative, participating
preferred shares. The noncumulative shares will
participate equally with the common shares in the
earnings after June 30, 1938, that are in excess of
the preferred-dividend requirements, up to 30%
of this excess.
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(d) The par value of the common shares will be re
duced from $10 to $1 a share.
2. The Company is to declare a dividend of 20 cents,
payable on July 15, 1938, on the 4% cumulative non
participating preferred shares.
On July 1, 1938, holders of ninety per cent of the 8%
preferred shares elected to take the 4% cumulative nonparticipating shares and holders of the remaining 10%
to postpone their choice.
1. Prepare a balance-sheet as at June 30, 1938, after giv
ing effect to the recapitalization plan.
2. Prepare the entries that are to be made on December
31, 1940, in the event that holders of 30,000 shares
8% preferred elect, between June 30, 1938, and De
cember 31, 1940, to exchange them for 4% cumulative
preferred and the holders of the remaining 10,000
shares to take 4% noncumulative shares. Suppose that
no preferred dividends have been paid or declared since
July 15, 1938.
No. 3 (15 points):
From the following trial balance of the Anderson Com
pany and the accompanying data prepare a columnar
work sheet showing the adjustments and the segregation
of balance-sheet and profit-and-loss items.
A N D E R SO N COM PAN Y
T rial B alance
Decem ber 31, 1937
D r.
Cash in banks ................................................... $ 180,000
5,000
P e tty cash f u n d s ...............................................
Custom ers’ notes receivable ..........................
80,000
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Accounts receivable .........................................
C urrent advances to subsidiary companies
Investm ent in subsidiary c o m p a n ie s ...........
L a n d .......................................................................
Buildings ..............................................................
M achinery and equipm ent ............................
F urniture and fixtures .....................................
Reserve for depreciation a t Ja n u a ry 1, 1937
Life insurance ....................................................
Inventory a t Ja n u a ry 1, 1937 ......................
T rade creditors .................................................
Com m on stock ($100 p a r) authorized and
issued ................................................................
Surplus a t Ja n u a ry 1, 1937 ............................
N et sales ..............................................................
P u r c h a s e s ..............................................................
M anufacturing expenses ..................................
Selling, adm inistrative, and general expenses
O ther income ......................................................

900,000
25,000
500,000
5,000
20,000
50,000
40,000
$

35,000

200,000
500,000
220,000
500,000
960,000
5,800,000
3,500,000
400,000
1,150,000
40,000
$7,555,000

$7,555,000

During the examination the following facts are dis
closed:
1. Checks totaling $10,000 in settlement of accounts
payable were dated and issued in December 1937 but
not entered in the cash book until January 1938.
2. Accounts receivable include an amount of $400,000
representing capital advances to subsidiary com
panies. The balance is receivable from customers.
3. It is estimated that 10% of the customers accounts
receivable and 10% of the notes receivable are doubt
ful of collection. All accounts and notes were consid
ered collectible at the beginning of the year.
4. The inventory at January 1, 1937, includes the fol
lowing:
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M achinery and equipm ent .................................... $200,000
Less—Reserve for depreciation ............................ 100,000
$100,000

5. The inventory at December 31, 1937 (excluding
machinery and equipment and the relative reserve)
is as follows:
Inventory on hand ................................................... $500,000
Inventory in tran sit for w hich the liability has
n o t been recorded .................................................
10,000
$510,000

6. The amount shown as life insurance represents the
accumulated premiums which were charged to this
account. The premiums paid to December 31, 1936,
amounted to $160,000 and the premiums paid in 1937
amounted to $40,000. An examination of the policies
shows that the cash surrender value at December 31,
1936, amounted to $85,000 and the cash surrender
value at December 31, 1937, amounted to $100,000.
7. There has been no change in the various property ac
counts during 1937. Depreciation should be provided
at the following rates:
Buildings ............................................................
M achinery and e q u ip m e n t............................
General office furniture and f ix tu r e s .........

5% per year
10% per year
10% per year

8. Insurance premiums, charged to general expenses:
P repaid a t Decem ber 31, 1936 ................................ $3,000
P repaid a t December 31, 1937 ................................ 2,000
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9.

Taxes, charged to general expenses:
Prepaid a t December
Prepaid a t December

31,1936 ............................... $5,000
31,1937 ............................... 8,000

10. Commissions, charged to selling expenses:
Accrued a t Decem ber
Accrued a t December

31,1936 ............................... $4,000
31,1937 ................................ 5,000

Inventories, fixed assets and investments are shown
throughout at cost.
Income taxes are not to be considered.
No. 4 (15 points):
From the following audited trial balance of a muni
cipality prepare its December 31, 1937, balance-sheet
showing the division into the several funds:
D ebits
Accounts receivable (general) ........................................... $
461,000
Cash, general fund ..............................................................
619,000
Cash, expendable tru st f u n d ............................................
171,000
Cash, perm anent tru st fund ............................................
1,000
Cash, bond fund ..................................................................
1,762,000
R entals receivable (general) .............................................
221,000
Fixed assets, general ............................................................ 292,623,000
Fixed assets, w ater departm ent .......................................
84,093,000
Investm ents, expendable tru st f u n d s ..............................
12,513,000
Investm ents, perm anent tru st f u n d s ..............................
1,262,000
Investm ents, sinking funds .............................................
25,457,000
Investm ents, w ater departm ent .......................................
4,132,000
Bonds authorized b u t unissued .....................................
30,493,000
M arket rentals receivable .................................................
29,000
M aterials and s u p p lie s ........................................................
382,000
M iscellaneous receivables .................................................
380,000
D eferred charges to be provided from 1938 funds . . .
116,000
P e tty cash .............................................................................
18,000
Prepaid insurance ................................................................
73,000
Special assessments receivable .........................................
1,084,000
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Due from state .....................................................................
General taxes re c e iv a b le .....................................................
D ue from railways and electric co., g e n e r a l.................
W ater rents receivable ........................................................

1,108,000
7,742,000
200,000
740,000
$465,680,000

Credits
Accounts payable, g e n e r a l ............. ‘................................... $
148,000
Accounts payable and accrued interest, w ater de
partm en t .............................................................................
27,000
Accrued interest on bonded debt, payable from sink
ing fund ..............
2,120,000
Accrued interest on paving notes ..................................
2,000
Accrued salaries, general employees ..............................
114,000
Expendable tru st funds balances ..................................
12,684,000
Perm anent tru st funds balances ....................................
1,231,000
F unded debt, w ater departm ent .....................................
43,979,000
Funded debt, general .......................................................... 152,226,000
N otes payable, general ......................................................
1,000,000
N otes payable, w ater d e p a r tm e n t...................................
86,000
Cash overdrafts, perm anent tru st funds .....................
12,000
Paving notes, payable from special a sse ssm e n ts___
610,000
Reserves, miscellaneous p u r p o s e s ....................................
2,000
Reserve for w ater departm ent deposits .....................
176,000
Reserve for encum brances, bond f u n d ..........................
1,089,000
Reserve for encumbrances, general ..............................
241,000
Surplus, general .....................................................................
9,844,000
Special assessment fund s u r p l u s .......................................
472,000
W ater departm ent surplus ...............................................
44,697,000
Sinking fund surplus ..........................................................
23,337,000
Surplus invested in general fixed assets .....................
140,397,000
U nappropriated balance, bond fund ..............................
10,212,000
Unencum bered balance of bond fund appropriations
20,954,000
$465,680,000

No. 5 (10 points):
Zed & Company, a copartnership, was formed on Jan
uary 1, 1938, with four partners, A, B, C, and D. Capital
contributions were as follows:
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EXAMINATION QUESTIONS—NOVEMBER, 1938
A ....................................................................

B .............................................................
C
D

............. .....................................................
..................................................................

$100,000
50,000
50,000
40,000

The partnership agreement provides that each partner
shall receive 5% interest on the amount of his capital
contribution. In addition A is to receive a salary of $10,
000 and B a salary of $6,000 which are to be charged as
expenses of the business.
The agreement further provides that C shall receive
from the partnership a minimum of $5,000 per annum
and D a minimum of $12,000 per annum, both including
amounts allowed as interest on capital and their respective
shares of profits. The balance of the profits is to be shared
in the following proportions:
A
B
C
D

...........................................................................
...........................................................................
..........................................................................
...........................................................................

30%
30%
20%
20%

What amount must be earned by the partnership during
1938, before any charge for interest on capital or part
ners’ salaries, in order that A may receive an aggregate
of $25,000 including interest, salary and share of profits?
Show calculation in statement form.
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Promissory, lack of notice, as bar to action against endorser............................. 25
Promissory, liability of endorser, upon default...................................................... 53
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Promissory, liability of executor or estate upon decease of endorser
. . . 119
Promissory, negotiability o f................................................................... .
80, 181
Promissory, stolen, rights of purchaser to recover..............................
. . . 116
NOVATION
Define and give example.........................................................................
. . . 79
OFFICERS
Corporation, action at law or in equity against, by corporation........................ 55
Purchase of bond issue by, how dealt with in audit............................................. 164
Relationships with stockholders and directors, describe....................................... 81
OIL PROPERTIES
Transactions of year and profits upon sale of business, prepare work-sheet
from data.................................................................................................................. 73
OLD-AGE-BENEFIT
(See Social security act)
OPTION
Common stock, to president of corporation, validity of contract...................... 54
OVERDRAFTS
How dealt with on balance-sheet and books.......................................................... 67
OVERHEAD
Capitalization of on construction of machines and equipment........................... 164
Distribution of departmental to manufacturing costs, describe.......................... 65
Expenses of manufacturing company, not charged to .......................................... 66
Treatment of, when reduced production causes increase in rates...................... 66
PAPER COMPANY
Advances to, by factoring corporation, prepare balance-sheet from data......... 100
PARTNERS
Indebtedness as asset on certified balance-sheet for credit purposes................ 129
Life insurance on lives of, at liquidation of business............................................ 103
New partner’s investment in business, compute from data................................ 88
PARTNERSHIP
Accounts of partners at liquidation, prepare statement from data.................... 58
Administration of property in bankruptcy............................................................. 118
Allocation of profits to partners, at sale of business............................................. 33
Capital accounts of, on admission of new partner................................................ 88
Certified balance-sheet to bank for partnership loan, prepare from data......... 129
Determination of, in unincorporated business....................................................... 179
Dissolution of, rights of purchaser of forged note to recover.............................. 54
Federal income-tax return, show member’s shares and deductions.................... 66
Income and profits of partners, show in statement form..................................... 193
Insolvency of two partners, basis of settlement.............................. ...................... 79
Investigation in addition to usual audit, to be made by new auditor............... 68
Liquidation closing of books and change to solve tradership, prepare entries
from data................................................................................................................. 103
Of accountants, what included in contract.............................. .............................. 116
Physicians’, accounting for year, show entries and prepare trial balance......... 175
Procedure in audit with respect to certain disclosures......................................... 166
Settlement, at sale of business.................................................................................. 18
PATENT RIGHTS
In exchange for purchase of capital stock, prepare entries and statements from
data............................................................................................................................ 112
PATENTS
Litigations, reserve for, how shown on balance-sheet........................................... 163
PAYROLL TAXES
Rates, deductions and payments.............................................................................. 36
PAYROLLS
Irregularities in, how discovered............................................................................... 96
Use of federal social-security reports against padding.......................................... 128
PENSION FUND
Reserve for, how shown on balance-sheet............................................................... 163
PERSONAL PROPERTY
Questions regarding...................................................... .............................................. 117
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Income-tax return, preparation o f......................................................... ..................
9
Partnership between, accounting for year, show entries and prepare trial balance 175
PLANT, MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT
Accounting for, describe methods.. . . . . . ................................................................. 130
Adjustments to appraisal and rectification of errors, prepare statements from
data........................................................................................................................... 136
Overhead on machines and equipment, capitalization o f..................................... 164
PLANT OVERHEAD
Distribution of departmental to manufacturing costs, describe.......................... 65
PREFERRED STOCK
(See Capital stock)
PREMIUMS
As prizes in advertising plan of manufacturing company, prepare comparative
schedules................................................................................................................... 84
How shown as credit items on balance-sheet......................................................... 163
Recovery of, by broker on coupons of soap company.......................................... 51
PRIVILEGED COMMUNICATIONS
(See Confidential communications)
PRIZES
(See Premiums)
PROCESS COSTS
(See Costs)
PRODUCTION COSTS
(See Costs)
PRODUCTS
Amount sold, expenses and gross profit, show by profit-and-loss statement.. . 121
PROFESSIONAL ETHICS
Acceptance of audit engagement replacing another auditor................................ 67
Disclosure of business secrets by auditor as witness............................................. 22
Exceptions to rule of professional secrecy, explain................................................ 35
Fees from business secured in unprofessional manner.......................................... 67
PROFIT AND LOSS
Adjustments and segregation of items, show on work-sheet prepared from
data........................................................................................................................... 189
Extra dividends credited to, approval of, in audit................................................ 37
Prepare account from incomplete data................................................................... 15
PROFITS
Net, compute from data . . . . . . . . ___ ...................................................................... 14, 78
Of foreign subsidiary, elimination of in consolidated balance-sheet................... 147
Sales of glass sand to insure profit percentages on investment........................... 28
PROFITS TAX
Liability of insolvent estate for, compute reserve................................................. 185
PROMISSORY NOTES
(See Notes)
PROMOTERS
Ratification of act by, prior to incorporation......................................................... 118
PROPERTY ACCOUNTS
Adjustments to appraisal and rectification of errors, prepare statements from
data............................................................................................................................ 136
Methods of keeping, describe and discuss............................................................... 130
PROPERTY TAXES
How treated in accounts of corporation.................................................................. 129
PROXY
Define and describe..................................................................................................... 51
PUBLIC UTILITIES
Municipal, valuation of properties........................................................................... 11
PUBLISHING COMPAN Y
Royalties on book as liability and deferred charges, prepare summary and en
tries, from data................................. ...................................................................... 176
PURCHASES
By agent, claim against principal............................................................................. 79
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page
Invoice forms for, describe and discuss use o f....................................................... 38
RAILWAY CARS
Work in progress account for construction company, verification of and ac
counting treatment for........................................................................................... 166
RAILWAY COMPANY
Internal check system for tickets............................................................................. 167
RANCHES
Work-sheet showing trial balances, prepare from data........................................ 155
RATIOS
Information obtained from, describe....................................................................... 11
REAL ESTATE
Leased building, prepare operating statements for and compute net profits on 78
REAL ESTATE OPERATOR
Prepare adjusting entries, trial balance, balance-sheet, and income statement 39
RECAPITALIZATION
Balance-sheet showing plan of, and entries for exchange of stock, prepare from
data.......................................................................................................................... 187
RECEIVERSHIPS
Audit for minority interests, conditions for acceptance o f.................................. 128
RECORDS
Destroyed by fire, reconstruct accounts and prepare balance-sheet.................. 15
RENEWALS AND REPLACEMENTS
To what accounts charged......................................................................................... 130
REORGANIZATIONS
Plans for, in bankruptcy law, list provisions......................................................... 181
REPAIRS AND MAINTENANCE
To what accounts charged......................................................................................... 130
REPLACEMENTS
(See Renewals and replacements)
REPORTS
Additional information asked by bank for credit purposes, discuss procedure
followed..................................................................................................................... 67
RESERVE ACCOUNTS
Adjustments to appraisal and rectification of errors, prepare statements from
data........................................................................................................................... 136
RESERVES
Auditor’s duty with regard to ...................................................................................
9
How shown as credit item on balance-sheet........................................................... 163
Of automobile finance company, prepare statement from data.......................... 125
ROYALTIES
As liability and deferred charges, prepare summary and entries, from data.. . 176
On iron ore mine, how dealt with in accounts, prepare statement from data.. 89
SALARIES
Officers’, verification by auditor............................................................................... 10
SALES
Conditional, define and describe; rights of buyer and seller................................ 144
Costing, in relation to internal control of inventories, discuss and give methods 38
Difference between sale and contract to sell........................................................... 24
Increase in, by premiums offered, prepare schedule of comparisons................. 84
SALES POLICIES
Advice on advertising plans of manufacturing company..................................... 84
SALES RECORDS
Falsification of, methods of and detection o f......................................................... 36
SAND COMPANY
Amount of sales to insure profit percentages on investment............................... 28
SELLER’S RIGHTS
(See Sales)
SELLING PRICE
Percentage of increase or decrease, for realization of net profit.......................... 14
Reduction of, advertising plan of manufacturing company, prepare compara
tive schedules........................................................................................................... 84
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Define, with respect to income taxes...................................................................... 182
SHORTAGE
In accounts of treasurer, sale of stock to cover, describe entries and discuss
transaction............................................................................................................... 88
SINKING FUNDS
Bond, reserve for, how shown on balance-sheet.................................................. 9, 163
SOCIAL SECURITY ACT
Questions on old-age benefit..................................................................................... 83
Reports under, used against padding payrolls....................................................... 128
SOCIETIES, ASSOCIATIONS
Medical society, income and expenses, prepare statements from data.............. 29
SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP
Change from partnership, entries to open new books, prepare from data........ 103
SPECIFIC PERFORMANCE
Define............................................................................................................................ 182
STATEMENTS
Application-of-funds, prepare from data................................................................. 46
Financial, prepare from data, for annual report to stockholders........................ 149
Income, preparation from data, for real-estate operator...................................... 39
Profit-and-loss, for chemical company, prepare from data.................................. 121
Profit-and-loss, for lumber company, prepare from data..................................... 169
Working capital of manufacturing company, prepare from data....................... 46
STATEMENTS, CONSOLIDATED
Preparation from data on foreign subsidiaries, showing conversion rates......... 42
STATUTE OF FRAUDS
Statute of frauds.......................................................................................................55, 83
Note or memorandum in transactions covered by................................................. 142
STOCK CERTIFICATE
Delivery by broker, responsibility for drop in value of stock............................. 182
STOCK DISTRIBUTION
As bonus to employees............................................................................................... 20
STOCKHOLDERS
Net assets of subsidiary companies, belonging to .................................................. 57
Oral promise of sole stockholder to pay debt of corporation............................... 82
Relationships with directors and officers, describe................................................ 81
Rights of........................................................................................................................ 51
Statement to, regarding operating figures of company, prepare from d a ta .. . . 126
SUBSCRIPTIONS
Verification of receipts from...................................................................................... 130
SUBSIDIARIES
(See Holding company and subsidiaries)
SURETY COMPANY
Right to securities held as collateral against default of debtor........................... 82
SURPLUS
Capital, credit to, in stock conversion..................................................................... 92
Earned, credit to, in stock conversion..................................................................... 92
Of investment trust, prepare statement from data............................................... 153
On consolidated balance-sheet, prepare statements from data........................... 87
Revenue of municipality, prepare work-sheet from data..................................... 108
Unappropriated, use of term in government accounting...................................... 164
SURPLUS ACCOUNT
Transfer from, to capital-stock account, how considered, regarding dividends 143
SURTAX
(See Undistributed profits)
TAXES
(See also Income taxes)
TICKETS
Amusement-park concessions, treatment of, on balance-sheet............................. 33
Railway company, internal-check system............................................................... 167
TOWNS
(See municipalities)
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Officers’, verification by auditor.............................................................................. 10
TREASURY STOCK
(See Capital stock)
TRIAL BALANCE
Preparation from data, for real-estate operator..................................................... 39
TRUST COMPANY
Balance-sheet audit, points covered in verification.. ......................................... 66
TRUST DEED
Purchase of bond issue by officers, not covered b y ............................................... 164
TRUSTEES
Payment by, on mortgage bonds............................................................................. 51
UNDISTRIBUTED PROFITS
Net income, with regard to surtax on, describe and give examples................... 145
UNINCORPORATED BUSINESS
Determination of partnership................................................................................... 179
USURY
Define, give rule of law and describe evasions....................................................... 50
VALUATION
Of cement-company inventory, adjustments in revaluation, for merger........... 172
Of lumber inventory, discuss method used............................................................. 169
VOUCHERS
Extent of examination, in balance-sheet audit....................................................... 128
WATER COMMISSION
Municipalities’ water supply project, prepare balance-sheet with schedules
and work papers, from data.................................................................................. 136
WILLS
State requirements for execution o f......................................................................... 26
WORK-IN-PROCESS
(See Goods-in-process)
WORK IN PROGRESS
Account for construction company, how verified and what accounting treat
ment.......................................................................................................................... 166
WORK-SHEET
Adjustments and segregation of balance-sheet and profit-and-loss items, pre
pare from data......................................................................................................... 189
For use in preparation of balance-sheet from data, submit all used.................. 122
Gain or loss on foreign loan, prepare from data.................................................... 127
Of cattle ranch, prepare from data, showing trial balances................................ 155
Of cement companies’ merger, showing all computations..................................... 172
Of consolidation, showing eliminations and adjustments, prepare from d a ta .. 107
Of holding company and subsidiaries showing consolidation of the balancesheets......................................................................................................................... 159
Of manufacturing company, prepare from data..................................................... 69
Of oil properties, prepare from data........................................................................ 73
WORKING PAPERS
For executors’ accounting, prepare from data........................................................ 133
For municipalities’ water supply project, submit with balance-sheet, from data 136
Ownership by accountant........................................................................................... 22
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